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Introduction 
Welcome to the OpenInsight Presentation Server Reference Manual, which provides a 
comprehensive reference to the capabilities offered by the Presentation Server.  It is not intended to 
be a guide to developing OpenInsight applications, although the appendices do cover several 
programming topics that developers may find useful when dealing with specific tasks. 

 

What is the Presentation Server? 
The OpenInsight Presentation Server is a core part of the OpenInsight Development suite.  It hosts 
the Revelation Engine (RevEngine) virtual machine and provides Basic+ programs with an object 
based interface to create and manipulate Windows Desktop (aka. Win32) Applications.  As well as 
providing the capability to create your own applications, the Presentation Server also provides the 
actual OpenInsight development environment itself, which comprises the IDE and most of its 
associated tools. 

 

Presentation Server components 
In addition to the stored procedures described later in this manual the Presentation Server also 
includes the Windows executable files listed below: 

File Purpose 
OpenInsight.exe This is the core Presentation Server executable. It hosts the RevEngine virtual machine 

at runtime to provide access to Basic+ programs. 
RevVSM.dll Provides visual style rendering services to windows and controls hosted by the 

Presentation Server. 
RevGrid.dll Provides grid-based controls to the Presentation Server, such as the PROPERTYGRID 

control. 
 

Of course, these are in addition to those required by RevEngine itself, which are documented 
elsewhere. 
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Conventions 
This section describes the conventions adopted throughout this manual. 

 

Abbreviations 
Several abbreviations are used throughout this manual. Here is a list of those commonly used: 

Abbreviation Meaning 
DWM Desktop Window Manager 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
IDE Integrated Development Environment 
PS Presentation Server 
OI OpenInsight 
OS Operating System 
UDP User-Defined Property 
UI User Interface 
 

TRUE$ and FALSE$ 
Many entries in this document describe the contents of properties and variables using the terms 
"TRUE$" and "FALSE$" when referring to Boolean values.  These terms are actually equated 
constants from a Stored Procedure Insert record called LOGICAL and have the value "1" and "0" 
respectively. 

 
   Equ TRUE$        To 1 
   Equ FALSE$       To 0 

    

 

NULL$ 
This term is simply used to represent an empty (null) string. 

 

Forms and windows 
In this document, the terms "form" and "window" are used interchangeably to mean an OpenInsight 
WINDOW object type. A form is basically a visual surface that is populated with other "child" 
controls to build a user-interface for your application. These can be "top-level" standalone forms 
that are run on the Desktop, Dialog Boxes, or an MDI child forms. 

Please see the documentation for the WINDOW object type for more information.   
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Starting the Presentation Server 
 

While most of an application’s configuration information is stored in various database records, there 
are some startup options that need to be determined before the actual database can be accessed 
(i.e. before the RevEngine virtual machine is loaded). 

The Presentation Server can be configured with a wide range of options at startup, via means of an 
RXI configuration file, and/or a set of command line switches.  Both methods support nearly all of 
the same options, but any option specified by a command line switch always overrides the same 
option specified in the configuration file.  

 

Presentation Server configuration (RXI) files 
There are nearly twenty options that can be applied when starting the Presentation Server and 
adding these as switches to a command line shortcut can be a tedious and error-prone exercise. In 
order to remedy this, it is possible to create an RXI (Revelation Xml Ini) file to store these options 
instead, where they are read and parsed by the PS during its boot-up sequence. 

The contents of an RXI file are simple XML which looks like this: 

 
 <revPS appID="SYSPROG"> 
   <taskBarID>RevX.SYSPROG</taskBarID> 
   <serverName>\\.\REVXPS_DEBUG</serverName> 
   <queueName></queueName> 
   <autoExec>REV_IDE</autoExec> 
   <bannerFile>revx.png</bannerFile> 
   <caption>Revelation X Dev System</caption> 
   <showBanner>1</showBanner> 
   <showMonitor>1</showMonitor> 
   <noSpy>1</noSpy> 
   <hideEngine>0</hideEngine> 
   <elevate>0</elevate> 
   <minDisplaySecs>0</minDisplaySecs> 
   <enginePath>C:\RevSoft\RevX.Dev</enginePath> 
 </revPS> 
 

 

There is root element “revPS” with an attribute called “appID” (required) that contains the OI 
application to load.  After this are a series of elements that specify the available options.  None of 
the option elements are required, and may be omitted if desired. 

There are no specific formatting requirements for an RXI file name other than that it has a file 
extension of “rxi”. e.g. 

 DevSystem.rxi 
 Sysprog.rxi 
 ExampleApp.rxi 

When looking for an RXI file to load the Presentation Server uses the following algorithm: 
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1. Look for an RXI file specified via the “RX” command line switch. 
2. Look for an RXI file with the same name as the “AP” command line switch in the same folder 

as the PS. 
3. Look for an RXI file with the same name as the last loaded OpenInsight application (this is 

extracted from the Registry) in the same folder as the PS. 
4. Look for an RXI file called “SYSPROG.rxi” in the same folder as the PS. 

(When looking for files in step (1) and (2) above the RX and AP switches do not have to include the 
“.rxi” file extension) 

To see which RXI file has been used at runtime you can use the SYSTEM CONFIGFILE and 
CONFIGINFO properties, or used the "cfg" System Monitor command. 

  

RXI files only apply when starting the Presentation Server 
It is important to note that an RXI file is only used when the Presentation Server is first loaded.  
Swapping to another application from within the PS without closing it first (e.g. by using the "Open 
Application" functionality in the IDE) will not use any RXI files that might apply to the new 
application. 

For example, if the PS is started in SYSPROG, and is then switched to the EXAMPLES application it will 
not use a file called EXAMPLES.rxi even if the EXAMPLES.rxi file actually exists. 

 

Presentation Server configuration options 
The following options are supported in the RXI file: 

autoExec 
This option specifies the name of a stored procedure to execute at startup, after which the 
Presentation Server will be closed. 

autoForm 
This option specifies the name of a form to execute at startup, overriding  both the IDE (if in 
DevMode) or the Application Entry Point (if in RunMode). 

appID 
Unlike other options this must be specified as an attribute of the root element in the RXI file.  It 
contains the name of the OpenInsight application to load and should not be null. 

bannerFile 
This option specifies the name of an image file to use as the application's splash screen.  If not 
specified, the Presentation Server will attempt to use a PNG file with the same name as the 
executable file (i.e. "OpenInsight.png") instead. 

The "bannerFile" element can appear multiple times in an RXI file along with an attribute called 
"dpi", which specifies the DPI that the image is designed for.  When the Presentation Server displays 
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the bannerFile image it chooses the closest match to the monitor DPI from all the "bannerFile" 
elements specified (if the "dpi" attribute is omitted it defaults to "96"). 

The "dpi" attribute can be a value specifying the actual DPI such as "96" or "144", or it can be 
expressed as a percentage such as "100%" or "150%" and so on. 

E.g. 

The RXI file below contains multiple bannerFile elements: 

  
 <revPS appID="SYSPROG"> 
   <taskBarID>RevX.SYSPROG</taskBarID> 
   <serverName>\\.\REVXPS_DEBUG</serverName> 
   <queueName></queueName> 
   <autoExec>REV_IDE</autoExec> 
   <bannerFile dpi="96">revx.png</bannerFile> 
   <bannerFile dpi="150%">revx_med.png</bannerFile> 
   <bannerFile dpi="200%">revx_big.png</bannerFile> 
   <caption>Revelation X Dev System</caption> 
   <showBanner>1</showBanner> 
   <showMonitor>1</showMonitor> 
   <noSpy>1</noSpy> 
   <hideEngine>0</hideEngine> 
   <elevate>0</elevate> 
   <minDisplaySecs>0</minDisplaySecs> 
   <enginePath>C:\RevSoft\RevX.Dev</enginePath> 
 </revPS> 

 

 When loaded onto a monitor running at 96DPI (or 100%) it will display the "revx.png" file.  
 When loaded onto a monitor running at greater than 96DPI but less than or equal to 144DPI 

(150%) it will display the "revx_med.png" file.  
 When loaded onto a monitor running at greater than 144DPI it will use the "revx_big.png" 

file. 
 

caption 
This option Specifies additional text that appears in the OpenInsight IDE caption bar.  This can be 
helpful in identifying different copies of an application on the same desktop. 

devMode 
This option should be a value of 1 or 0. It specifies if the application should be “opened” and load the 
OpenInsight IDE, rather than its nominated startup window.  This option is ignored If the runMode or /RN 
command line switch is set to a value of 1 or 2. 

enginePath 
Specifies the path containing the Revelation virtual machine. By default the engine path is set to the 
same folder as the Presentation Server. 

elevate 
This option should be a value of 1 or 0. When set to 1 the application will attempt to load with admin 
privileges, and will ask the user for permission if necessary.   
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hideEngine 
This option should be a value of 1 or 0. Specifies if the RevEngine window should be hidden when 
the application is started. 

noSpy 
This option should be a value of 1 or 0.  Specifies if the “Event Spy” setting for the System Monitor is 
disabled. 

minDisplaySecs 
Specifies the minimum number of seconds to display the startup banner image for. 

maxInstances 
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent instances of the specified application allowed to run 
on the same workstation (not exceeding the overall licensed amount). 

runMode 
This specifies if the application should be executed in “runtime” mode.  This means that the application will 
load it’s nominated startup window after login rather than the OpenInsight IDE.  This option is not compatible 
with the “devMode” option: setting both “devMode“ and “runMode” to TRUE$ will result in the runMode 
option taking priority. 

This option should be a value of 0, 1 or 2: 

 0 or null.  Runtime mode is not specified – allow DevMode to be set. 
 1 – Runtime mode – allow any app 

 2 – Runtime mode – allow specific app 

suppressDPIAware 
This option should be a value of 1 or 0.  Specifies if the PS should be treated as a High-DPI application 
by Windows. 

showMonitor 
This option should be a value of 1 or 0.  Specifies if the System Monitor should be visible after the 
application has been loaded. 

serverName 
Specifies the RevEngine “ServerName” string. 

taskBarID 
Specifies the string used to identify the PS instance on the Windows taskbar.  
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Presentation Server command line switches 
For each of the options specified in an RXI file there is a corresponding command line switch that can 
be used to override it, along with several switches that have no RXI equivalent.   

Command line switches should be should be prefixed with the “/” character and separated from 
their value by “=”. 

E.g. 

 C:\RevSoft\OpenInsight\Oinsight.exe /AP=SYSPROG /UN=REVCZAR 

 C:\RevSoft\OpenInsight\Oinsight.exe /RX=LI_DEV  

 Etc. 

 

Switch Equivalent RXI name Description 
AE autoExec Specifies the name of a stored procedure to run at startup, after which 

the system is closed down. 
AF autoForm Specifies the name of a startup form to execute after login.  
AP appID Application ID.  Specifies the OpenInsight application to load.  If not 

present on the command line this defaults to SYSPROG (unless the RX 
switch has been specified). 

BN bannerFile BannerFile (aka. splashscreen).  Specifies the name of an image file to 
display during startup for 96DPI only.  If this is not specified, the system 
looks for a file with the same name as the executable with a “.png” 
extension (i.e. "OpenInsight.png"). 

CA caption Caption. Specifies additional text that appears in the OpenInsight IDE 
caption bar.  This can be helpful in identifying different copies of an 
application on the same desktop. 

DV devMode Development Mode (1 or 0). Specifies if the application should be 
“opened” and load the IDE rather than its nominated startup window.  
This option is ignored of the runMode or /RN switch is set to a value of 1 
or 2. 

EP enginePath Engine Path.  Specifies the path containing the Revelation virtual 
machine. By default the engine path is set to the same folder as the 
Presentation Server. 

EL elevate Elevate (1 or 0). When set to 1 the application will attempt to load with 
admin privileges, and will ask the user for permission if necessary.  

HE hideEngine Hide Engine (1 or 0). Specifies if the RevEngine window should be hidden 
when the application is started.  

NS noSpy No Spy (1 or 0).  Specifies if the “Event Spy” setting for the System 
Monitor is disabled. 

MD minDisplaySecs Minimum Display Time.  Specifies the minimum number of seconds to 
display the startup banner image for. 

MI maxInstances Max Instances. Specifies the maximum number of concurrent instances 
of the specified application allowed to run. 

PW n/a Password. Specifies the password to use to log into the application. 
RN runMode Runtime Mode (0,1, or 2). Specifies if the application should be 

“executed” and load its nominated startup window rather than the IDE. 
 0 or null.  Runtime mode is not specified.  Allow DevMode to be 

specified. 
 1 – Runtime – allow any app.  Overrides DevMode. 
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 2 – Runtime mode – only load a specific app. Overrides 
DevMode. 

RX n/a RXI file name. Specifies the RXI configuration file to use when starting 
the PS. 

SD suppressDPIAware SuppressDPIAware (1 or 0).  Specifies if the PS should be treated as a 
High-DPI application by Windows. 

SM showMonitor ShowMonitor (1 or 0).  Specifies if the System Monitor should be visible 
after the application has been loaded. 

SN serverName ServerName. Specifies the RevEngine “ServerName” string. 
TB taskBarID TaskBarID. Specifies the string used to identify the PS instance on the 

Windows taskbar. 
UN n/a UserName. Specifies the username used to log into the application. 

 

 

Development Mode vs. Runtime Mode 
The Presentation Server can be started in one of two modes: Development Mode or Runtime Mode. 

 Development Mode (devMode) means that the system will load the OpenInsight IDE after 
login. 

 Runtime Mode (runMode) means that the system will load the application’s specified 
startup form after login 

The mode is controlled by a pair of options in the RXI file (runMode and devMode), and a 
corresponding pair of command line switches (/RN and /DV). 

 The devMode (or /DV switch) can be set to 0 or 1 – setting it to the latter will load the 
OpenInsight IDE after login.  This is ignored if the runMode is “1” or “2”. 

 The runMode (or /RN switch) can be set to 0, 1 or 2: 
o 0 or null.  Runtime mode is not specified – allows DevMode/DV to be set. 
o 1 – Runtime mode – allows any app to be selected in the login form. 
o 2 – Runtime mode – only allows specific app to be selected in the login form. The application 

ID must be specified by the appID attribute in the RXI file, or the /AP switch on the command 
line.  

If neither options or switches are set then the system defaults to using a runMode value of 1. 
However, the login form displays a “Run Application” checkbox that can be unchecked to allow the 
system to be loaded in Development mode if desired. 
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The System Monitor 
The System Monitor is a useful tool that allows a direct command-line interface into the 
Presentation Server.  As well as allowing you to execute arbitrary Basic+ stored procedures it also 
supports a set of intrinsic commands that expose common tasks too. 

 

Opening the System Monitor 
The System Monitor can be accessed in several ways: 

1. By setting the "SM" command line switch to "1" when starting the Presentation Server. 
2. By setting the "ShowMonitor" value to "1" in the RXI file when starting the Presentation 

Server. 
3. By selecting the "System Monitor" item from the IDE "View" menu. 
4. By using the Ctrl-F5 shortcut key combination in the IDE. 
5. By using the SYSTEMMONITOR VISIBLE property with the Set_Property function in a Basic+ 

program at runtime. 

When opened the System Monitor presents a simple interface consisting of a command line at the 
top and a read-only text box that displays the results of any executed commands: 

 

The System monitor remembers it's position between sessions by storing the window placement 
data in the registry when it is closed. 
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Executing System Monitor commands 
Using the tool is simple: enter the statement in the command line and press the "Enter" key to 
execute it. 

Some things to bear in mind when using the command line are: 

 An auto-complete mechanism is attached to the command line that includes the last 100 
commands executed.  This list can be shown by clicking the down-arrow button next to the 
command line, or the system will show matching items as you type.   

o This list is saved to the SYSLISTS table between sessions using a key structure of: 

<appid> "*" <userid> "*PS_COMMANDSTACK" 
 

E.g.  
EXAMPLES*DAFFYDUCK*PS_COMMANDSTACK 

 
 Parameters passed to the command may be separated by spaces or by commas. E.g. the 

following two commands are equivalent: 

my_test_proc patient_data 100 0 
my_test_proc patient_data, 100, 0  

 

 If a parameter includes spaces then it may be enclosed by matching quotes (single or 
double) instead: 

my_test_proc "some parameter" 
my_test_proc "something else's" 
my_test_proc 'something "quoted" string' 

 

 If you wish to pass a null value for a parameter simply pass an empty quoted string like so: 

my_test_proc "" param2 "" "Parameter 4" 
my_test_proc "", param2, "", "Parameter 4" 

 

 All text in the command line is converted to upper-case before it is executed.  This includes 
any quoted text unless the command is prefixed with a "_" character to preserve it. 
 
E.g. This command will set the control's text using a upper case string: 

sp mywindow.edl_surname text "Duck" 
 

While this command will preserve the mixed-case: 

_sp mywindow.edl_surname text "Duck" 
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 If you wish to pass system delimiters to the command you can do so using a comma to 
replace the delimiter and using one or more matching sets of nested enclosing brackets ("[" 
and "]") to indicate which delimiter the comma represents.  
 

o For an @fm delimiter use a single set of brackets like so: 

sp mywindow.lst_ids list ["Item One","Item 2","Item 3"] 
 

o For an @vm delimiter use a double set of nested brackets like so: 

sp mywindow.edt_ids array [["Item One","Item 2","Item 3"]] 
 

o For an @svm delimiter use a triple set of nested brackets like so: 

sp mywindow.edl_name font [[["Courier New", -13, 400]]] 
 

o … and so on down to @stm. 

This delimiter notation may be combined to pass parameters with more than one delimiter,  

e.g. for an EditTable ARRAY property: 

sp mywin.tbl_1 array [ [["Cell 1,1","Cell 2,1"]],[["Cell 2,1","Cell 2,2"]] ] 

 

 You may specify a previously executed command by entering a "." followed immediately by 
the index of the command in the saved list.  For example, entering ".1" retrieves the last 
command entered, ".2" retrieves the command previous to that and so on. 

 

Command results 
If the command returns any results they appear in the text area at the bottom of the window.  
Programs executed from the System Monitor command line may also update the results by using the 
Basic+ Send_Dyn function. 
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System Monitor commands 
This section defines the intrinsic System Monitor commands available.  These are: 

Name Description 
ABOUT Displays version and licensing information. 
CFG Displays information extracted from the RXI file. 
CLL Clears the list of previously executed commands.  
CLS Clears the results. 
CMD Opens a Windows Command Prompt. 
DLG Executes a form using the Dialog_Box function. 
EM Executes the Exec_Method function. 
EXEC Executes a form using the Start_Window function. 
EVAL Executes Basic+ statements. 
GC Issues a garagecollect operation and purges cached data. 
GP Executes the Get_Property function. 
IDT Displays a date in internal format (assumes date passed is in US format). 
LE Excutes the Get_Repos_Entities function to return a list of matching repository entities. 
LIST Executes an RLIST statement. 
LOGTO Closes the current application and opens another one. 
OFF Shuts down the Presentation Server. 
OL Executes the SYSTEM OBJECTLIST method. 
QUIT Same as the OFF command 
RUN Executes the specified Basic+ stored procedure. 
RXI Displays information extracted from the RXI file. 
SHL Execute the Windows ShellExecute function to open a document or run another 

Windows program. 
SP Executes the Set_Property function. 
STOP Closes a specified window, or all windows. 
 

Any other commands entered are treated as the name of a Basic+ stored procedure and the System 
Monitor will try to execute them as such. 

E.g. Executing the LIST_KEYS stored procedure for the CUST table, sorting by the LNAME and FNAME 
columns:   
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ABOUT 
This command displays the following information in the results area: 

 Product version 
 File version 
 Current directory 
 Application ID 
 User name 
 Serial number 
 Maximum licensed users 
 Development System Flag 
 Engine Window Handle 
 A flag denoting if the Presentation Server is a 64-bit version 
 A flag denoting if the operating system is 64-bit. 

E.g. 
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CFG 
This command displays the raw configuration data extracted from the RXI file. 

E.g. 

 

 

 

CLL 
This command clears the saved list of previously executed commands. 

E.g. 
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CLS 
This command clears the results area. 

E.g. 

 

 

CMD 
This command opens a Windows Command Prompt. 

E.g. 
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DLG 
This command executes a form using the Dialog_Box stored procedure.  The parameters passed are 
the same as for calling Dialog_Box in Basic+. 

E.g.   

Launch the RTI_IDE_OPEN_RECORD dialog box using RTI_IDE as the parent window and setting a 
mode of 1 and a table name of SYSREPOSCLASSES in the "CreateParam" parameter:  
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EM 
This command executes the Exec_Method procedure to invoke an object's method.  The parameters 
passed are the same as for calling Exec_Method in Basic+. 

E.g.  Deleting the 10th row in an edit table: 

 

 

EVAL 
This command compiles and executes a Basic+ statement.  Multiple statements should be delimited 
by a ";" character. 

E.g.  

Display a message box displaying the current date in internal format: 

 

 

EXEC 
This command executes a form using the Start_Window stored procedure.  The parameters passed 
are the same as for calling Start_Window in Basic+. 

E.g.   

Launch the PS_OPENAPP window with a null parent window and setting an Application ID of 
"EXAMPLES" and a Username of "A_USER" in the "CreateParam" parameter:  
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GC 
This command executes a garbage collect instruction and executes the RTI_Purge_All stored 
procedure to clear out a range of cached system and IDE data. 

 

GP 
This command executes the Get_Property procedure to return the value of an object property.  The 
parameters passed are the same as for calling Get_Property in Basic+. 

E.g.  Get the TEXT property of the RTI_IDE window: 
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IDT 
This command returns the internal format for a specified date, or if no date is specified the current 
date is used instead.  The conversion is performed using the "D" format specifier for the Iconv 
operation, unless an "E" parameter is passed, in which case the "DE" format specifier is used instead. 

E.g. Return the current date in internal format: 

 

E.g. Return a specific date in internal format using the "D" format specifier 

 

E.g Return a specific date in internal format using the "DE" format specifier 

 

 

LE 
This command returns a list of Repository entities matching the passed criteria by executing the 
SYSTEM OBJECTLIST method.  The parameters passed are the same as for the OBJECTLIST method. 

E.g.  List all objects in the system: 
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LO 
This command returns a list of objects matching the passed criteria by executing the SYSTEM 
OBJECTLIST method.  The parameters passed are the same as for the OBJECTLIST method. 

E.g.  List all objects in the system: 

 

E.g. List all WINDOW types in the system: 

 

E.g list all objects that are children of a specified window: 
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LOGTO 
This command allows you to close the current application and open another one.  The parameters 
that can be passed are the application ID, username, and password.  If any of these arguments are 
incorrect or missing the system login dialog will be presented to allow for any corrections. 

  

OFF 
This command shuts down the Presentation Server, closing the application. 

 

OL 
Same as the LO command. 

 

QUIT 
Same as the OFF command. 

 

RXI 
Same as the CFG command. 

 

SHL 
This command calls the Windows ShellExecute method to execute an external program or load a 
document.  It can take two parameters: the name of program/document to load (required), and 
optionally any command line arguments that need to be passed. 

E.g. Open the Windows Explorer in the c:\temp folder: 
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SP 
This command executes the Set_Property procedure to set the value of an object property.  The 
parameters passed are the same as for calling Set_Property in Basic+. 

E.g.  Set the TEXT property of the RTI_IDE window ensuring case is respected: 

 

 

 

STOP 
This command closes a specified PS window, or all PS windows.  Any window closed by the STOP 
command will not fire a CLOSE event, therefore doing this may leave "dangling" record locks in the 
case of data entry windows and so on, as no system cleanup code is executed. 

To close a specific window simply pass the ID of the window as the first parameter to the STOP 
command. 

E.g Terminate the RTI_IDE window: 
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To close all windows do not pass any parameters to STOP. 

E.g. Terminate all PS windows: 
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Presentation Server Basic+ Interface 
The Presentation Server exposes an object-based interface (i.e. properties, methods and events) to 
Basic+ that can be accessed by the following core Stored Procedures: 

 Exec_Method 
 Forward_Event 
 Get_EventStatus 
 Get_Property 
 Post_Event  
 Send_Event 
 Set_EventStatus  
 Set_Property 
 Set_Property_Only 

 

In addition to this there are other supporting Stored Procedures that relate directly to the 
Presentation Server and allow other Basic+ routines to integrate smoothly with it: 

 Create_Dialog 
 Dialog_Box 
 End_Dialog 
 End_Window  
 IsEventContext  
 SetDebugger 
 Start_MDIChild 
 Start_Window 
 Yield 

 

Previous versions of OpenInsight also supported the following Stored Procedures that have been 
deprecated since version 10: 

 Send_Message (replaced by Exec_Method) 
 Utility (replaced by various SYSTEM and FILESYSTEM object methods) 

  

All of these functions (bar the deprecated ones) are described fully in this section. 
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Create_Dialog function 
 

Description 
Executes a specified OpenInsight window (form), as a modal or modeless dialog box.  

In general terms, a dialog box is a window designed to collect information from the user, or to 
display a message that the user must acknowledge (commonly known as an "alert" window).  In the 
majority of cases a dialog box is launched in modal format, which means it exhibits the following 
behavior when used with Create_Dialog(): 

 It must have an owner window 
 The owner window is disabled for the lifetime of the dialog box (Optionally all other 

windows belonging to the owner window may be disabled). 

(Note however that unlike a model dialog box executed via the Dialog_Box() function, a modal dialog 
box executed with the Create_Dialog() function cannot return a value to its caller.) 

When executed in non-modal format it simple behaves as any other window that has an owner. 

 

Syntax 
    
   RetVal = Create_Dialog( DialogID, OwnerID, Mode, CreateParam, Options ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DialogID Yes Name of the window to execute.  Must be in upper-case. 
OwnerID Yes Name of the owner window. Must be in upper-case.  This window is will 

disabled until the dialog box is destroyed if the Mode is FALSE$ (i.e. non-
modal) 
 
Note that this may be the ID of a docked window, or a child window like an 
MDI child. In this case the parent top-level frame will be disabled. 
  

Mode No Set to TRUE$ to create a non-modal dialog,or FALSE$ (the default) to create a 
modal one. 

CreateParam No Data to pass to the window's CREATE event.  This data is passed as the 
"CreateParam" argument when the CREATE event is triggered.   It must not 
contain an @Rm system delimiter characters. 

Options No A dynamic array of extra options for launching the window 
 

<1> If TRUE$ then disable ALL other windows owned by the OwnerID 
window, not just the OwnerID window itself when modal. 

<2> GETPARENTFRAME override.  The Create_Dialog stored procedure 
uses the WINDOW object GETPARENTFRAME method internally.  This 
option allows it to be tweaked as desired.  
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Returns 
The Instance ID of the newly executed dialog box is returned if successful.  Null is returned if the 
dialog box fails to start.  The instance ID is usually the same as the passed DialogID, but if the 
window is flagged as multi-instance then the PS can append a unique number (delimited with an "*" 
character) to the returned ID to ensure that there are no conflicts with existing windows. 

   

Errors 
Error information may be obtained via the Get_Status function.  

 

Remarks 
This function can be considered deprecated for launching modal dialog boxes.  The Dialog_Box() 
function should be used instead. 

The End_Dialog() subroutine or the WINDOW CLOSE method can be used to close a dialog box 
executed with Create_Dialog(). 

 

Example 
       

   // Example - launch a non-modal dialog  
    
   CurrVal  = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "TEXT" ) 
   DlgOpt   = "" 
    
   DialogID = Create_Dialog( "MY_DIALOG_BOX", @Window, TRUE$, CurrVal, DlgOpt ) 
     
    

 

See also 
Dialog_Box function, End_Dialog subroutine, Start_Window function, ENDDIALOG event, WINDOW 
CREATE event, WINDOW CLOSE method, WINDOW CLOSE event, WINDOW GETPARENTFRAME 
property. 
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Dialog_Box function 
 

Description 
Executes a specified OpenInsight window (form), as a modal dialog box.  

In general terms, a dialog box is a window designed to collect information from the user, or to 
display a message that the user must acknowledge (commonly known as an "alert" window).  In the 
majority of cases a dialog box is launched in modal format, which means it exhibits the following 
behavior: 

 It must have an owner window 
 The owner window is disabled for the lifetime of the dialog box (Optionally all other 

windows belonging to the owner window may be disabled). 
 The dialog box can return information direct to the calling program (Synchronous Mode) or 

via the ENDDIALOG event ( Asynchronous Mode) 

 

Syntax 
    
   RetVal = Dialog_Box( DialogID, OwnerID, CreateParam, Options, AsyncParams ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DialogID Yes Name of the window to execute.  Must be in upper-case. 
OwnerID Yes Name of the owner window. Must be in upper-case.  This window is will 

disabled until the dialog box is destroyed. 
 
Note that this may be the ID of a docked window, or a child window like an 
MDI child. In this case the parent top-level frame will be disabled. 
  

CreateParam No Data to pass to the window's CREATE event.  This data is passed as the 
"CreateParam" argument when the CREATE event is triggered.   It must not 
contain an @Rm system delimiter characters. 

Options No A dynamic array of extra options for launching the window 
 

<3> If TRUE$ then disable ALL other windows owned by the OwnerID 
window, not just the OwnerID window itself. 

<4> GETPARENTFRAME override.  The Dialog_Box stored procedure uses 
the WINDOW object GETPARENTFRAME method internally.  This 
option allows it to be tweaked as desired.  
 

AsyncParams No A dynamic array of options that control Asynchronous mode.  When executed 
in this mode the returned data is not passed directly back to the calling stored 
procedure – rather it is passed back via the OwnerID's ENDDIALOG event. 
 

<1> If TRUE$ then the dialog will be executed in Asynchronous mode. 
<2> Contains a string argument passed back to the OwnerID's 

ENDDIALOG event.  Useful for identifying the returned data. 
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Returns 
If the dialog box is executed in synchronous mode the return value is the data passed back from an 
End_Dialog call.   

If the dialog is executed in asynchronous mode the return value will be the instance ID of the created 
dialog box.  In this case the data passed back from an End_Dialog call will passed as an argument to 
the owner window's ENDDIALOG event. 

If an error occurs the return value will be null. 

   

Errors 
Error information may be obtained via the Get_Status function.  

 

Remarks 
In previous version of OpenInsight all modal dialogs were executed in Synchronous mode, which 
made programming them very easy but imposed some constraints on the system if multiple nested 
Dialog_Box calls are made - a scenario that is quite possible in a modern multi-monitor, multi-
window system.  When this happens, the system must “stack” these calls in the order that they are 
made, which may not always match the order in which the user dismisses them, and this can lead to 
some confusion with the user interface. 

To alleviate this OpenInsight 10 has introduced Asynchronous mode, which means that calling 
programs never wait for a direct answer from the dialog box so there is no need to form a stack of 
waiting programs.  Instead any returned data is passed to the caller’s ENDDIALOG event when 
triggered by an End_Dialog call.  The downside of this mode is that it is more difficult to program as 
the flow of the code must be broken up into a calling and receiving phase, rather than running in a 
linear sequence. Despite this drawback Asynchronous mode is the preferred method and will result 
in a better runtime performance when implemented 

 

Example 
For the purposes of this example we assume that we are going to launch a simple form called 
“MY_DIALOG_BOX” using the Dialog_Box function.  The form contains a single EDITLINE control 
called “EDL_NAME”, and a button called “BTN_OK”.  When BTN_OK is clicked it will get the text from 
EDL_NAME and return it to the owner with an End_Dialog call like so: 

       

   // CLICK event script for MY_DIALOG_BOX.BTN_OK 
    
   // Get the data the user entered 
   Name = Get_Property( @Window : ".EDL_NAME", "TEXT" ) 
    
   // Return it to the owner window 
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   Call End_Dialog( @Window, Name ) 
    

 

Synchronous Mode Example 
To launch MY_DIALOG_BOX in synchronous fashion, do the following from an event on the owner 
window: 

       
   // Launches MY_DIALOG_BOX as a modal Dialog_Box in synchronous fashion passing 
   // it the contents of a variable called CurrName as the CreateParam. 
    
   NewName = Dialog_Box( "MY_DIALOG_BOX", @Window, CurrName ) 
    
   If BLen( NewName ) Then 
      // The user entered a new name so process it 
      Call Do_Something_With_This_Name( NewName ) 
   End 
       

In this mode the calling program will halt at he Dialog_Box call and wait for the user to close it, after 
which the text returned from the End_Dialog call on MY_DIALOG_BOX.BTN_OK will be placed in the 
NewName variable for subsequent processing.   

Asynchronous Mode Example 
To launch MY_DIALOG_BOX in asynchronous fashion, do the following from an event on the owner 
window: 

       
   // Launches MY_DIALOG_BOX as a modal Dialog_Box in asynchronous fashion  
   // passing it the contents of a variable called CurrName as the CreateParam. 
    
   AsyncParams = "" 
   AsyncParams<1> = TRUE$      ; // Aysnc mode 
   AsyncParams<2> = "GetName"  ; // Optional “AsyncID” param for the 

  ENDDIALOG event 
    
   // This code does not halt here - anything the user selects in the dialog 
   // will be passed back in the ENDDIALOG event  
   DlgID = Dialog_Box( "MY_DIALOG_BOX", @Window, CurrName, "", AsyncParams ) 
          

In this mode the calling program will NOT halt at he Dialog_Box call and wait for the user to close it. 
Instead any data returned from the End_Dialog call on MY_DIALOG_BOX.BTN_OK will be passed as 
an argument to the calling window’s ENDDIALOG event.   

The ENDDIALOG event would look something like this: 

       

  Function ENDDIALOG( CtrlEntID, CtrlClassID, DialogID, DialogValue, AsyncID ) 
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   // This is an ENDDIALOG event that will be triggered by the End_Dialog  
   // call on MY_DIALOG_BOX.BTN_OK when launched in asynchronous mode, 
   // 
   // ENDDIALOG is passed three parameters: 
   // 
   //   DialogID  
   //   DialogValue 
   //   AsyncID 
    
   Begin Case 
      Case ( DialogID = "MY_DIALOG_BOX" ) 
         // This is optional but we can check AsyncID if we wanted to have 
         //  more fine grain control over how this event is processed. 
         If ( AsyncID == "GetName" ) Then 
            Call Do_Something_With_This_Name( NewName ) 
         End 
   End Case  
    
 Return 0    
       

 

See also 
Create_Dialog function, End_Dialog subroutine, Start_Window subroutine, ENDDIALOG event, 
WINDOW CREATE event, WINDOW CLOSE method, WINDOW CLOSE event, WINDOW 
GETPARENTFRAME property. 
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End_Dialog subroutine 
 

Description 
This stored procedure closes a modal dialog box and returns a value back to the caller. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call End_Dialog( DialogID, RetVal ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DialogID Yes Name of the dialog box to close.  Must be in upper-case. 
RetVal No Value to return to the caller. 
 

Returns 
N/a 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
This stored procedure is used to close a modal dialog box and return a value to the caller. If the 
dialog box was launched in synchronous mode the return value is returned directly from the 
originating Dialog_Box() call, otherwise the return value is passed to the caller's ENDDIALOG event 
instead.  See the description of the Dialog_Box() stored procedure above for more details. 

This stored procedure should only be used with modal dialog boxes that have been executed via a 
call to Dialog_Box().  It can be used with non-modal dialog boxes but there is little point as a value 
cannot be returned to a caller.   

Note that The WINDOW CLOSE method can also be used with a modal dialog – it is the equivalent of  
calling End_Dialog and passing a null RetVal parameter. 

 

Example 
See the Dialog_Box() function above for an example of how to use End_Dialog. 
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See also 
WINDOW CLOSE method, Create_Dialog function, Dialog_Box function.   
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End_Window subroutine 
 

Description 
This stored procedure destroys a window and sets focus  to the indicated object or to the form’s 
owner (if any). 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call End_Window( FormID, FocusID ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FormID Yes Name of the form to destroy.  Must be in upper-case. 
FocusID No Name of a PS GUI object to move the focus to when the form is destroyed.  

Must be in upper-case.  If this parameter is not specified the focus is set to 
the form’s owner (if possible). 

 

Returns 
N/a 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Using this stored procedure means that the specified form is destroyed unconditionally along with 
its “Window Common Area” (i.e. the Basic+ common variables that contain the form’s synthetic 
property and semantic data). No attempt is made to release any locks or perform any validation 
checks. 

The preferred way of destroying a form is to call its CLOSE method (which in turn calls End_Window 
internally).  End_Window should only be used as last resort when the CLOSE method fails. 

 

Example 
       
   // Example - Terminate a form unconditionally and look to see if it's  
   // handle is still valid. 
    
   Call End_Window( FormID ) 
    
   If Get_Property( FormID, "HANDLE" ) Else 
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      // Handle invalid - The form was destroyed 
   End 
    

 

See also 
WINDOW CLOSE method, SYSTEM DESTROY method, Common GUI HANDLE property, Start_Window 
function. 
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Exec_Method function 
 

Description 
Executes a method for a specified object. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Value = Exec_Method( Object, Method, Param1, Param2, Param3, … Param12 ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Object Yes Identifier of the object to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
Method Yes Name of the method to execute.  Must be in upper-case. 
Param1 -Param12 No Parameters to be passed to the method.  Up to 12 parameters may be used. 
 

Returns 
The return value is method dependent.  If an invalid object or method name is specified then an 
empty string (null) is returned.  No error condition is flagged. 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Methods can also be invoked from an objects EXECMETHOD property as described [[[HERE]]]. 

 

Example 
          
   // Call the SYSTEM DESTROY method to destroy a the EDL_NAME control 
   Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "DESTROY", @Window : ".EDL_NAME" ) 
    
   // Call the LISTBOX INSERT method to append an item to a list box  
   // control called LST_ITEMS 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".LST_ITEMS", "INSERT", -1, "Item Twelve" )  
         

 

See also 
EXECMETHOD property. 
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Forward_Event subroutine 
 

Description 
Suspends execution of the current event handler and transfers to the next handler in the event 
chain. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Forward_Event(Param1, Param2, Param3, …, Param20 ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Param1 –Param20 No Event-specific parameters to be forwarded to the next handler. 

 
Note that all events are passed two common parameters – CtrlEntID and 
CtrlClassID. These should not be passed to Forward_Event, only the 
parameters that are specific to the event need to be passed. 

 

Returns 
N/a.   

 

Errors 
Error information is returned in the same format as for Get_EventStatus. 

 

Remarks 
This subroutine is normally called from an event script to hand control over to some lower level 
system code (e.g during a READ event to perform the actual system READ process) before executing 
some post processing. 

The Get_EventStatus function should be used to check the status of the forwarded event for any 
errors. 

Note: You should always return FALSE$ from your event script if you have called Forward_Event(), 
otherwise the next handler will be called again. 
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Example 
 
   // Example - A POSCHANGED event script on an EditTable that uses Forward_Event 
   //           to validate the cell contents first before going on to make any 
   //           subsequent changes. 
   // 
   // POSCHANGED is passed four arguments: 
   // 
   //   CtrlEntID   - ID of the control that triggered the event 
   //   CtrlClassID - Class of the control that triggered the event 
   //   NextColumn  - Column index of the cell that is now current  
   //   NextRow     - Row index of the cell that is now current 
    
   function PosChanged( CtrlEntID, CtrlClassID, NextColumn, NextRow ) 
    
      Declare Function Get_EventStatus 
      $Insert RTI_SSP_Equates 
      $Insert Logical 
       
      evError = "" 
       
      // Ensure we have a clean slate  
      Call Set_EventStatus( SETSTAT_OK$ ) 
       
      // Forward the event to perform validation - the system-level POSCHANGED 
      // handler does this. 
      Call Forward_Event( NextColumn, NextRow ) 
       
      // Check for errors 
      If Get_EventStatus( evError ) Then 
         // We failed validation so do nothing here - the focus will have been  
         // moved back to the offending cell 
         Null 
      End Else 
         // We passed - so do some post processing ... 
         Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "TEXT", NextColumn : " - " : NextRow ) 
      End 
    
   Return FALSE$ 
    

 
See also 
Get_EventStatus function, Set_EventStatus function. 
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Get_EventStatus function 
 

Description 
Retrieves the status of a forwarded event. 

 

Syntax 
    
   IsError = Get_EventStatus( EventStatus ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
EventStatus No If passed then Get_EventStatus will return error information in this 

parameter. 
 

Returns 
If an error has been flagged for an event then this function returns TRUE$, and places the error 
information in the EventStatus parameter (if passed).  The EventStatus is an @fm-delimited list of 
errors, each with the following format: 

 <0,1>  Event Error Code 
 <0,2> to <0,n> Error arguments associated with the code. 
 
If no error has occurred then this function returns FALSE$. 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Equates for event error codes can be found in the EVERRORS insert record.  Error information may 
be translated into a textual format by using the RTI_ErrorText function (see example below). 
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Example 
          
   Declare Function Get_EventStatus, RTI_ErrorText 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example - assume this is an Event Script for a CLEAR event on a  
   // window and we want to execute some post-CLEAR event code if the  
   // form was reset correctly. 
    
   // First we forward the CLEAR event, which should ensure that the  
   // data has been saved correctly if changed - To check if this is  
   // successful we use Get_EventStatus. 
    
   // Clear the form, passing the CLEAR event arguments: 
   // 
   //    bSaveKey, 
   //    bSuppressWarning 
   //    bMaintainFocus 
    
   Call Set_EventStatus( FALSE$ )  
   EvErrors = "" 
    
   Call Forward_Event( bSaveKey, bSuppressWarning, bMaintainFocus ) 
    
   If Get_EventStatus( EvErrors ) Then 
      // We have some error codes - make sure they are formatted  
      // into text messages and display 
      ErrCount = FieldCount( EvErrors, @Fm ) 
      ErrText  = "" 
      For ErrIdx = 1 To ErrCount 
         ErrText := RTI_ErrorText( "EV", EvErrors<ErrIdx> ) : @Tm 
      Next 
      ErrText[-1,1] = "" 
      Call Msg( @Window, ErrText ) 
   End Else 
      // Do post-clear processing ... 
   End 
    
   // Because we've used Forward_Event we MUST return 0 from the  
   // event to stop the event chain from being repeated. 
   Return 0    
 

 

See also 
Forward_Event function, Set_EventStatus function. 
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Get_Property function 
 

Description 
Returns the current value of a specified property for an object. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Value = Get_Property( Object, Property, Index ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Object Yes Identifier of the object to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
Property Yes Name of the property to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
Index No If the requested property supports indexing then this parameter specifies the 

index value(s).  Indexed properties can have one or two dimensions – if the 
latter then the dimensions are @fm-delimited. 
 
<1> First dimension 
<2> Second dimension 
 
The actual index values themselves are specific to the property in question.  In 
most cases they will be numeric, but some properties can handle quoted text 
values as well. 

 

Returns 
Returns the current property value.  If an invalid object or property name is specified then an empty 
string (null) is returned.  No error condition is flagged. 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Get_Property supports the property concatenation interface described in Appendix A – 
Concatenating Properties. 
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Example 
          
   // Get the text of the current window 
   WinText = Get_Property( @Window, "TEXT" ) 
    
   // Get the current value of the RBN_GENDER radiobutton group on the current 
   // window 
   Gender = Get_Property( @Window : ".RBN_GENDER", "VALUE" ) 
    
   // Get the text of the third tab for TAB_MAIN using a numeric index value 
   TabText = Get_Property( @Window : ".TAB_MAIN.TABS", "TEXT", 3 ) 
    
   // Get the value of the "Events" tab for TAB_MAIN using a literal index value 
   TabText = Get_Property( @Window : ".TAB_MAIN.TABS", "VALUE", "Events" ) 
   

 

See also 
Set_Property function, Set_Property_Only function, Appendix A – Concatenating Properties. 
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IsEventContext function 
 

Description 
Determines if the currently executing Basic+ code is being run in response to an event originating 
from the Presentation Server. 

 

Syntax 
    
   IsEvent = IsEventContext() 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
Returns TRUE$ if the currently executing code is being called in response to an event, or FALSE$ 
otherwise. 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Basic+ code can be executed from a variety of sources outside of the Presentation Server, such as 
from a web-server via OECGI, from a .NET client app via NetOI and so on, i.e. they can be executed in 
a different context.  

When sharing code that is called from these different sources it is sometimes necessary to know this 
context so that the programs behave appropriately, because some common functions, like Msg() 
and Popup(), will only operate properly when called from the Presentation Server.  The 
IsEventContext function can be used to determine this and protect context-sensitive code sections. 
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Example 
          
   Declare Function IsEventContext 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   If IsEventContext() Then 
      // Use the Msg() function to display an error message 
      Call Msg( @Window, ErrorText ) 
   End Else 
      // report the error via other means 
   End  
 

 

See also 
N/a 
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Post_Event subroutine 
 

Description 
Posts an event onto the event queue. The posted event will not be executed until the current event 
chain is completed or the Yield() function is called. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Post_Event( Object, Event, Param1, Param2, Param3, …, Param20 ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Object Yes Identifier of the object to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
Event Yes Name of the event to execute.  Must be in upper-case. 
Param1 –Param20 No Parameters to be passed to the event.  Up to 20 parameters may be used. 
 

Returns 
N/a 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Post a CLICK event to the BTN_OK button 
   Call Post_Event( @Window : ".BTN_OK", "CLICK" ) 
    
   // Post a CLEAR event to the current window, clearing the key prompt 
   // and ignoring SAVEWARN warnings 
   Call Post_Event( @Window, "CLEAR", FALSE$, TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See also 
Send_Event function. 
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Send_Event function 
 

Description 
Executes an event for the specified object. The event is executed immediately. 

 

Syntax 
    
   EventStatus = Send_Event( Object, Event, Param1, Param2, Param3, …, Param20 ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Object Yes Identifier of the object to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
Event Yes Name of the event to execute.  Must be in upper-case. 
Param1 –Param20 No Parameters to be passed to the event.  Up to 20 parameters may be used. 
 

Returns 
Null if the event was executed immediately, otherwise the event error code is returned, as described 
in the Get_EventStatus function. 

 

Errors 
Error information is returned in the same format as for Get_EventStatus. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 
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Example 
 
   Declare Function Send_Event, RTI_ErrorText 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example - Send a CLEAR event to the current window, clearing the key prompt and 
   // ignoring any changed data.  If there are any errors then report them to the user. 
       
   EvErrors = Send_Event( @Window, "CLEAR", FALSE$, TRUE$ ) 
    
   If Len( EvErrors ) Then 
      // We have some error codes - make sure they are formatted  
      // into text messages and display 
      ErrCount = FieldCount( EvErrors, @Fm ) 
      ErrText  = "" 
      For ErrIdx = 1 To ErrCount 
         ErrText := RTI_ErrorText( "EV", EvErrors<ErrIdx> ) : @Tm 
      Next 
      ErrText[-1,1] = "" 
      Call Msg( @Window, ErrText ) 
   End Else 
      // Do post-clear processing ... 
   End 
    

 
See also 
Post_Event function, Get_EventStatus function, Set_EventStatus function. 
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Set_EventStatus function 
 

Description 
Sets the status of the currently executing event. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Get_EventStatus( Status, ErrorCode, ErrorArgs ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Status Yes Status of the event. Can be one of the following: 

 
   "0"  : Success, no error 
   "1"  : Failure – error has occurred 
   "-1" : Failure – append error to existing status 
 
(Equated constants for these values may be found in the RTI_SSP_Equates   
insert record). 

ErrorCode Depends Contains a code indicating the exact nature of the error.  This is usually a 
number prefixed by the string "EV". 
 
Required if Status indicates a failure (1 or -1), ignored otherwise. 

ErrorArgs No Contains an @Fm or @Vm delimited list of arguments associated with 
ErrorCode.  They are used to replace numeric placeholder tokens in error text 
associated with the ErrorCode. 

 

Returns 
N/a 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Equates for event error codes can be found in the EVERRORS insert record.  Error information may 
be translated into a textual format by using the RTI_ErrorText function.   

In some circumstances the Event Status is used to return data to a calling stored procedure and does 
NOT actually indicate an error condition.  This can happen for the following "EV" ErrorCodes: 

 "EV200": Used to return a result to the Presentation Server from a synchronous WINMSG 
event.  

 "EV999": Used to return a value directly from Send_Event to a calling stored procedure. 
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Example 
          

   $Insert EvErrors 
   $Insert RTI_SSP_Equates 
    
   // Example WRITE event handler - check to see if we have all the 
   // data that we need. 
    
   OK       = TRUE$ 
   ValidErr = "" 
    
   GoSub ValidateFormData; // (Assume this sets OK and ValidErr) 
    
   If OK Then 
      // All good - let the system write the data record 
      Call Forward_Event() 
   End Else 
      // Failed - set an EventStatus to let the caller know that 
      // the was a problem. We can use one of the predefined EV  
      // errors or create our own. 
      //  
      // For this we'll use the EV_VALIDERR$ and also use the SYSMSG 
      // event to display a message.  
      Call Set_EventStatus( SETSTAT_ERR$, EV_VALIDERR$, "" ) 
      Call Send_Event( @Window, "VALIDERR", ValidErr ) 
       
   End 
    
   // Because we called Forward_Event we stop the event chain 
   // here by returning FALSE$ 
    
  Return FALSE$  
       

 

See also 
Forward_Event function, Get_EventStatus function. 
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Set_Property function 
 

Description 
Updates the value of a specified property for an object and returns the current value.  

 

Syntax 
    
   OrigValue = Set_Property( Object, Property, NewValue, Index ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Object Yes Identifier of the object to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
Property Yes Name of the property to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
NewValue Yes New value for the property.  Can be null. 
Index No If the property supports indexing then this parameter specifies the index 

value(s).  Indexed properties can have one or two dimensions – if the latter 
then the dimensions are @fm-delimited. 
 
<1> First dimension 
<2> Second dimension 
 
The actual index value themselves are specific to the property in question.  In 
most cases they will be numeric, but some properties can handle quoted text 
values as well. 

 

Returns 
Returns the current property value.  If an invalid object or property name is specified then no update 
occurs and an empty string (null) is returned.  No error condition is flagged.  

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Set_Property supports the property concatenation interface described in Appendix A – 
Concatenating Properties. 
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Example 
    
   // Set the text of the current window 
   OrigText = Set_Property( @Window, "TEXT", NewText ) 
    
   // Set the current value of the RBN_GENDER radiobutton group on the 
   // current window 
   OrigGender = Set_Property( @Window : ".RBN_GENDER", "VALUE", "M" ) 
    
   // Set the text of the third tab for TAB_MAIN using a numeric index 
   OrigText = Set_Property( @Window : ".TAB_MAIN.TABS", "TEXT", "Events", 3 ) 
    
   // Set the value of the "Events" tab for TAB_MAIN using a literal index 
   OrigText = Set_Property( @Window : ".TAB_MAIN.TABS", "VALUE", "E", "Events" ) 

 

 

See also 
Get_Property function, Set_Property_Only function, Appendix A – Concatenating Properties. 
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Set_Property_Only function 
 

Description 
Updates the value of a specified property for an object without returning the original value. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Set_Property( Object, Property, NewValue, Index ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Object Yes Identifier of the object to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
Property Yes Name of the property to access.  Must be in upper-case. 
NewValue Yes New value for the property.  Can be null. 
Index No If the property supports indexing then this parameter specifies the index 

value(s).  Indexed properties can have one or two dimensions – if the latter 
then the dimensions are @fm-delimited. 
 
<1> First dimension 
<2> Second dimension 
 
The actual index value themselves are specific to the property in question.  In 
most cases they will be numeric, but some properties can handle quoted text 
values as well. 

 

Returns 
N/a – Set_Property_Only is a subroutine, not a function. 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
One of the problems with the normal Set_Property function is that it also performs an implicit 
Get_Property operation to return the previous contents of the property to the caller.  In many cases 
this information is simply discarded after the “Set” making the “Get” call actually unnecessary, and 
this inefficiency usually goes unnoticed as the quantity of information retrieved during the “Get” is 
often  small.  However, in some cases the effect is noticeable: For example, setting the ARRAY 
property of an EditTable that contains several thousand rows to null (i.e. clearing it), will produce a 
noticeable delay while the ARRAY contents are accessed and returned.  Using Set_Property_Only 
alleviates this issue, resulting in better performance. 
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Set_Property_Only supports the property concatenation interface described in Appendix A – 
Concatenating Properties. 

If an invalid object or property name is specified then no update occurs. No error condition is 
flagged. 

 

Example 
    
   // Set the text of the current window 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "TEXT", NewText ) 
    
   // Set the current value of the RBN_GENDER radiobutton group on the 
   // current window 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".RBN_GENDER", "VALUE", "M" ) 
    
   // Set the text of the third tab for TAB_MAIN using a numeric index value 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".TAB_MAIN.TABS", "TEXT", "Events", 3 ) 
    
   // Set the value of the "Events" tab for TAB_MAIN using a literal index value 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".TAB_MAIN.TABS", "VALUE", "E", "Events" ) 
      

 

See also 
Get_Property function, Set_Property function, Appendix A – Concatenating Properties. 
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SetDebugger function 
 

Description 
Controls various debugging tools for use with the Presentation Server. 

 

Syntax 
    
   RetVal = SetDebugger( ToolID, Param1, Param2, Param3 ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ToolID Yes Specifies the debugging tool to use.  Can be one of the following strings: 

 
  "SPY"      : Turns the PS event spy on or off. 
  "ASSERT"   : Turns Assertion messages on or off 
  "SAVEWARN" : Turns SAVEWARN tracing on or off.  
 

Param1 Optional This can be a boolean value to turn the specified tool on or off.  It may be null 
to simple return the status of the tool. 

Param2 Optional Depends on the method: 
 
  "SPY"      : An @fm-delimited list of forms to trace, 
             : or leave null to trace all forms.    
  "ASSERT"   : N/a 
  "SAVEWARN" : N/a  
 

Param3 Optional Depends on the method: 
 
  "SPY"      : Set to TRUE$ to send all output to the 
             : System Monitor rather than the Event Spy 
             : channel on the IDE Output panel. 
  "ASSERT"   : N/a 
  "SAVEWARN" : N/a  
 

 

Returns 
Returns the status of the tool before any updates are made (TRUE$ if the tool is active, or FALSE$ 
otherwise). 

 

Errors 
N/a 
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Remarks 
SPY tool – This tool  is used to monitor events triggered by the system.  Both the event resolution 
process and the firing of the event itself can be displayed in the System Monitor or the IDE's "Event 
Spy" channel on the Output Panel (the default output option). 

ASSERT tool – This tool turns assertion messages on or off. 

SAVEWARN tool – This tool is used to monitor the status of the SAVEWARN property for forms in the 
system.  When set to TRUE$ any updates to a form's SAVEWARN property will be displayed in the 
System Monitor along with the control whose data was modified. 

Although the SetDebugger function can be used programmatically, it is normally used directly from 
the System Monitor as per the following examples: 

 

Example 
          
  To turn on the Event Spy for all forms execute the following command in the System Monitor: 

      setdebugger spy 1 

  To turn on the Event Spy for specific forms execute the following command in the System Monitor: 

     setdebugger spy 1 [myfirstwindowname,mysecondwindowname] 

  To turn on the Event Spy execute the following command in the System Monitor: 

      setdebugger spy 0 

  To check the status of the Event Spy execute the following command in the System Monitor: 

      setdebugger spy 

  To turn off Assertion messages execute the following command in the System Monitor: 

      setdebugger assert 0 

  To turn on Savewarn Tracing execute the following command in the System Monitor: 

      setdebugger savewarn 1 
       

 

See also 
System Monitor, SYSTEMMONITOR object, WINDOW SAVEWARN property, Basic+ $Assert 
statement. 
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Start_MDIChild function 
 

Description 
Executes a specified OpenInsight window (form) as an "MDI Child" window.  MDI Child windows 
must have an MDI frame as a parent and appears in the frame's MDI Client Area at runtime.  

 

Syntax 
    
   InstanceID = Start_MDIChild( WindowID,  
                                FrameID,  
                                CreateParam,  
                                Reserved, 
                                Title, 
                                AppearanceMode, 
                                InitX, 
                                InitY, 
                                InitWinStruct ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
WindowID Yes Name of the child window to execute.  Must be in upper-case. 
FrameID Yes Name of the MDI Frame window that "owns" the new child.  Must be in 

upper-case. 
CreateParam No Data to pass to the child window's CREATE event.  This data is passed as the 

"CreateParam" argument when the CREATE event is triggered. 
Reserved No N/a. 
Title No The title to appear in the child window's title bar.  Defaults to the title of 

the child window as it was designed. 
AppearanceMode No Specifies how the child window should be displayed.  Can be one of the 

following values: 
 
   0 : Displays in the same way as the currently active 
     : child (this is the default) 
   1 : Normal 
   2 : Minimized 
   3 : Maximized 
 

InitX No The initial X position of the child in the frame's MDI Client area. 
InitY No The initial Y position of the child in the frame's MDI Client area. 
InitWinStruct No Contains the window structure to use to create the child, overriding the 

structure identified by the WindowID parameter. 
 

Returns 
The Instance ID of the newly created window is returned if successful.  Null is returned if the window 
fails to start.  The instance ID is usually the same as the passed WindowID, but if the window is 
flagged as multi-instance then the PS can append a unique number (delimited with an "*" character) 
to the returned ID to ensure that there are no conflicts with existing windows. 
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Errors 
In the event of an error the Start_MDIChild function returns null.  Error information may be obtained 
via the Get_Status function.  

 

Remarks 
The basic structure for a window object is described in the PS_EQUATES and PS_WINDOW_EQUATES 
insert records.    

The window's CREATE event (if any) will be triggered before Start_MDIChild returns. 

 

Example 
    
   // Example - Start a maximized MDI Child window in an MDI Frame, passing  
   //           an ID to load in the  child's CREATE event. 
    
   Declare Function Start_MDIChild 
   $insert msWin_ShowWindow_Equates 
    
   CustID  = "A12345" 
   ChildID = Start_MDIChild( "CUSTOMER_ENTRY", "MAIN_MDI", CustID, "", "",   | 
                             SW_SHOWMAXIMIZED$, "", "", "" ) 
    

 

See also 
Start_Window function, SYSTEM CREATE method, MDIFRAME property, WINDOW object, WINDOW 
CREATE event. 
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Start_Window function 
 

Description 
Executes a specified OpenInsight window (form), or returns its structure as a dynamic array so it can 
be modified before execution.  

 

Syntax 
    
   InstanceID = Start_Window( WindowID,  
                              OwnerID,  
                              CreateParam,  
                              GetStructureFlag, 
                              Reserved ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
WindowID Yes Name of the window to execute.  Must be in upper-case. 
OwnerID No Name of the window that "owns" the new window.  Must be in upper-case. 

 
Windows that have an owner window always appear in front of their owner 
and are minimized when the owner is.  They are also automatically 
destroyed when the owner is destroyed. 

CreateParam No Data to pass to the window's CREATE event.  This data is passed as the 
"CreateParam" argument when the CREATE event is triggered. 

GetStructureFlag No If TRUE$ then the window is not executed.  Rather it's structure is returned 
as a dynamic array. 

 

Returns 
If GetStructureFlag is FALSE$ or omitted then the Instance ID of the newly executed window is 
returned if successful.  Null is returned if the window fails to start.  The instance ID is usually the 
same as the passed WindowID, but if the window is flagged as multi-instance then the PS can 
append a unique number (delimited with an "*" character) to the returned ID to ensure that there 
are no conflicts with existing windows. 

If GetStructureFlag is TRUE$ then a dynamic array containing the window structure (along with the 
structure for any child controls) is returned instead.  This structure may be adjusted and then passed 
to the SYSTEM CREATE method to execute the window instead. 

 

Errors 
In the event of an error the Start_Window function returns null.  Error information may be obtained 
via the Get_Status function.  
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Remarks 
The basic structure for a window object is described in the PS_EQUATES and PS_WINDOW_EQUATES 
insert records.    

The window's CREATE event (if any) will be triggered before Start_Window returns. 

Do not use this function to create an MDI child window – use the Start_MDIChild function instead. 

 

Example 
    
   // Start a standalone window on the desktop passing it a record 
   // ID to process in its CREATE event. 
   RowID      = "X12W" 
   InstanceID = Start_Window( "MYFORM", "", RowID, FALSE$ ) 
   If BLen( InstanceID ) Then 
      // The form executed successfully 
   End Else 
      ErrorText = "" 
      If Get_Status( ErrorText ) Then 
         // Handle the error 
      End 
   End 
    
   // Start a standalone window on the desktop with the current window 
   // as the owner 
   InstanceID = Start_Window( "MYFORM", @Window, "", FALSE$ ) 
   If BLen( InstanceID ) Then 
      // The form executed successfully 
   End Else 
      ErrorText = "" 
      If Get_Status( ErrorText ) Then 
         // Handle the error 
      End 
   End 
    
   // Get the structure of the MYFORM window, modify it, and then create 
   // it "manually" 
   WinStruct = Start_Window( "MYFORM", "", "", TRUE$ ) 
   If BLen( WinStruct ) Then 
      // We have the structure - process it as needed and then execute 
       
      // ... processing ... 
       
      // Now execute 
      CreateVal = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "CREATE", WinStruct ) 
       
   End Else 
      ErrorText = "" 
      If Get_Status( ErrorText ) Then 
         // Handle the error 
      End 
   End  
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See also 
Dialog_Box function, End_Window function, Start_MDIChild function, SYSTEM CREATE method, 
OWNER property, WINDOW object, WINDOW CREATE event. 
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Yield subroutine 
 

Description 
Allows the Presentation Server to check and execute all pending events in the Windows Message 
Queue, and its own event queue, returning when the queue is empty.  This allows the system to 
remain responsive during a long running process. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Yield( SaveVars ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
SaveVars No If TRUE$ (1) then the following system variables will be saved and then 

restored after the Yield operation: 
 
• @Dict 
• @Record 
• @ID 
• @RecCount 
• @Rn_Counter 
 
The state of Select Cursor 0 will also be saved (via the Push_Select/Pop_Select 
functions) 

 

Returns 
N/a 

 

Errors 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
Calling the Yield function during a long-running process is important for several reasons: 

1. It allows screen updates, so that changes to controls can be displayed. 
2. It allows other events to fire so that the user interface remains responsive. 
3. It allows Windows to determine that the process is not "dead" so it will refrain from 

displaying a "ghost" window with the "Not Responding" caption. 

The Yield function is designed to be used from within "Event Context".  If called outside of this 
context it calls the WinYield() function instead. 
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Example 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   Ctr = 0 
   Eof = FALSE$ 
    
   Loop 
      ReadNext ID Else Eof = TRUE$ 
   Until Eof 
       
      Ctr += 1 
       
      // Update the progress bar 
      Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".PRB_GASGAUGE", "VALUE", Ctr ) 
       
      // Allow the progress bar to update and save the 
      // select state while we do this 
      Call Yield( TRUE$ ) 
       
      // Check that the window is still up because the  
      // user could have closed it during the Yield() 
       
   While ( Get_Property( @Window, "HANDLE" ) ) 
       
      // Do processing etc ... 
       
   Repeat 
 

 

See also 
Get_Property function, Set_Property function, Appendix A – Concatenating Properties. 
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Presentation Server Object Types 
There are two classes of objects exposed by the Presentation Server: Intrinsic types and User types. 

Intrinsic Types 
These types are created and managed by the Presentation Server itself. They cannot be destroyed by 
using a Basic+ function with the sole exception of the SYSTEM object  (destroying this will close the 
application). 

 CLIPBOARD 
 FILESYSTEM 
 SYSTEM 
 SYSTEMMONITOR 

Some of the User types listed also maintain their own intrinsic "sub-objects", to expose items such as 
background images, rebar bands and tab-control tabs.  These types are described along with their 
respective "owners" rather than in their own section. 

User Types 
These types are the objects that can be created at design-time in the IDE, or at runtime in Basic+.  
They can be further divided into two groups, GUI and non-GUI depending on whether or not they 
are visible at runtime. 

The GUI objects are:

 ANIMATE 
 BITMAP 
 CHECKBOX 
 COLORDROPDOWN 
 COMBOBOX 
 DATETIME 
 EDITBOX 
 EDITFIELD 
 EDITTABLE 
 GROUPBOX 
 HSCROLLBAR 

 HSPLITBAR 
 HYPERLINK 
 LISTBOX 
 OLECONTROL 
 PANEL 
 PROGRESSBAR 
 PROPERTYGRID 
 PUSHBUTTON 
 RADIOGROUP 
 RADIOBUTTON 
 REBAR 

 RICHEDIT 
 STATIC 
 TABCONTROL 
 TOOLBAR 
 TRACKBAR 
 TREELIST 
 TREEVIEW 
 UPDOWN 
 WINCONTROL 
 WINDOW 

The following sections describe the properties and methods that both Intrinsic and User types 
support. 
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Property Types – Real and Synthetic 
There are two types of properties supported by the Presentation Server: “Real” and “Synthetic”.    

“Real” properties are those that are handled and processed exclusively inside the Presentation 
Server executable itself: these are mainly properties that represent OS information, or essential 
form and control information such as HANDLE, BACKCOLOR and SIZE etc.  Most OpenInsight 
properties are of this type. 

“Synthetic” properties are those that are implemented solely in Basic+.  These are mainly properties 
that involve data-binding and validation, such as the COLUMN and VALID properties. 

Under most circumstances the type of property, Real or Synthetic, has no impact on how you use 
the Presentation Server property API.  However, if you are using the “Property Concatenation” 
technique as described in Appendix XXX, this is something you may need to be aware of as it may 
lead to some subtle bugs if you aren’t careful.  Please see the aforementioned Appendix for more 
information. 

All properties are noted as to their type in this manual in their respective “Property Traits” table. 
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Common Properties 
 

These properties apply to all object types (Intrinsic and User, GUI and non GUI) except where noted 
in individual type descriptions later. 

Name Description 
'@'  Denotes a User Defined Property (UDP). 
ALLOWFOCUS Specifies if the object can receive focus. 
EXECMETHOD Optimization for calling methods using the property mechanism. 
INTERNALOBJECT Specifies if the object is flagged as "internal" 
MISC Specifies miscellaneous data for the object. 
NAME Returns the object name. 
QUALIFIEDEVENTS Returns a list of all events qualified for the object. 
REPOSTYPE Returns the Repository Type of the object. 
PSSTYLE Returns the PS Style flags for an object. 
PSSTYLE_N Returns the PS Style flags for a object in numeric format. 
PSSTYLEEX Returns the extended PS Style flags for an object 
PSSTYLEEX_N Returns the extended PS Style flags for an object in numeric format. 
TYPE Returns the Type of the object. 
TYPECLASS Returns the Type and sub-type (class) of the object. 
UDPLIST Returns a list of user-defined (UDP or '@') properties. 
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'@' (User-defined) property 

Description 
Gets or sets a string of user-defined data, using a custom property name.  The property name is 
defined by the developer and must be prefixed with an '@' symbol. This string can be used for any 
purpose, and stays with the specified object until replaced by another string or the object is 
destroyed. 

 

Property Value 
A string containing user defined data. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
User-defined properties are a convenient way to store application-specific data against an object at 
runtime.  There is no limit to number of user-defined properties for an object, and they exist for the 
lifetime of the object they are linked to. 

Note that using the normal property interface (i.e. Get_Property and Set_Property) is not suitable 
for storing property values that contain binary data, i.e. data that contains Char(0) characters.  In 
this case the GETUDP and SETUDP methods should be used instead. 

 

Example 
     
   // Read a configuration record and cache its contents against the 
   // current window in an "@CONFIG" property. 
    
   Read CfgRec from @File_SysEnv, CfgID Then 
      Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "@CONFIG", CfgRec ) 
   End 
    
   ... 
    
   // At a later point when we want to retrieve the data ... 
   CfgData = Get_Property( @Window, "@CONFIG" ) 
    

 

See Also 
MISC property, UDPLIST property, GETUDP method, SETUDP method 
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ALLOWFOCUS property 

Description 
Specifies if an object can accept the input focus.  

 

Property Value 
A Boolean value denoting if the object can accept the input focus.  
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
In the majority of cases this property is Get-Only and is controlled by the Presentation Server.  For 
example, STATIC controls can never accept the input focus and this property always returns FALSE$, 
while other controls, such as the TABCONTROL and the WINCONTROL, do allow this property to be 
set at design time, thereby allowing the developer more fine-grained control of their behavior. 
These cases are noted in the documentation for the object type. 

Note that this property is not dependent on the ENABLED property, which can also stop an object 
receiving the input focus.  An object that is disabled can still return TRUE$ from its ALLOWFOCUS 
property, as the ENABLED state is considered to be "temporary" and a property of the object 
instance, rather than its type. 

 

Example 
     
   // Assume the STB_STATUS object is actually a WINCONTROL 
   // object, and we wish to see if we can give it the focus 
   // before we try and move it there 
    
   If Get_Property( @Window : ".STB_STATUS", "ALLOWFOCUS" ) Then 
      Call Set_Property( "SYSTEM", "FOCUS", @Window : ".STB_STATUS" ) 
   End   
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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EXECMETHOD property 

Description 
Allows a method to be executed via the Set_Property and Set_Property_Only functions. 

 

Property Value 
A @fm-delimited dynamic array of data containing the name of the method to call along with its 
parameters.  The first field in the array is always the method name to execute (in uppercase). 
 
 <1> Method Name 
 <2> Param 1 
 <3> Param 2 
 <n> Param n-1 
 
If any of the parameters are themselves dynamic arrays containing system delimiters they must be 
converted down a level before they are set, because the EXECMETHOD property handler will convert 
them back up a level before it executes the method. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property exists as an optimization tool, to allow a set of methods to take advantage of the 
Property Concatenation feature (See Appendix A – Concatenating Properties) that allows two or 
more properties to be set with a single call to the Presentation Server. 

 

Example 
       
   // MISC property example 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Save some data in the MISC property of the SYSTEM object 
   Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "MISC", UserSettings ) 
    
   // Save customer data in the MISC property of the current  
   // window 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "MISC", CustomerData ) 
    
   // Do some processing and retrieve the data from MISC 
   CustomerData = Get_Property( @Window, "MISC" )      
    

 

See Also 
Exec_Method function, Appendix A – Concatenating Properties. 
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INTERNALOBJECT property 

Description 
Specifies if an object is flagged as "internal". 

 

Property Value 
A Boolean value denoting if the object is flagged as "internal".  
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Some PS objects, such as the cell editor control in an EDITTABLE, are marked as "internal", which 
means that they are essentially owned and controls by the PS and are not intended to be referenced 
for general use outside of system calls.  This property denotes if this is the case. 

 

Example 
     
  // Check the current focus and see if it's an internal object... 
   
  FocusCtrl = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "FOCUS" ) 
  If BLen( FocusCtrl ) Then 
     IsInternal = Get_Property( FocusCtrl, "INTERNALOBJECT" ) 
     If IsInternal Then 
        // Get the parent 
        FocusCtrl = Get_Property( FocusCtrl, "PARENT" ) 
     End 
  End 
    

 

See Also 
WINDOW GETFOCUSEDCONTROL method. 
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MISC property 

Description 
Gets or sets a string of user-defined data.  This string can be used for any purpose, and stays with the 
specified object until replaced by another string. 

 

Property Value 
A string containing user defined data. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
MISC is a convenient way to store application-specific data against an object at design time as well 
as runtime.  If MISC is not sufficient then more data can be stored against an object at runtime using 
a UDP (User-Defined Property), also known as an '@' Property. 

 

Example 
       
   // MISC property example 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Save some data in the MISC property of the SYSTEM object 
   Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "MISC", UserSettings ) 
    
   // Save customer data in the MISC property of the current  
   // window 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "MISC", CustomerData ) 
    
   // Do some processing ... 

    
   // ...and retrieve the data from MISC 
   CustomerData = Get_Property( @Window, "MISC" )      
    

 

See Also 
'@' Properties 
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REPOSTYPE property 

Description 
Returns the repository type classification for the specified object.  Used internally as part of the 
Presentation Server event-dispatching mechanism. 

 

Property Value 
The REPOSTYPE property is a two-part string composed of the Application ID and the Application 
Type, delimited by an "*" character. 

e.g. 

 SYSPROG*OIWIN 
 EXAMPLES*OIWIN 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property was originally called REPOS_TYPE in versions of OpenInsight prior to version 10.  The 
old name is still supported for backwards compatibility. 

 

Example 
    
   // REPOSTYPE Example 
   ReposType = Get_Property ( @Window, "REPOSTYPE" )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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TYPE property 

Description 
Returns the Presentation Server type classification of the specified object.  

 

Property Value 
A string containing the type of the object, such as "EDITBOX", "PUSHBUTTON" and so on. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   // TYPE Example 
   Type = Get_Property ( @Window, "TYPE" )    
    

 

See Also 
TYPECLASS property, SYSTEM TYPES property. 
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TYPECLASS property 

Description 
Returns the Presentation Server Type and Class classification of the specified object.  

 

Property Value 
A string containing the TYPE of the object, followed by its class (if it has one), both delimited by a "." 
character.  
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Not all objects have a CLASS attribute so in these instances some instances the TYPECLASS is the 
same as the TYPE property.   

The class portion of an OLECONTROL control contains its GUID or ProgID, while the class portion of a 
WINCONTROL contains its Windows ClassName. 

 

Example 
       
   // TYPECLASS example - OLECONTROL controls return a TYPECLASS 
   // specifier with the GUID/ProgID contained in the CLASS portion 
    
   OleTypeClass = Get_Property( @Window : ".OLE_WEBBROWSER", "TYPECLASS" ) 
   OleClass = Field( OleTypeClass, ".", 2, 999 ) 
       

 

See Also 
TYPE property, OLECONTROL object, WINCONTROL object. 
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UDPLIST property 

Description 
Returns a list of user defined ("@") property names that have been set for an object. 

 

Property Value 
An @Fm delimited list of user-defined property names. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
       
   // UDPLIST property example 
   //  
   // Set some User defined properties for the current window and  
   // use the UDPLIST property to check what has been set ... 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "@_LOCKED", TRUE$ ) 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "@_ID", CustomerID ) 
    
   UdpIDs = Get_Property( @Window, "UDPLIST" ) 
    
   // UdpIDs contains the following @fm-delimited list: 
   // 
   // <1> @_LOCKED 
   // <2> @_ID 
    

 

See Also 
'@' (User-defined) property, GETUDP method, SETUDP method 
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Common Methods 
 

These methods apply to all object types (Intrinsic and User, GUI and non GUI) except where noted in 
individual type descriptions later. 

Name Description 
GETUDP Returns a binary format user-defined property (UDP). 
QUALIFYEVENT Modifies event processing for an object.  
SETUDP Stores a binary format user-defined property (UDP). 
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GETUDP Method 

Description 
Retrieves a user-defined string of binary data that has been stored with the SETUDP method using a 
custom property name.  The property name is defined by the developer and must be prefixed with 
an '@' symbol. This string can be used for any purpose, and stays with the specified object until 
replaced by another string or the object is destroyed. 

 

Syntax 
    
   PropValue = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "GETUDP", PropName ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
PropName Yes Name of the user-defined property to retrieve.  This must begin with an 

"@" symbol. 
 

Returns 
The stored property data. 

 

Remarks 
The normal property API (i.e. the Get_Property and Set_Property functions) do not allow binary data 
to be stored, because any data will be truncated at the first char(0) character encountered (normal 
property values are usually processed as null-terminated strings).  In this case the GETUDP and 
SETUDP methods can be used to store binary values instead, as they treat the passed value as a 
length-encoded block. 

Note that a user-defined property value set with Set_Property can only be retrieved with 
Get_Property, and likewise the GETUDP method can only be used to retrieve a property set with the 
SETUDP method. The two interfaces are not interchangeable. 

 

Example 
 
   // Store some binary data in a UDP and retrieve it 
    
   OSRead BinData From "c:\temp\mydata.dat" Else 
      // Handle error 
   End 
    
   // Store the data 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window, "SETUDP", "@_MYDATA", BinData ) 
       
   // ... processing etc ... 
       
   // Get the data 
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   BinData = Exec_Method( @Window, "GETUDP", "@_MYDATA" ) 
           

 

 

See also 
'@' (User-defined) property, UDPLIST property, SETUDP method. 
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QUALIFYEVENT Method 

Description 
Enables or disables the processing of a specified event for an object.   

 

Syntax 
    
   PrevQualInfo = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "QUALIFYEVENT", EventID, NewQualInfo ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
EventID Yes Name of the event to update.  If this is numeric then it is assumed to be a 

Windows message ID instead – refer to the Common GUI  
QUALIFYWINMSG method for more details. 

NewQualInfo No An @fm delimited array that specifies how to update the event processing. 
 
 <1> Enable Flag – TRUE$ to enable the event, FALSE$ to 
     disable it. This field is required.  If set  
     to TRUE$ then the following fields are also valid:  
 
 <2> Qualifier String. Can contain the name of an  
     event qualifier to execute rather than the default 
     (See Remarks below for more details). This field is 
     optional. 
 
 <3> Event Name - Can contain the name of a different 
     event to execute (See Remarks below for more  
     details). This field is optional. 
 
 <4> SyncFlags – specifies the priority of the event. 
     Can be one of the following values: 
      
        0 : Asynchronous – the event is queued and  
            executed as the queue is processed.  This 
            is the default. 
        1 : Basic Sync – the event is executed as 
            Soon as it is received. If this is not 
            possible the event will be discarded. 
        2 : Callback Sync– similar to Basic, except  
            that the event will also be executed if the 
            PS is in a "wait state".  
      
     (See Remarks below for more details)          
  

 

 

Returns 
The previous event qualifier information before any adjustments are made.  This can be used with a 
subsequent call to QUALIFYEVENT to reset the default processing. 
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Remarks 
If the EventID is numeric then it is assumed that we are qualifying a Windows Message – refer to the 
Common GUI QUALIFYWINMSG method for more details. 

Setting the "Qualifier String" allows the system to use a different event script at runtime rather than 
the default one.  This can be useful when centralizing code – a script may be written once and then 
other controls may be "redirected" to use it. A qualifier string is defined by two parts, delimited by a 
"*" character.  These are: 

1. The number of arguments the event expects (including the object name and class), and 
2. The ID of a SYSREPOSEVENTEXES object code record to execute when the event is fired. 

E.g. 

   

   3*SYSPROG*CLOSE.WINDOW.OIWIN* 
   ^ ^                         ^ 
   | |                         | 
   | |-------------------------| 
   |               | 
   |          OIEventExeID 
   ArgCount 
 

 

Setting the "Event Name" allows the system to fire a specific named event when the message is 
received rather than simply calling the same event.  This is mainly for use with OLE and WINMSG 
events (see the QUALIFYWINMSG and QUALIFYOLEEVENT methods for more details). 

Setting the "SyncFlags": Normal PS event processing is executed in an asynchronous fashion, which 
means it is placed in a queue and run when the PS checks its message queue.  However, events can 
also be executed synchronously using one of two methods: "Basic Sync" or "Callback Sync". 

In Basic Sync mode the PS attempts to execute the event as soon as it is notified.  However, if it is 
busy processing a previously executed event then the new one cannot be processed and will be 
discarded. 

In Callback Sync mode the PS attempts to execute the event as soon as it is notified.  However, if it is 
busy processing a previously executed event then it checks to see if that one is in a "wait-state", i.e. 
it Basic+ has called back into the PS through use of something like a Set_Property call and is waiting 
for the PS to respond.  This can happen if setting the property generates a Windows notification 
message which triggers a PS event – the event can be raised before the Set_Property call returns.  
Using the Callback mode is generally a better idea than the simple Synchronous mode. 

In previous versions of OpenInsight this method was called QUALIFY_EVENT.  That name may still be 
used to preserve backwards compatibility. 
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Example 
 
   // Example : Redirect the CHAR event of EDL_DATA2 to use the CHAR event script  
   //         : of EDL_DATA1 
    
   QualInfo = Exec_Method( @Window : ".EDL_DATA1", "QUALIFYEVENT", "CHAR" ) 
   Call Exec_Method(  @Window : ".EDL_DATA2", "QUALIFYEVENT", "CHAR", QualInfo ) 
    
    
   // Example : Turn off the CHANGED event processing of EDL_DATA3 and restore it  
   //         : again. 
    
   QualInfo = Exec_Method( @Window : ".EDL_DATA3", "QUALIFYEVENT", "CHANGED", FALSE$ ) 
    
   // 
   // .. Do some processing ... 
   //  
    
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".EDL_DATA3", "QUALIFYEVENT", "CHANGED", QualInfo ) 
    
                                

 

See also 
Common GUI QUALIFYWINMSG method, OLECONTROL QUALIFYOLEEVENT method, Appendix XXX – 
Event handling, Appendix XXX - Event Configuration. 
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SETUDP Method 

Description 
Stores a user-defined string of binary data using a custom property name.  The property name is 
defined by the developer and must be prefixed with an '@' symbol. This string can be used for any 
purpose, and stays with the specified object until replaced by another string or the object is 
destroyed. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "SETUDP", PropName, PropValue ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
PropName Yes Name of the user-defined property to set.  This must begin with an "@" 

symbol. 
PropValue No Value of the user defined property to set.  This can be null (effectively 

removing the property). 
 

Returns 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
The normal property API (i.e. the Get_Property and Set_Property functions) do not allow binary data 
to be stored, because any data will be truncated at the first char(0) character encountered (normal 
property values are usually processed as null-terminated strings).  In this case the GETUDP and 
SETUDP methods can be used to store binary values instead, as they treat the passed value as a 
length-encoded block. 

Note that a user-defined property value set with Set_Property can only be retrieved with 
Get_Property, and likewise the GETUDP method can only be used to retrieve a property set with the 
SETUDP method. The two interfaces are not interchangeable. 

 

Example 
 
   // Store some binary data in a UDP and retrieve it 
    
   OSRead BinData From "c:\temp\mydata.dat" Else 
      // Handle error 
   End 
    
   // Store the data 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window, "SETUDP", "@_MYDATA", BinData ) 
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   // ... processing etc ... 
       
   // Get the data 
   BinData = Exec_Method( @Window, "GETUDP", "@_MYDATA" ) 
           

 

 

See also 
'@' (User-defined) property, UDPLIST property, GETUDP method. 
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CLIPBOARD Object 
The CLIPBOARD object is an intrinsic object that represents the Windows Clipboard to provide an 
interface for common data transfer and exchange operations.  It is automatically created at startup 
and is always available. 

 

 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. The CLIPBOARD object cannot be destroyed by the SYSTEM DESTROY method. 
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CLIPBOARD Properties 
 

The CLIPBOARD object supports the following properties  

Name Description 
FORMATLIST Returns a list of available formats for the data that is currently on the 

clipboard. 
TEXT Returns the contents of the clipboard as a text string. 
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FORMATLIST property 

Description 
Returns a list of available formats for the data currently held on the clipboard. 

 

Property Value 
An @Fm-delimited list of format names. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
       
   // FORMATLIST property example 
   //  
   // Copy the contents of an EditLine control onto the clipboard 
   // and then examine the formats that have been set. 
    
   // Select all the text 
   Call Set_Property( @Window : ".EDITLINE_1", "SELECTION", 1 : @fm : 0xFFFF ) 
    
   // Copy it to the clipboard 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".EDITLINE_1", "COPY" ) 
    
   // Now get the list 
   FormatList = Get_Property( "CLIPBOARD", "FORMATLIST" ) 
    
   // FormatList contains: 
   // 
   // <1> CF_UNICODETEXT 
   // <2> CF_LOCALE 
   // <3> CF_TEXT 
   // <4> CF_OEMTEXT 
    

 

See Also 
TEXT property, GETDATA method, SETDATA method 
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TEXT property 

Description 
Gets or sets the data on the clipboard in a textual format. 

 

Property Value 
The clipboard data represented as a text string. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
When used with Get_Property the PS first looks to see if it can find a Unicode data string on the 
clipboard (CF_UNICODETEXT format), and return that.  If this is not available it will look to return a 
CF_TEXT formatted string and return that instead. 

When used with Set_Property the PS will place both CF_UNICODETEXT and CF_TEXT formatted data 
on the clipboard. 

 

Example 
       
   // TEXT property example 
   //  
   // Copy the contents of an EditLine control onto the clipboard 
   // and then examine the text. 
    
   // Select all the text 
   Call Set_Property( @Window : ".EDITLINE_1", "SELECTION", 1 : @fm : 0xFFFF ) 
    
   // Copy it to the clipboard 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".EDITLINE_1", "COPY" ) 
    
   // Now get the text 
   ClipText = Get_Property( "CLIPBOARD", "TEXT" ) 
       

 

See Also 
FORMATLIST property, GETDATA method, SETDATA method 
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CLIPBOARD Methods 
 

The CLIPBOARD object supports the following methods: 

Name Description 
EMPTY Clears the contents of the clipboard. 
GETDATA Retrieves data from the clipboard in the specified format. 
SETDATA Places data on the clipboard in the specified format. 
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EMPTY Method 

Description 
Clears the contents of the clipboard. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", "EMPTY" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the clipboard was emptied, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Clear the clipboard contents  
   Call Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", "EMPTY", DirName )   
              

 

See also 
N/a 
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GETDATA Method 

Description 
Retrieves data from the Windows clipboard in the specified format. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ClipData = Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", | 
                           "GETDATA",   | 
                           FormatName ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FormatName Yes Name of the format to retrieve the data in.  This can be one of the 

common formats listed below (pass as a literal string), or a custom format 
(can be any string) 
 

 CF_TEXT 
 CF_BITMAP 
 CF_METAFILEPICT 
 CF_SYLK 
 CF_DIF 
 CF_TIFF 
 CF_OEMTEXT 
 CF_DIB 
 CF_PALETTE 
 CF_PENDATA 
 CF_RIFF 
 CF_WAVE 
 CF_UNICODETEXT 
 CF_ENHMETAFILE 
 CF_HDROP 
 CF_LOCALE 
 CF_DIBV5 

 
 

Returns 
The data from the clipboard in the requested format if available. 

 

Remarks 
The GETDATA method is basically a wrapper around the GetClipboardData Windows API function, so 
it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of the 
capabilities of this method. 
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Example 
 
   // CLIPBOARD GETDATA example 
   // 
   // Look to see if the clipboard has a custom data format 
    
   FormatID    = "My.Custom.Format" 
   ClipFormats = Get_Property( "CLIPBOARD", "FORMATLIST" ) 
    
   Locate FormatID in ClipFormats Using @Fm Setting Pos Then 
      // Found It 
      ClipData = Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", FormatID ) 
   End 
    
   // Look to see if the clipboard has a bitmap 
   FormatID    = "CF_BITMAP" 
   ClipFormats = Get_Property( "CLIPBOARD", "FORMATLIST" ) 
    
   Locate FormatID in ClipFormats Using @Fm Setting Pos Then 
      // Found It 
      BitmapData = Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", "CLIPBOARD", FormatID ) 
   End 
        

 

 

See also 
FORMATLIST property, TEXT property, SETDATA method. 
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SETDATA Method 

Description 
Places data on the clipboard in the specified format. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", | 
                              "SETDATA",   | 
                              FormatName,  | 
                              ClipData ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FormatName Yes Name of the format to mark the data as.  This can be one of the common 

formats listed below (pass as a literal string), or a custom format (can be 
any string) 
 

 CF_TEXT 
 CF_BITMAP 
 CF_METAFILEPICT 
 CF_SYLK 
 CF_DIF 
 CF_TIFF 
 CF_OEMTEXT 
 CF_DIB 
 CF_PALETTE 
 CF_PENDATA 
 CF_RIFF 
 CF_WAVE 
 CF_UNICODETEXT 
 CF_ENHMETAFILE 
 CF_HDROP 
 CF_LOCALE 
 CF_DIBV5 

 
ClipData Yes The data to set.  The actual contents depend on the format. 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the data was set on the clipboard successfully, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
The SETDATA method can be called multiple times to set the data in different formats on the 
clipboard. 
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This is basically a wrapper around the SetClipboardData Windows API function, so it is worth 
examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of the capabilities 
of this method. 

 

Example 
 
   // CLIPBOARD SETDATA example 
   // 
   // Set some html data and a text version 
    
   Declare Function Str_Unicode 
    
   FormatID = "text/html" 
   ClipData = "<b>HTML<b> text <i>to</i> set." 
    
   Call Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", "SETDATA", FormatID, ClipData ) 
    
   // Set the text as Unicode text 
   FormatID = "CF_UNICODETEXT" 
   ClipData = Str_Unicode( "Text to set" ) 
    
   Call Exec_Method( "CLIPBOARD", "SETDATA", FormatID, ClipData ) 
        

 

 

See also 
FORMATLIST property, TEXT property, SETDATA method. 
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FILESYSTEM Object 
The FILESYSTEM object is an intrinsic object that provides an interface for common file-system 
operations, such as copying, moving, and deleting files and directories.  It is automatically created at 
startup and is always available. 

 

 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. The FILESYSTEM object cannot be destroyed by the SYSTEM DESTROY method. 
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FILESYSTEM Properties 
 

The FILESYSTEM object supports the following properties:  

Name Description 
CURRENTDIR Gets or Sets the “Current Directory” for the PS. 
DRIVELIST Returns a list of mapped drives. 
FILEOPRESULT Returns the status of the last file operation method. 
SYSTEMDIR Returns the Windows system directory. 
TEMPDIR Returns the Windows temporary directory for the current user. 
WINDOWSDIR Returns the Windows directory 
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CURRENTDIR property 

Description 
Gets or sets the "Current Directory" for the PS process. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing a valid operating system path. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  n/a No 
 

Remarks 
You should exercise some care when setting the current directory using this property as it may cause 
issues in subsequent data access operations in Basic+, due to the fact that RevEngine uses the 
current directory as part of the search path when loading other modules, and also in resolving 
relative paths.  The best policy is to restore it to its original value as soon as possible if you have to 
change it. 

This property is basically a wrapper around the GetCurrentDirectory and SetCurrentDirectory 
Windows API functions, so please refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further 
information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the current directory 
  CurrentDir = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "CURRENTDIR" ) 
   
  // Set the current directory  
  OrigDir = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "CURRENTDIR", "c:\temp" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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DRIVELIST property 

Description 
Returns an array containing the letters of the currently available mapped drives. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array of drive letters. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  n/a No 
 

Remarks 
This property is essentially a wrapper around the GetLogicalDrives Windows API function, so please 
refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the current list of mapped drive letters 
  DriveList = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "DRIVELIST" ) 
     

 

See also 
N/a 
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FILEOPRESULT property 

Description 
Returns an array containing a code and description that describes the result of executing a 
FILESYSTEM method.  The following methods set the FILEOPRESULT property when they are 
executed: 

 COPYDIR 
 COPYFILES 
 DELETEFILES 
 GETLONGPATH 
 GETSHORTPATH 
 MAKEDIR 
 MOVEDIR 
 MOVEFILES 
 REMOVEDIR 
 RENAMEDIR 
 RENAMEFILE 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing a numeric code and a text description of the 
result like so: 

<1> Code 
<2> Description 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  n/a No 
 

Remarks 
Equated constants for use with the FILEOPRESULT property can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
    
   // Make a directory and check the error details if it fails 
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "MAKEDIR", "c:\temp\newdir" ) Else 
    
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
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   End 
      

 

See also 
COPYDIR method, COPYFILES method, DELETEFILES method, GETLONGPATH method, 
GETSHORTPATH method, MAKEDIR method, MOVEDIR method, MOVEFILES method, REMOVEDIR 
method, RENAMEDIR method, RENAMEFILE method 
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SYSTEMDIR property 

Description 
Returns the path for the Windows "system directory".  The system directory contains system files 
such as dynamic-link libraries and drivers. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing a valid operating system path. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  n/a No 
 

Remarks 
This property is a simple wrapper around the GetSystemDirectory Windows API function, so please 
refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the system directory 
  SystemDir = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "SYSTEMDIR" ) 
      

 

See also 
N/a 
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TEMPDIR property 

Description 
Returns the path of the directory designated for temporary files for the current user. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing a valid operating system path. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  n/a No 
 

Remarks 
This property is a simple wrapper around the GetTempPath Windows API function, so please refer to 
the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the user's Temp directory 
  TempDir = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "TEMPDIR" ) 
      

 

See also 
N/a 
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WINDOWSDIR property 

Description 
Returns the path for the "Windows directory", which specifies the location where the core Windows 
OS files are installed. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing a valid operating system path. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  n/a No 
 

Remarks 
This property is a simple wrapper around the GetWindowsDirectory Windows API function, so please 
refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the Windows directory 
  WindowsDir = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "WINDOWSDIR" ) 
      

 

See also 
N/a 
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FILESYSTEM Methods 
 

The FILESYSTEM object supports the following methods: 

Name Description 
CHOOSEDIR Executes the Windows Common Browse Folder dialog to select a folder 

name. 
CHOOSEFILE Executes the Windows Common File dialog to select a file name. 
COPYDIR Copies the contents of a directory to another directory. 
COPYFILES Copies one or more files to another location. 
DELETEFILES Deletes one or more files. 
DIREXISTS Checks to see if a specified directory exists. 
FILEEXISTS Checks to see if a specified file exists. 
GETABSOLUTEPATH Resolves a relative path to an absolute one. 
GETLONGPATH Resolves a short (8.3) path to a long one. 
GETRELATIVEPATH Resolves an absolute path to a relative one. 
GETSHORTPATH Resolves a long path to a short (8.3) form. 
GETSPECIALDIR Returns a specified Windows “special” directory. 
MAKEDIR Creates a new directory at the specified location. 
MOVEDIR Moves a directory and its contents to a new location. 
MOVEFILES Moves one or more files to a new location. 
REMOVEDIR Deletes a specified directory and its contents. 
RENAMEDIR Renames a specified directory to a new name. 
RENAMEFILE Renames a specified file to a new name. 
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CHOOSEDIR Method 

Description 
Displays the “Select Folder” Windows Common Dialog Box to allow the user to select a directory or 
folder name: 

 

 

Syntax 
    
   DirName = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",    | 
                          "CHOOSEDIR",     | 
                          OwnerWindow,     | 
                          ChooseDirOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
OwnerWindow No ID of the parent window for the dialog.  This can be null, in which case the 

parent window is the desktop. 
ChooseDirOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the dialog. It has the following structure: 
 
<1> Title 
<2> Initial Directory 
<3> Hide new folder button 
<4> Show Files 
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Returns 
The name and path of the selected folder. 

 

Remarks 
The ChooseDirOptions argument is composed of four fields which control the behavior of the dialog 
– each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Title Text to display in the title area of the dialog just above the list of 

folders: 
 

 
 

<2> Initial Directory Specifies the initial directory to display when the dialog is created. 
<3> Hide New Folder If TRUE$ then the “Make New Folder” button is hidden. 
<4> Show Files If TRUE$ then files are displayed in the dialog as well as folders. 

 

The CHOOSEDIR method is basically a wrapper around the SHBrowserForFolder Windows API 
function, so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better 
idea of the capabilities of this method. 

Equated constants for use with the CHOOSEDIR method can be found in the 
PS_CHOOSEDIR_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
N/a 
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CHOOSEFILE Method 

Description 
Displays the "Open File" or "Save As" Windows Common Dialog Box to allow the user to select a file 
name: 

 

 

Syntax 
    
   FileName = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",     | 
                           "CHOOSEFILE",     | 
                           OwnerWindow,      | 
                           ChooseFileOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
OwnerWindow No ID of the parent window for the dialog.  This can be null, in which case the 

parent window is the desktop. 
ChooseFileOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the dialog. It has the following structure: 
 
<1> Mode 
<2> Filter Mask 
<3> Filter Index 
<4> Default File Name 
<5> Flags 
<6> Initial Directory 
<7> Default Extension 
<8> Title 
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Returns 
If the dialog used in single- select mode then the full path and name of the selected file is returned. 

If the dialog is used in multi-select mode (i.e. the "Flags" option has the OFN_ALLOWMULTISELECT$ 
flag set) then an @Fm-delimited dynamic array is returned:  The first field in the returned list is the 
selected directory name, while subsequent items are the selected files, i.e.: 

 <1> Selected Directory 
 <2> First file 
 <3> Second file  
  : 
  : 
 <n> (n-1)'th file  
  

Remarks 
The ChooseFIleOptions argument is composed of eight fields which control the behavior of the 
dialog – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Mode Specifies the dialog mode ("Open" or "Save As" ) bypassing one of 

the following values: 
 
"0" – Open (default mode) 
"1" – Save As 
 

<2> Filter String Contains a list of items (file types and filter masks) that determine 
what files types the dialog will show.   
 

 Each item in the list is composed of two elements (delimited 
by a "/" character):  

o Text to display in the dialog options. 
o A set of filters that determine what files to display.  

Each filter is delimited by a ";" character. 
 Each item in the list is also delimited by a /" character 
 The list must be terminated by a "/" character 

 
For example, if you wanted to show bmp files, jpg/jpeg files, and "All 
files" your filter string would look like this: 
 
  
   Filter =  "Bitmap Files (*.bmp)/*.bmp/" 
   Filter := "Jpeg Files (*.jpg,*.jpeg)/*.jpg;*.jpeg/" 
   Filter := "All Files (*.*)/*.*/"   
 

 
Note that some OS-file based repository types (such as images) have 
equated constants for filter strings.  See the 
REPOS_IMAGE_EQUATES insert record for an example. 
 

<3> Filter Index Contains the index if the initial filter string item to use in the dialog.  
Defaults to 1. 
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<4> Default File Name Contains the name of the file to load into the dialog when it is 
displayed. 

<5> Flags A set of bitmask flags that specify the dialog behavior.  These are fully 
described in the Microsoft documentation for the "flags" member of 
the OPENFILENAME structure, and equates constants for these flags 
can be found in the MSWIN_GETOPENFILENAME_EQUATES insert 
record (See below for an example of using them). 

<6> Initial Directory Specifies the initial directory to display when the dialog is created. 
<7> Default Extension Specifies the default extension to append to the file if the user does 

not specify one. This string can be any length, but only the first three 
characters are appended. The string should not contain a period (.). 

<8> Title Caption bar text for the dialog to display. 
 

The CHOOSEFILE method is basically a wrapper around two Windows API functions: 

 GetOpenFileName 
 GetSaveFileName 

So it is worth examining at the documentation for these functions on the MSDN website to get a 
better idea of the capabilities of this method. 

Equated constants for use with the CHOOSEFILE method can be found in the 
PS_CHOOSEFILE_EQUATES and MSWIN_CHOOSEFILE_EQUATES insert records. 
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Example 
 
 
   // Use the CHOOSEFILE method to allow the user to select multiple files...  
   $Insert PS_ChooseFile_Equates 
   $Insert Repos_Image_Equates 
    
   // Show Bitmaps, JPegs and All Files ... 
   Filter =  "Bitmap Files(*.bmp)/*.bmp/" 
   Filter := "JPeg Files (*.jpg,*jpeg,*.jpe)/*.jpg;*jpeg;*.jpe/" 
   Filter := "All Files (*.*)/*.*/" 
    
   // Allow multiple selections, and ensure that any files 
   // we select exist - we do this by using the OFN_ flags 
   Flags = 0; 
   Flags = BitAnd( Flags, OFN_ALLOWMULTISELECT$ ) 
   Flags = BitAnd( Flags, OFN_FILEMUSTEXIST$ ) 
    
   CFOptions    = "" 
   CFOptions<1> = CHFILE_MODE_OPEN$ 
   CFOptions<2> = Filter 
   CFOptions<3> = 1 
   CFOptions<4> = "" 
   CFOptions<5> = Flags 
   CFOptions<6> = Drive() : "\bmps" 
   CFOptions<7> = "" 
   CFOptions<8> = "Select Image" 
    
   FileList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "CHOOSEFILE", @Window, CFOptions ) 
   If Len( FileList ) Then 
      // We used a multi-select dialog so the first item in FileList  
      // is the directory, followed by a list of files 
      FileDir  = FileList[1,@fm] 
      FileList = FileList[Col2()+1,\00\] 
   End      
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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COPYDIR Method 

Description 
Copies a directory and subdirectories to a specified location, optionally showing a progress 
information and allowing an Undo operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",  | 
                              "COPYDIR",     | 
                              DirFrom,       | 
                              DirTo,         | 
                              CopyDirOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DirFrom Yes Fully qualified path of the directory to copy. 
DirTo Yes Fully qualified path of the location to copy the directory to.  Wildcard 

characters are not supported in this argument. 
CopyDirOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the copy operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the copy was performed successfully, or FALSE$ if an error occurred.  If the case of the 
latter event the FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The CopyDirOptions argument is composed of five fields which control the behavior of the copy 
operation – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Allow undo If TRUE$ then save Undo information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<2> Allow UI If TRUE$ then allow any appropriate dialogs to be displayed such as 

progress and error information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<3> Parent window ID Specifies the name of a WINDOW object to use as the parent for 

any dialogs displayed during the copy operation. 
<4> Progress dialog title Text to display in the progress dialog during the copy operation. 
<5> Allow confirmations If TRUE$ then allow the user to respond to any confirmation dialogs 

presented during the copy operation.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
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The COPYDIR method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, so it 
is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of the 
capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the COPYDIR method can be found in the PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES 
insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM COPYDIR method to copy an entire folder and it's  
   // contents to another location, showing any progress information, but not  
   // allowing the user to override any conflicts. 
    
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   DirFrom     = "c:\my_data\aug_2017" 
   DirTo       = "c:\backup\backup_data" 
    
   CopyOptions = ""   
   CopyOptions<PS_CPD_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPD_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPD_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPD_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Copying data to backup folder" 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPD_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "COPYDIR", DirFrom, DirTo, CopyOptions ) Then 
      // Copied OK - data is now in: 
      // 
      //      "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
       
      // Handle Error  .... 
   End 
         

 

See also 
FILEOPRESULT property. 
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COPYFILES Method 

Description 
Copies files to a specified location, optionally showing a progress information and allowing an Undo 
operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",    | 
                              "COPYFILES",     | 
                              FilesFrom,       | 
                              FilesTo,         | 
                              CopyFilesOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FilesFrom Yes @fm-delimited list of files to copy.  Wildcard characters are allowed. 
FilesTo Yes Fully qualified path of the location to copy the files to, or an @fm-

delimited list of destination files.  In the latter case the number of file 
names must match exactly the number of file names specified in the 
"FilesFrom" parameter. 

CopyFilesOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 
behavior of the copy operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the copy was performed successfully, or FALSE$ if an error occurred.  If the case of the 
latter event the FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The CopyFilesOptions argument is composed of five fields which control the behavior of the copy 
operation – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Allow undo If TRUE$ then save Undo information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<2> Allow UI If TRUE$ then allow any appropriate dialogs to be displayed such as 

progress and error information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<3> Parent window ID Specifies the name of a WINDOW object to use as the parent for 

any dialogs displayed during the copy operation. 
<4> Progress dialog title Text to display in the progress dialog during the copy operation. 
<5> Allow confirmations If TRUE$ then allow the user to respond to any confirmation dialogs 
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presented during the copy operation.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
 

The COPYFILES method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, so 
it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of the 
capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the COPYFILES method can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM COPYFILES method to copy all files in a folder to 
   // a specified destination folder using wildcard characters, showing any  
   // progress information, but not allowing the user to override any  
   // conflicts. 
    
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   FilesFrom     = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\*.*" 
   FilesTo       = "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
    
   CopyOptions = ""   
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Copying data to backup folder" 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "COPYFILES", FilesFrom, FilesTo, CopyOptions ) Then 
      // Copied OK - data is now in: "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM COPYFILES method to copy specfic files in a folder to 
   // a specified destination folder showing any progress information, but not  
   // allowing the user to override any conflicts. 
    
   DirFrom       = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\" 
   DirTo         = "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017\" 
    
   FileNames     = "book1.xls" 
   FileNames<-1> = "book2.xls" 
    
   FilesFrom     = "" 
   FilesTo       = "" 
    
   XCount = FieldCount( FileNames, @fm ) 
   For X = 1 To XCount 
      FilesFrom<x> = DirFrom : FileNames<x> 
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      FilesTo<x>   = DirTo   : FileNames<x> 
   Next   
    
   CopyOptions = ""   
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Copying data to backup folder" 
   CopyOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "COPYFILES", FilesFrom, FilesTo, CopyOptions ) Then 
      // Copied OK - data is now in: "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
           

 

See also 
FILEOPRESULT property. 
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DELETEFILES Method 

Description 
Deletes a set of specified files, optionally showing a progress information and allowing an Undo 
operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",    | 
                              "DELETEFILES",   | 
                              FilesList,       | 
                              DelFilesOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FileList Yes @fm-delimited list of files to delete.  Wildcard characters are allowed. 
DelFilesOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the delete operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the delete was performed successfully, or FALSE$ if an error occurred.  If the case of the 
latter event the FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The DelFilesOptions argument is composed of five fields which control the behavior of the delete 
operation – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Allow undo If TRUE$ then save Undo information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<2> Allow UI If TRUE$ then allow any appropriate dialogs to be displayed such as 

progress and error information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<3> Parent window ID Specifies the name of a WINDOW object to use as the parent for 

any dialogs displayed during the delete operation. 
<4> Progress dialog title Text to display in the progress dialog during the delete operation. 
<5> Allow confirmations If TRUE$ then allow the user to respond to any confirmation dialogs 

presented during the delete operation.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
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The DELETEFILES method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, 
so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of 
the capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the DELETEFILES method can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM DELETEFILES method to delete all files in a folder 
   // using wildcard characters, showing any progress information, and  
   // allowing the user to stop the operation. 
    
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   FileList     = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\*.*" 
    
   DelOptions = ""   
   DelOptions<PS_DLF_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   DelOptions<PS_DLF_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   DelOptions<PS_DLF_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   DelOptions<PS_DLF_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Copying data to backup folder" 
   DelOptions<PS_DLF_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = TRUE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "DELETEFILES", FileList, DelOptions ) Then 
      // Deleted OK 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM DELETEFILES method to delete specific files in a folder 
   // showing progress information, but not allowing the user to cancel the  
   // operation. 
    
   DirFrom       = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\" 
    
   FileNames     = "book1.xls" 
   FileNames<-1> = "book2.xls" 
    
   FileList      = "" 
    
   XCount = FieldCount( FileNames, @fm ) 
   For X = 1 To XCount 
      FileList<x> = DirFrom : FileNames<x> 
   Next   
    
   DelOptions = ""   
   DelOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   DelOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   DelOptions<PS_CPF_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   DelOptions<PS_CPF_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Copying data to backup folder" 
   DelOptions<PS_CPF_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "DELETEFILES", FileList, DelOptions ) Then 
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      // Deleted OK 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
              

 

See also 
FILEOPRESULT property. 
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DIREXISTS Method 

Description 
Determines if a specified directory exists. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ExistsFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",  | 
                             "DIREXISTS",   | 
                             DirName ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DirName Yes Specifies the path of the directory to check. 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the directory exists, or FALSE$ if it doesn't. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM DIREXISTS method to check if a directory exists  
   DirName = "c:\my_data\aug_2017" 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "DIREXISTS", DirName ) Then 
      // It's there - Process the directory ... 
   End  
              

 

See also 
N/a 
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FILEEXISTS Method 

Description 
Determines if a specified file exists. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ExistsFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",  | 
                             "FILEEXISTS",  | 
                             FileName ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FileName Yes Specifies the name and path of the file to check for. 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the file exists, or FALSE$ if it doesn't. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM FILEEXISTS method to check if a file exists  
      FileName = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\book3.xls" 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEEXISTS", FileName ) Then 
      // It's there ... 
   End  
              

 

See also 
N/a 
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GETABSOLUTEPATH Method 

Description 
Resolves a relative path to an absolute one. 

 

Syntax 
    
   AbsPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",      | 
                          "GETABSOLUTEPATH", | 
                          RelativePath,      | 
                          RelativeToPath ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
RelativePath Yes Specifies the relative path to resolve. 
RelativeToPath No Specifies the reference path for the resolution.  If this parameter is null 

then the current directory is used. 
 

Returns 
The absolute path if successful, or null if the relative path cannot be resolved. 

 

Remarks 
This method does not check if the returned absolute path actually exists. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use GETABSOLUTEPATH to resolve a relative directory to 
   // the current directory 
   // 
   // (Assume current directory is "c:\revsoft\openinsight") 
   // 
   RelPath = "..\my_data" 
   AbsPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "GETABSOLUTEPATH", RelPath, "" ) 
    
   // AbsPath should be: "c:\revsoft\my_data" 
    
   // Use GETABSOLUTEPATH to resolve a relative directory to 
   // a specified reference directory 
   RelPath = "\my_root_dir" 
   RefPath = "c:\revsoft\openinsight\apps" 
   AbsPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "GETABSOLUTEPATH", RelPath, RefPath) 
    
   // AbsPath should be: "c:\my_root_dir" 
                 

 

See also 
GETRELATIVEPATH method. 
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GETLONGPATH Method 

Description 
Converts a legacy DOS short "8.3" style file path to a full one. 

 

Syntax 
    
   LongPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",  | 
                           "GETLONGPATH", | 
                           ShortPath ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ShortPath Yes Specifies the short path to convert. 

 

Returns 
The converted long path if successful, or null if the method fails.   The FILEOPRESULT property may 
be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The GETLONGPATH method is basically a wrapper around the GetLongPath Windows API function, 
so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of 
the capabilities of this method. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use GETLONGPATH to convert a short path 
   ShortPath = "c:\progra~1\my_app" 
   LongPath  = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "GETLONGPATH", ShortPath ) 
    
   If BLen( LongPath ) Then 
      // LongPath should be: "C:\Program Files\my_app" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
                    

 

See also 
GETSHORTPATH method, FILEOPRESULT property. 
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GETRELATIVEPATH Method 

Description 
Resolves an absolute path to a relative one. 

 

Syntax 
    
   RelPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",      | 
                          "GETRELATIVEPATH", | 
                          AbsolutePath,      | 
                          RelativeToPath ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
AbsolutePath Yes Specifies the absolute path to resolve. 
RelativeToPath No Specifies the reference path for the resolution.  If this parameter is null 

then the current directory is used. 
 

Returns 
The relative path if successful, or null if the absolute path cannot be resolved. 

 

Remarks 
This method does not check if the returned relative path actually exists. 

 

Example 
    
   // Use GETRELATIVEPATH to resolve a an absolute directory to 
   // the current directory 
   // 
   // (Assume current directory is "c:\revsoft\openinsight") 
   // 
   AbsPath = "c:\revsoft\my_data" 
   RelPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "GETRELATIVEPATH", AbsPath, "" ) 
    
   // RelPath should be: "..\my_data" 
    
   // Use GETRELATIVEPATH to resolve an absolute directory to 
   // a specified reference directory 
   AbsPath = "c:\my_root_dir" 
   RefPath = "c:\revsoft\openinsight\apps" 
   RelPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "GETRELATIVEPATH", AbsPath, RefPath) 
    
   // RelPath should be: "\my_root_dir" 
                 

 

See also 
GETABSOLUTEPATH method. 
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GETSHORTPATH Method 

Description 
Converts a "normal" long path to a legacy short DOS-style short "8.3" path. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ShortPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",   | 
                            "GETSHORTPATH", | 
                            LongPath ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
LongPath Yes Specifies the long path to convert. 

 

Returns 
The converted short path if successful, or null if the method fails.   The FILEOPRESULT property may 
be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The GETSHORTPATH method is basically a wrapper around the GetShortPath Windows API function, 
so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of 
the capabilities of this method. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use GETSHORTPATH to convert a long path 
   LongPath  = "C:\Program Files\my_app" 
   ShortPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "GETSHORTPATH", LongPath ) 
    
   If BLen( ShortPath ) Then 
      // ShortPath should be: "C:\ Progra~1\my_app" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
                    

 

See also 
GETLONGPATH method, FILEOPRESULT property. 
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GETSPECIALDIR Method 

Description 
Returns the path for a "special" Windows directory, such as the directory to use for temporary files, 
or the user's "My Documents" directory and so on. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SpecialDirPath = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",    | 
                                 "GETSPECIALDIR", | 
                                 DirID ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DirID Yes Specifies the directory path to return.  Can be one of the following values: 

 
 "ADMINTOOLS" 
 "ALTSTARTUP" 
 "APPDATA" 
 "COMMON_ADMINTOOLS" 
 "COMMON_ALTSTARTUP" 
 "COMMON_APPDATA" 
 "COMMON_DESKTOPDIRECTORY" 
 "COMMON_DOCUMENTS" 
 "COMMON_FAVORITES" 
 "COMMON_PROGRAMS" 
 "COMMON_STARTMENU" 
 "COMMON_STARTUP" 
 "COMMON_TEMPLATES" 
 "COOKIES" 
 "DESKTOPDIRECTORY" 
 "FAVORITES" 
 "FONTS" 
 "HISTORY" 
 "INTERNET_CACHE" 
 "LOCAL_APPDATA" 
 "MYMUSIC" 
 "MYPICTURES" 
 "NETHOOD" 
 "PERSONAL" 
 "PRINTHOOD" 
 "PROFILE" 
 "PROGRAM_FILES" 
 "PROGRAM_FILES_COMMON" 
 "PROGRAMS" 
 "RECENT" 
 "SENDTO" 
 "STARTMENU" 
 "STARTUP" 
 "SYSTEM" 
 "TEMPLATES" 
 "WINDOWS" 
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Returns 
The specified path. 

 

Remarks 
The GETSPECIALDIR method is a simple wrapper around the SHGetSpecialFolderPath Windows API 
function, so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better 
idea of the capabilities of this method. 

Equated constants for use with the GETSPECIALDIR method can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

 

Example 
 
   // Return the current user's "My Documents" folder 
   MyDocsDir = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "GETSPECIALDIR", "PERSONAL" ) 
                    

 

See also 
TEMPDIR property, SYSTEMDIR property, WINDOWSDIR property 
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MAKEDIR Method 

Description 
Creates a new directory at the specified location. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",  | 
                              "MAKEDIR",     | 
                              DirName,       | 
                              RecurseFlag ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DirName Yes Specifies the path of the directory to create. 
RecurseFlag No If TRUE$ then recurse to create any subdirectories as needed.  Defaults to 

FALSE$ 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the directory was created successfully (or already exists), or FALSE$ an error occurred. The 
FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM MAKEDIR method to create a directory  
   DirName = "c:\my_data\aug_2017" 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "MAKEDIR", DirName ) Then 
      // It's there - Process the directory ... 
   End  
              

 

See also 
N/a 
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MOVEDIR Method 

Description 
Moves a directory and subdirectories to a specified location, optionally showing a progress 
information and allowing an Undo operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",  | 
                              "MOVEDIR",     | 
                              DirFrom,       | 
                              DirTo,         | 
                              MoveDirOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DirFrom Yes Fully qualified path of the directory to move. 
DirTo Yes Fully qualified path of the location to move the directory to.  Wildcard 

characters are not supported in this argument. 
MoveDirOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the move operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the move was performed successfully, or FALSE$ if an error occurred.  If the case of the 
latter event the FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The MoveDirOptions argument is composed of five fields which control the behavior of the move 
operation – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Allow undo If TRUE$ then save Undo information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<2> Allow UI If TRUE$ then allow any appropriate dialogs to be displayed such as 

progress and error information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<3> Parent window ID Specifies the name of a WINDOW object to use as the parent for 

any dialogs displayed during the move operation. 
<4> Progress dialog title Text to display in the progress dialog during the move operation. 
<5> Allow confirmations If TRUE$ then allow the user to respond to any confirmation dialogs 

presented during the move operation.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
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The MOVEDIR method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, so 
it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of the 
capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the MOVEDIR method can be found in the PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES 
insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM MOVEDIR method to move an entire folder and it's  
   // contents to another location, showing any progress information, but not  
   // allowing the user to override any conflicts. 
    
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   DirFrom     = "c:\my_data\aug_2017" 
   DirTo       = "c:\backup\backup_data" 
    
   MoveOptions = ""   
   MoveOptions<PS_MVD_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVD_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVD_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVD_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Moving data to backup folder" 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVD_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "MOVEDIR", DirFrom, DirTo, MoveOptions ) Then 
      // Moved OK - data is now in: 
      // 
      //      "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
       
      // Handle Error  .... 
   End 
         

 

 

See also 
FILEOPRESULT property. 
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MOVEFILES Method 

Description 
Moves files to a specified location, optionally showing a progress information and allowing an Undo 
operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",    | 
                              "MOVEFILES",     | 
                              FilesFrom,       | 
                              FilesTo,         | 
                              MoveFilesOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FilesFrom Yes @fm-delimited list of files to move.  Wildcard characters are allowed. 
FilesTo Yes Fully qualified path of the location to move the files to, or an @fm-

delimited list of destination files.  In the latter case the number of file 
names must match exactly the number of file names specified in the 
"FilesFrom" parameter. 

MoveFilesOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 
behavior of the move operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the move was performed successfully, or FALSE$ if an error occurred.  If the case of the 
latter event the FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The MoveFilesOptions argument is composed of five fields which control the behavior of the move 
operation – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Allow undo If TRUE$ then save Undo information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<2> Allow UI If TRUE$ then allow any appropriate dialogs to be displayed such as 

progress and error information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<3> Parent window ID Specifies the name of a WINDOW object to use as the parent for 

any dialogs displayed during the move operation. 
<4> Progress dialog title Text to display in the progress dialog during the move operation. 
<5> Allow confirmations If TRUE$ then allow the user to respond to any confirmation dialogs 
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presented during the move operation.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
 

The MOVEFILES method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, so 
it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of the 
capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the MOVEFILES method can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM MOVEFILES method to move all files in a folder to 
   // a specified destination folder using wildcard characters, showing any  
   // progress information, but not allowing the user to override any  
   // conflicts. 
    
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   FilesFrom     = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\*.*" 
   FilesTo       = "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
    
   MoveOptions = ""   
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Moving data to backup folder" 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "MOVEFILES", FilesFrom, FilesTo, MoveOptions ) Then 
      // Moved OK - data is now in: "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM MOVEFILES method to move specific files in a folder to 
   // a specified destination folder showing any progress information, but not  
   // allowing the user to override any conflicts. 
    
   DirFrom       = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\" 
   DirTo         = "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017\" 
    
   FileNames     = "book1.xls" 
   FileNames<-1> = "book2.xls" 
    
   FilesFrom     = "" 
   FilesTo       = "" 
    
   XCount = FieldCount( FileNames, @fm ) 
   For X = 1 To XCount 
      FilesFrom<x> = DirFrom : FileNames<x> 
      FilesTo<x>   = DirTo   : FileNames<x> 
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   Next   
    
   MoveOptions = ""   
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Moving data to backup folder" 
   MoveOptions<PS_MVF_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "MOVEFILES", FilesFrom, FilesTo, MoveOptions ) Then 
      // Moved OK - data is now in: "c:\backup\backup_data\aug_2017" 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
           

 

See also 
FILEOPRESULT property. 
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REMOVEDIR Method 

Description 
Removes a specified directory,  optionally showing a progress information and allowing an Undo 
operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",    | 
                              "REMOVEDIR",     | 
                              DirName,         | 
                              RemoveDirOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DirName Yes Specifies the path of the directory to remove. 
RemoveFilesOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the remove operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the directory was successfully removed, or FALSE$ an error occurred. The FILEOPRESULT 
property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The REMOVEDIR method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, 
so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of 
the capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the REMOVEDIR method can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM REMOVEDIR method to remove an entire folder and it's  
   // contents  showing any progress information, but not allowing the user to  
   // override any conflicts. 
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   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   DirName = "c:\my_data\aug_2017" 
    
   RemoveOptions = ""   
   RemoveOptions<PS_RMD_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   RemoveOptions<PS_RMD_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   RemoveOptions<PS_RMD_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   RemoveOptions<PS_RMD_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Removing data folder" 
   RemoveOptions<PS_RMD_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "REMOVEDIR", DirName, RemoveOptions ) Then 
      // Removed OK 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
       
      // Handle Error  .... 
   End 
              

 

See also 
N/a 
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RENAMEDIR Method 

Description 
Renames a directory, optionally showing a progress information and allowing an Undo operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",    | 
                              "RENAMEDIR",     | 
                              DirOldName,      | 
                              DirNewName,      | 
                              RenameDirOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
DirFrom Yes Fully qualified path of the directory to rename. 
DirTo Yes Fully qualified path of the new directory name.  Wildcard characters are 

not supported in this argument. 
RenameDirOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the rename operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the rename was performed successfully, or FALSE$ if an error occurred.  If the case of the 
latter event the FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The RenameDirOptions argument is composed of five fields which control the behavior of the 
rename operation – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Allow undo If TRUE$ then save Undo information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<2> Allow UI If TRUE$ then allow any appropriate dialogs to be displayed such as 

progress and error information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<3> Parent window ID Specifies the name of a WINDOW object to use as the parent for 

any dialogs displayed during the rename operation. 
<4> Progress dialog title Text to display in the progress dialog during the rename operation. 
<5> Allow confirmations If TRUE$ then allow the user to respond to any confirmation dialogs 

presented during the rename operation.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
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The RENAMEDIR method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, 
so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of 
the capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the RENAMEDIR method can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM RENAMEDIR method to rename an entire folder, showing  
   // any progress information, but not allowing the user to override any 
   // conflicts. 
    
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   DirFrom     = "c:\my_data\aug_2017" 
   DirTo       = "c:\my_data\aug_2017.bak" 
    
   RenameOptions = ""   
   RenameOptions<PS_RND_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   RenameOptions<PS_RND_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   RenameOptions<PS_RND_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   RenameOptions<PS_RND_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Renaming data to backup folder" 
   RenameOptions<PS_RND_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "RENAMEDIR", DirFrom, DirTo, RenameOptions ) Then 
      // Renamed OK  
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
       
      // Handle Error  .... 
   End 
         

 

 

See also 
FILEOPRESULT property. 
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RENAMEFILE Method 

Description 
Renames a specified file, optionally showing a progress information and allowing an Undo operation. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM",     | 
                              "RENAMEFILE",     | 
                              FileFrom,         | 
                              FileTo,           | 
                              RenameFileOptions ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FileFrom Yes Fully qualified path containing the file to rename (wildcard characters 

are not allowed). 
FileTo Yes Fully qualified path containing the file to rename. 
RenameFileOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the rename operation: 
 
<1> Allow undo 
<2> Allow UI 
<3> Parent window ID  
<4> Progress dialog title 
<5> Allow confirmations 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the rename was performed successfully, or FALSE$ if an error occurred.  If the case of the 
latter event the FILEOPRESULT property may be used to obtain more details regarding the failure. 

 

Remarks 
The RenameFileOptions argument is composed of five fields which control the behavior of the move 
operation – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> Allow undo If TRUE$ then save Undo information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<2> Allow UI If TRUE$ then allow any appropriate dialogs to be displayed such as 

progress and error information. Defaults to FALSE$. 
<3> Parent window ID Specifies the name of a WINDOW object to use as the parent for 

any dialogs displayed during the rename operation. 
<4> Progress dialog title Text to display in the progress dialog during the rename operation. 
<5> Allow confirmations If TRUE$ then allow the user to respond to any confirmation dialogs 

presented during the rename operation.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
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You cannot rename multiple files with a single call to this method.  Use the MOVEFILES method 
instead. 

The RENAMEFILE method is basically a wrapper around the SHFileOperation Windows API function, 
so it is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of 
the capabilities of this method. 

You should use fully qualified path names with this method. Using it with relative path names is not 
thread safe. 

Equated constants for use with the RENAMEFILE method can be found in the 
PS_FILESYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   // Use the FILESYSTEM RENAMEFILE method rename a file, showing any  
   // progress information, and allowing the user to override any  
   // conflicts. 
    
   $Insert PS_FileSystem_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   FileFrom = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\book1.xls" 
   FileTo   = "c:\my_data\aug_2017\book1_backup.xls" 
    
   RenameOptions = ""   
   RenameOptions<PS_RNF_ALLOWUNDO$>     = TRUE$  ; // Save Undo info 
   RenameOptions<PS_RNF_ALLOWUI$>       = TRUE$  ; // Show dialogs 
   RenameOptions<PS_RNF_PARENTWINDOW$>  = @Window 
   RenameOptions<PS_RNF_PROGRESSTITLE$> = "Renaming book1.xls" 
   RenameOptions<PS_RNF_ALLOWCONFIRM$>  = FALSE$ 
    
   If Exec_Method( "FILESYSTEM", "RENAMEFILE", FileFrom, FileTo, RenameOptions ) Then 
      // Renamed OK 
   End Else 
      ErrorInfo = Get_Property( "FILESYSTEM", "FILEOPRESULT" ) 
       
      ErrorCode = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORCODE$> 
      ErrorText = ErrorInfo<PS_FOR_ERRORTEXT$> 
   End 
           

 

See also 
MOVEFILES method, FILEOPRESULT property. 
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SYSTEM Object 
The SYSTEM object is an intrinsic object that represents the Presentation Server environment and 
provides an interface to many operating system functions.  It is automatically created at startup and 
is always available. 

 

 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. In contrast to other intrinsic objects the SYSTEM object DESTROY method may be used on 
the SYSTEM object itself to programmatically close the application. 

2. Many of methods from the deprecated Utility Stored Procedure are now exposed as 
methods of the SYSTEM object. 
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SYSTEM Properties 
 

The SYSTEM object supports the following properties  

Name Description 
ASYNCCURSORPOS Retrieves the current cursor position in screen coordinates. 
ASYNCKEYSTATE Retrieves the state of a key at the time the property is accessed. 
AUTOEXEC Specifies if the application is running in “AutoExec” mode. 
BLOCKEVENTS Enabled or disables the Presentation Server from generating and 

dispatching events. 
CHARMAP Sets a character conversion map for ANSI applications. 
CMDLINE Returns the command line used to start the Presentation Server. 
COMCTLVERSION Returns the version of the Windows COMCTL32 DLL loaded by the 

system. 
CONFIGFILE Returns the name and path of the RXI file used at startup. 
CONFIGINFO Returns the settings extracted from the RXI file used at startup. 
COUNTER Returns and increments the system counter value. 
CURSOR Specifies the default cursor for the application. 
CURSORPOS Returns the position of the mouse cursor with respect to the last 

message processed.  
CUSTOMCOLORS Specifies the array of custom colors used with the Windows Color dialog 

box. 
DELIMCOUNT Specifies the "delimiter count" used by the application when converting 

ANSI strings to Unicode and vice-versa. 
DEVMODE Specifies if the Presentation Server is running in development mode. 
DEVSYSTEM Specifies if the application is licensed for development capabilities. 
DPI Returns the System DPI setting. 
DPIAWARE Specifies if the Presentation Server is running in DPI-Aware mode. 
DPIPERMONITOR Specifies if the operating system supports monitors with individual DPI 

settings 
DRAGSOURCE Returns the name of the control being dragged from during and Drag 

And Drop operation. 
DROPTARGET Returns the name of the control that is currently the target of a Drag 

and Drop operation. 
DWMCOLORS Returns the current color set used for the Windows DWM (Desktop 

Window Manager). 
ENVVARLIST Returns a list containing of all the Windows environment variables and 

their values. 
EXITCODE Returns the exit code of the last process executed via the RUNWIN 

method. 
FOCUS Returns the ID of the control with focus, or sets the focus to specific 

control. 
FOCUSSTYLES Specifies the global style information for edit-type controls. 
FONTLIST Returns a list of available fonts. 
IDLEPROC Gets the first item in the "idle procedure" queue, or replaces the queue 

contents. 
IDLEPROCQUEUE Returns the list of "idle procedures" waiting to be executed. 
INTERACTIVE Specifies if the Presentation Server is running on an interactive window 
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station. 
KEYSTATE Retrieves the state of a key or all keys. 
LOGININFO Returns the credentials used to log into the application. 
MESSAGEFONT Returns the font used by Windows for displaying text in message boxes. 
METRICS Returns a specified Windows System Metric value. 
MODAL Disables or enables all Presentation Server forms. 
MODULEFILENAME Returns the path and file name of the current Presentation Server 

instance. 
MONITORLIST Returns a dynamic array of monitor information. 
MOUSECAPTURED Returns the ID and handle of the GUI object that is capturing the mouse. 
PREVFOCUS Returns the ID of the GUI object that previously had the focus. 
PROCESSID Returns the process identifier of the current Presentation Server 

instance. 
QUERYEND Specifies if the Presentation Server is processing a 

WM_QUERYENDSESSION message. 
RECEIVER Specifies the name of a GUI object that receives and displays data sent 

from a Basic+ Send_Dyn() call. 
RUNMODE Specifies if the Presentation Server is running in runtime mode. 
SERVERNAME Returns the name of the Pipe or the TCPIP Address and Port used to 

communicate with the RevEngine. 
SHOWACCELERATORS Specifies if controls should display accelerator keys at all times or only 

when a window is launched via a keyboard action. 
SHUTDOWN Specifies if the Presentation Server is shutting down. 
SIZE Returns the dimension of primary monitor and its workspace. 
STATUSFONT Returns the font used by Windows for displaying text in status lines. 
SUPPRESSAUTODESTROY Specifies if the “auto-shutdown” process is enabled. 
TASKBARID Returns the TaskBar ID for the current system process. 
THEMED Specifies if the system is running with OS visual styles enabled. 
TIMEZONE Returns current time zone information. 
TYPES Returns a list of all object types supported by the Presentation Server. 
UTF8 Specifies if the Presentation Server is running in UTF8 or ANSI mode. 
VERSION Returns OS and Presentation Server version information.  
VISIBLE Specifies if the IDE toolset (RTI_IDE) is visible. 
WIN64 Returns the PS and OS 64-bit flags. 
WINCOUNT Returns the number of currently running forms. 
WINDOWGHOSTING Specifies if “window-ghosting” is active for the current Presentation 

Server instance. 
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ASYNCCURSORPOS property 

Description 
Retrieves the current cursor position in screen coordinates. 

If the name of a window or control is passed in the index argument the returned screen coordinates 
will be scaled to DIPs based on the DPI and scale factor of the passed object. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the cursor coordinates. 

<1> X-Position 
<2> Y-Position 

 

Index Value 
If set this should contain the name of a window or control to scale the coordinates too.  The 
coordinates are then returned in DIPs. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  See Description No 
 

Remarks 
This property is essentially a wrapper around the GetCursorPos Windows API function, so please 
refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the current screen position of the cursor in pixels 
   
  CursorPos = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "ASYNCCURSORPOS" ) 
   
  // Get the current screen position of the cursor in DIPs with 
  // respect to the current window 
     
  CursorPos = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "ASYNCCURSORPOS", @Window ) 
    

 

See also 
CURSORPOS property 
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ASYNCKEYSTATE property 

Description 
Returns the state of a key at the time the property is accessed.  The key to check is passed as a 
virtual-key code in the index parameter. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an integer value that represents a set of bit flags.  As a general rule: 

 If the key is pressed down the property returns a value < 0. 
 If the key is not pressed 0 is returned.   
 If the key is not pressed but has been since the last ASYNCKEYSTATE call, then 1 is returned. 

See remarks for more information. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is essentially a wrapper around the GetAsyncKeyState Windows API function, so please 
refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information, especially regarding 
some caveats regarding the value returned. 

Virtual-key code constants are defined in the MSWin_VirtualKey_Equates insert record. 

 

Example 
    
    // Get the state of the Shift key 
    
   $Insert MSWin_VirtualKey_Equates 
    
   ShiftDown = ( Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "ASYNCKEYSTATE", VK_SHIFT$ ) < 0 ) 
    

 

See also 
KEYSTATE property 
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AUTOEXEC property 

Description 
Specifies if the “/AE” Autoexec switch was set when the application was started. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. If the PS was started with the “/AE” command line switch set to 1, 
or the “autoExec” setting in the RXI file set to 1, this property returns TRUE$, otherwise it returns 
FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   IsAutoExec = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "AUTOEXEC" ) 
    

 

See also 
Starting the Presentation Server. 
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BLOCKEVENTS property 

Description 
Enabled or disables the Presentation Server from generating and dispatching events (except for 
CLOSE events) 

 

Property Value 
This property is a boolean value. When set to TRUE$ no events will be raised by the Presentation 
Server except for any CLOSE events.  When set to FALSE$ all events are generated as normal and 
dispatched to OpenEngine for processing. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property was originally called BLOCK_EVENTS in previous versions of OpenInsight.  
BLOCK_EVENTS is now an alias to this property to preserve backwards compatibility. 

 

Example 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Prevent any events (like GOTFOCUS and LOSTFOCUS) from firing 
   // while we move the focus. 
    
   ObjxArray =        "SYSTEM" 
   PropArray =        "BLOCKEVENTS" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : "SYSTEM" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "FOCUS" 
   DataArray := @Rm : @Window : ".EDL_SURNAME" 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : "SYSTEM" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "BLOCKEVENTS" 
   DataArray := @Rm : FALSE$ 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray ) 
    

 

See also 
HOLDEVENTS property, MODAL property 
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CHARMAP property 

Description 
This property contains a conversion map to use when processing string values (not object and 
property names) passed to and from the Presentation Server. It swaps specified characters with 
other characters before storing them in the database, and converts them back before displaying 
them.   

In ANSI applications this can be useful when using a language that supports characters that conflict 
with the system delimiters, such as the " ý" character (code 253).  Under normal circumstances this 
would be treated as an @vm delimiter (code 253) which might corrupt a structure or a multivalued 
array.  Using CHARMAP it is possible to map this to an "unused" character like "§" (code 167) instead 
and preserve the integrity of the program when the value is fetched from the PS. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a 510-character string. 

The first 255 characters are the "get-map". When set, the value from each character in a property 
value is compared to its position in the get-map.  It is then swapped with the get-map character at 
that position during "Get_Property" type operations. 

The latter 255 characters are the "set-map". When set, the value from each character in a property 
value is compared to its position in the set-map.  It is then swapped with the set-map character at 
that position during "Set_Property" type operations. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is considered to be deprecated and is supported for backwards compatibility only.  
New applications that require internationalization support should be designed as UTF8-aware 
applications instead. 

Note that CHARMAP-converted strings stored in the database must be converted back if they are to 
be used with other tools outside of the Presentation Server.  This includes data that is exported to 
files, or is accessed directly via methods that use RevCAPI, like web-applications and the 
EngineServer.  

CHARMAP cannot be set for the SYSPROG application. 
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Example 
    
   Equ FIRST_UNUSED_CHAR$ To 129 
 
   Map    = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CHARMAP" ) 
   MapGet = Map[1,255] 
   MapSet = Map[256,255] 
 
   // Let's map six system delimiters (@Stm, @Tm, @Svm, @Vm, @Fm, @Rm) 
   // to the unused area starting at FIRST_UNUSED_CHAR$ 
    
   For Ctr = 0 To 5 
     MapGet[Seq( @Stm ) + Ctr, 1] = Char( FIRST_UNUSED_CHAR$ + Ctr ) 
   Next 
 
   For Ctr = 0 to 5 
     MapSet[FIRST_UNUSED_CHAR$ + Ctr, 1] = Char(Seq( @Stm ) + Ctr ) 
   Next 
 
   Call Set_Property( "SYSTEM", "CHARMAP", mapGet : mapSet ) 
       

 

See also 
DELIMCOUNT property, UTF8 property, Appendix I – UTF8 Processing  
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CMDLINE property 

Description 
Returns the command line used to start the Presentation Server. 

 

Property Value 
The command line string for the current process.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property uses the GetCommandW Windows API function internally. The name of the executable 
in the command line this property returns is not necessarily identical to that in the command line 
that the calling process gives to the CreateProcess() function. The operating system may prepend a 
fully qualified path to an executable name that is provided without a fully qualified path. 

 

Example 
    
   CommandLine = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CMDLINE" ) 
    

 

See also 
MODULEFILENAME property, Starting the Presentation Server 
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COMCTLVERSION property 

Description 
Returns the version of ComCtl32.dll that has been loaded by the Presentation Server. 

 

Property Value 
The version number of ComCtl32.dll that is loaded into the current process.  Example versions are: 

Version Description 
400 Windows 95/Windows NT 4.0 (v4.00) 
470 Internet Explorer 3.x (v4.70) 
471 Internet Explorer 4.0 (v4.71) 
472 Internet Explorer 4.01 and Windows 98 (v4.72) 
580 Internet Explorer 5 (v5.80) 
581 Windows 2000 and Windows ME (v5.81) 
582 Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 without XP themes (v5.82) 
600 Windows XP with XP themes (v6.00) 
610 Windows Vista/7 with XP themes (v6.10) 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
There are usually two versions of ComCtl32.dll present on Windows systems since Windows 
XP/2003: 

 Version 6.x is loaded when an application is running in an environment where Windows 
Visual Styles are enabled.   

 Versions earlier than 6.0 are loaded when Visual Styles are not enabled, such as running with 
the "Windows Classic" theme set for the OS (which is not possible since Windows 8.x).   

As well as visual differences, some controls actually behave differently or have reduced functionality 
dependent on the version loaded, so it is useful to be able to detect this and program accordingly. 

 

Example 
    
   VersionNo = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "COMCTLVER" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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CONFIGFILE property 

Description 
Returns the name and path of the RXI file used to start the application. 

 

Property Value 
A string containing the name and path of the RXI file used to initialize the application at startup.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   RXIFile = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CONFIGFILE" ) 
    

 

See also 
CONFIGINFO property, Starting the Presentation Server 
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CONFIGINFO property 

Description 
Returns either: 

1. The settings calculated from the combination of the RXI file and command-line switches at 
startup, or 

2. The "raw" settings contained in the RXI file before any command-line switches are applied. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the raw or calculated values as extracted from 
the RXI file. It is structured like so: 

<1> AutoExec 
<2> BannerFile 
<3> Caption 
<4> DevMode 
<5> Elevate 
<6> EnginePath 
<7> HideEngine 
<8> HidePS 
<9> MaxInstances 
<10> MinDisplaySecs 
<11> NoSpy 
<12> QueueName 
<13> ServerName 
<14> ShowBanner 
<15> ShowSystemMonitor 
<16> SuppressDpiAware 
<17> TaskBarID 
<18> UseDpiScaling 
<19> UseD2D 
 

Index Value 
This is a Boolean value.  Setting it to FALSE$ (the default) returns the configuration information 
calculated from the combination of the RXI file and command-line switches at startup.  Setting it to 
TRUE$ returns the "raw" settings contained in the RXI file before any command-line switches are 
applied. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  No No 
 

Remarks 
Equates for this property can be found in the PS_SYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 
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Example 
    
   $Insert PS_System_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Get the raw data from the RXI file 
    
   CfgInfo       = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CONFIGINFO", TRUE$ ) 
   RawEnginePath = CfgInfo<PS_SYSCI_POS_ENGINEPATH$> 
    
   // Get the calculated data from the RXI file and command-line 
    
   CfgInfo    = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CONFIGINFO" ) 
   EnginePath = CfgInfo<PS_SYSCI_POS_ENGINEPATH$> 
       

 

 

See also 
CONFIGFILE property, Starting the Presentation Server 
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COUNTER property 

Description 
Returns the current value of the Presentation Server counter, a number which is incremented after 
each access, thereby providing a unique numeric value for the current process. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a positive integer value.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is useful for returning a simple unique number when used with Get_Property.  The 
system itself uses COUNTER to provide unique suffix values for window and control IDs when 
creating multi-instance windows and tool-panels. 

 

Example 
    
   CounterVal = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "COUNTER" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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CURSOR property 

Description 
Specifies the default cursor image to be used for the application. 

 

Property Value 
This property can be one of the following formats: 
 

 A path and file name of a cursor (.CUR) file. 
 A path and file name to a resource file (such as a DLL) containing the cursor image, along 

with its resource ID.  The resource ID is separated from the file name by a “#” character. 

e.g. 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#192 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#MYCURSOR 
  

Note that if the cursor image is stored in a custom resource section (rather than the usual 
CURSOR section) the custom section name may specified by inserting it before the resource 
name like so: 
 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#SOMESECTION#192 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#SOMESECTION#MYCURSOR 
 

 A symbol that specifies one of the standard Windows cursors.  These are: 

Symbol Description 
A Arrow 
H Wait 
I I-Beam (for text entry) 
C Cross 
V Vertical (Up) Arrow 
& Hand 
S App Starting 
? Help 
N No 
+ Size All 
\ Size NWSE 
/ Size NESW 
- Size WE 
| Size NS 
D DragMove 

DC DragCopy 
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Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property used in response to the windows WM_SETCURSOR message to set the cursor shape 
when the cursor is over an application control or window. It can be overridden by setting the 
CURSOR property of an individual control or window. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
Common GUI CURSOR property, SYSTEM SETCURSOR method 
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CURSORPOS property 

Description 
Retrieves the cursor position for the last Windows message retrieved by the PS in screen 
coordinates. 

If the name of a window or control is passed in the index argument the returned coordinates will be 
scaled to DIPs based on the DPI and scale factor of the passed object. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the cursor coordinates. 

<1> X-Position 
<2> Y-Position 

 

Index Value 
If set this should contain the name of a window or control to scale the coordinates too.  The 
coordinates are then returned in DIPs. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  See Description No 
 

Remarks 
This property is essentially a wrapper around the GetMessagePos Windows API function, so please 
refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the current screen position of the cursor in pixels 
   
  CursorPos = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CURSORPOS" ) 
   
  // Get the screen position of the cursor in DIPs with respect   

  // to the current window 
     
  CursorPos = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CURSORPOS", @Window ) 
    

 

See also 
ASYNCCURSORPOS property 
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CUSTOMCOLORS property 

Description 
This property gets or sets the array of custom colors used with the Windows “ChooseColor” common 
dialog box.  This applies to dialogs presented by the CHOOSECOLOR method, and by the 
COLORDROPDOWN PROPERTYGRID controls. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array of RGB color values.  The maximum number of colors in this 
array is 16. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is loaded from the primary instance of the IDE when the system is in development 
mode and saved when it is closed. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
SYSTEM CHOOSECOLOR method, COLORDROPDOWN control, PROPERTYGRID control 
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DELIMCOUNT property 

Description 
Specifies the "delimiter count" used by the application when converting ANSI strings to Unicode 
strings.  

 

Property Value 
This property should be an integer between 0 and 8 (inclusive).  The value is the specifies which 
single byte characters (counting backwards from 256) should be treated as system delimiters when 
performing the ANSI to UTF8 or UTF16 translation. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 
See Remarks Get/Set No  No No 

 

Remarks 
This property can be set at design time by using the Application Settings dialog from within the IDE 
Settings menu.  

This property was originally called NO_OF_DELIMITERS in previous versions of OpenInsight.  
NO_OF_DELIMITERS is now an alias to this property to preserve backwards compatibility. 

For further information please see Appendix I – UTF8 Processing at the end of this document. 

 

Example 
    
   // Get the current delimiter count 
    
   DelimCount = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DELIMCOUNT" ) 
    
   // Set the current delimiter courn so that only @rm, @fm and   
   // @vm are preserved as system delimiters when translated into 
   // Unicode. 
    
   Call Set_Property( "SYSTEM", "DELIMCOUNT", 3 ) 
    

 

See also 
UTF8 property, Appendix I – UTF8 processing 
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DEVMODE property 

Description 
Specifies if the Presentation Server was started in development mode or not.   

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. If the PS was started with the “/DV” command line switch set to 1, 
or the “devMode” setting in the RXI file set to 1, this property returns TRUE$, otherwise it returns 
FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   IsDevMode = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DEVMODE" ) 
    

 

See also 
Starting the Presentation Server, RUNMODE property. 
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DEVSYSTEM property 

Description 
Specifies if the application is licensed for development capabilities.  

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. Returns TRUE$ if the application is licensed for development 
capabilities, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   IsDevSystem = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DEVSYSTEM" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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DPI property 

Description 
Returns the System DPI Setting, i.e. the DPI of the primary monitor at logon. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the system DPI values. 

<1> X (horizontal) DPI 
<2> Y (vertical) Position 

 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is essentially a wrapper around the GetDeviceCaps Windows API function for the 
LOGPIXELSX and LOGPIXELSY attributes, so please refer to the documentation on the Microsoft 
website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the System DPI  
   
  SystemDPI = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DPI" ) 
    

 

See also 
Common GUI DPI Property, Appendix K –High-DPI Programming 
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DPIAWARE property 

Description 
Specifies if the Presentation Server is running in "DPI-Aware" mode.  When in "DPI-Aware" mode the 
Presentation Server windows and controls will respond to changes made to the system or monitor 
DPI.  If this is not the case the all windows and controls assume they are running with a fixed DPI of 
96 and are scaled by the operating system accordingly. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value.  It returns FALSE$ if the Presentation Server was loaded with 
"suppressDPIAware" flag set to "1" in the RXI file, or if the "SD" command line switch was set to "1". 
If neither of these conditions are met the property returns TRUE$.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Some objects within the system can use Direct2D to renderer their contents, which in many cases 
means better performance, so this property is normally set to TRUE$.  

The DPIAWARE property is controlled by the "SD" command line switch or the "suppressDPIAware" 
RXI configuration file option.  See Starting the Presentation Server for more details.   

 

Example 
    
   IsDpiAware = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DPIAWARE" ) 
    

 

See also 
Starting the Presentation Server, Appendix K – High-DPI Programming 
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DPIPERMONITOR property 

Description 
Specifies if the operating system supports monitors with individual DPI settings. Windows 7 and 8 do 
not, while Windows 8.1 and later do. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value.  It returns TRUE$ if the operating system supports monitors with 
individual DPI settings, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   IsDpiPerMonitor = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DPIPERMONITOR" ) 
    

 

See also 
Appendix K – High-DPI Programming 
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DRAGSOURCE property 

Description 
Returns the name of the control whose contents are being dragged during a Drag and Drop 
operation. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing the name of a control.  It is only valid during a Drag and Drop 
operation that was started from a Presentation Server control. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a  

 

Example 
    
   DragSourceID = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DRAGSOURCE" ) 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM DROPTARGET property, Appendix L – Drag and Drop 
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DROPTARGET property 

Description 
Returns the name of the control that is currently the target of a Drag and Drop operation. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing the name of a control.  It is only valid during a Drag and Drop 
operation and only if the control under the cursor can accept the data being dragged. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   DropTargetID = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DROPTARGET" ) 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM DRAGSOURCE property, Appendix L – Drag and Drop 
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DWMCOLORS property 

Description 
Retrieves the current color-set used for Desktop Window Manager (DWM) non-client frame 
composition rendering. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing DWM color values. It is structured like so: 

<1> ColorizationColor 
<2> ColorizationAfterglow 
<3> ColorizationColorBalance 
<4> ColorizationAfterglowBalance 
<5> ColorizationBlurBalance 
<6> AccentColor 
 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Note these colors are in “ARGB” format, so the most significant byte is the “Alpha” value. 

Equates for this property can be found in the PS_SYSTEM_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
    
   $Insert PS_System_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Get the DSM Colors and extract the ColorizationColor value (i.e. the frame color) 
   DWMColorSet       = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "DWMCOLORS" ) 
   ColorizationColor = DWMColorSet<PS_DWM_POS_COLORIZATIONCOLOR$> 
    

   // Extract the RGB from the ARGB value    
   rgbVal = bitAnd( ColorizationColor, 0x00FFFFFF ) 

          

 

See also 
N/a 
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ENVVARLIST property 

Description 
Returns a list of all the Windows environment variables and their values. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited list of Windows environment variable names and their values.  
Each item in the list has the format: 

 <var_name> "=" <var_value> 
 

E.g. 

 HOMEDRIVE=C: 
 HOMEPATH=\Users\RevGuy 

NUMBER_OF_PROCESSORS=8 
 
 

And so on (this format is the same as that used with the "SET" OS command line function). 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This method is a simple wrapper around the Windows API GetEnvironmentStrings function - further 
information regarding Windows environment variables may be found on the Microsoft website. 

 

Example 
    
   EnvVars = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "ENVVARLIST" ) 
    

 

See also 
GETENVVAR method, SETENVVAR method.  
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EXITCODE property 

Description 
Returns the exit code of the last process that was executed by the RUNWIN method. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a numeric value. When a process exits it normally returns a value to indicate the 
status of the program when it closed.  By convention a successful execution returns an exit code of 
0, but this is not enforced. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
When executing a process with RUNWIN in an asynchronous fashion this property is only valid when 
accessed from the specified callback routine.    

If several asynchronous tasks are executed in a simultaneous fashion then the valid of the EXITCODE 
property may not be accurate when accessed in the callback – as it is a global property it may be 
overwritten by a different, subsequent process exit before the callback can be executed.  

 

Example 
       
   // Execute an asynchronous process with a callback stored procedure 
   // defined. 
    
   CmdLine = "c:\devtools\myproc.exe /D=34 /A=Wibble" 
    
   CmdArgs = "" 
   CmdArgs<1> = 1                    ; // Show Normal, Async 
   CmdArgs<2> = "MY_CALLBACK_PROC"   ; // Stored Proc to call on exit 
   CndArgs<3> = "myproc"             ; // Argument to pass to proc 
   CmdArgs<4> = Drive()              ; // Working Directory 
    
   Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "RUNWIN", CmdLine, CmdArgs ) 
    
   // ================================================================= 
   // ================================================================= 
    
   // Example stored callback proc 
   Compile Subroutine MY_CALLBACK_PROC( CallBackArg ) 
       
      If ( CallBackArg == "myproc" ) Then 
         // We got a callback fom "myproc.exe" - Get it's EXITCODE 
         // and log it 
         ExitCode = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "EXITCODE" ) 
         Call UpdateLog( "MyProc.exe returned " : ExitCode ) 
      End 
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   Return  
       

 

See also 
RUNWIN method. 
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FOCUS property 

Description 
Returns the name of the control that currently has focus, or sets the focus to a specified control. 

 

Property Value 
A string containing the fully qualified name of the control with focus.  When used with Set_Property 
this value can be the name of WINDOW to activate, and it may also be null to remove the focus from 
all PS controls. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Using this property to move the focus to a PS control will trigger the appropriate LOSTFOCUS and 
GOTFOCUS events.  When moving the FOCUS as a result of an error condition (e.g. due to invalid 
input data) then it is usually desirable to use the BLOCKEVENTS property to stop these events firing, 
thereby avoiding further validation checks that might send the program into a validation loop.  

 

Example 
    
   // Example: Get the current focus 
    
   FocusCtrl = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "FOCUS" ) 
    
    
   // Example: LOSTFOCUS event to check a code and move the focus 
   // back to the current control if the data is wrong. 
   // 
   // The name of the current control is in the CtrlEntID variable. 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlData = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "TEXT" ) 
    
   Locate CtrlData In "A,B,C" Using "," Setting Pos Then 
      // Fine - All Good 
      Null 
   End Else 
      Call Msg( @Window, "Bad Data" )  
    
      // Move the focus back to this control without triggering 
      // further validation    
      Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "BLOCKEVENTS", TRUE$ ) 
      Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "FOCUS", CtrlEntID ) 
      Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "BLOCKEVENTS", FALSE$ ) 
    
   End 
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See also 
Common GUI FOCUS property. 
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FOCUSSTYLES property 

Description 
Specifies the global style information for edit-type controls.  When an edit-type control (EDITLINE, 
EDITBOX and EDITTABLE) receives focus the styles in this property are applied to help give a better 
visual indication to the user of where the focus is.   

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the style information: 

<1> FocusBackcolor 
<2> FocusTextColor 
<3> CellFocusRectColor 
<4> CellFocusRectStyle 
<5> CellFocusRectWeight 
 
 

Attribute Description 
FocusBackColor This color is applied to the focus control’s background, or the 

background of the current cell in an EditTable control. 
FocusTextColor This color is applied to the focus control’s text, or the text of the 

current cell in an EditTable control. 
CellFocusRectColor This color is applied to the focus rectangle drawn around the 

current cell in an EditTable control. 
CellFocusRectStyle This attribute specifies the style of the focus rectangle drawn 

around the current cell in an EditTable control.  It can be one of the 
following values: 
 

 0 (Dotted) 
 1 (Solid) 

 
CellFocusRectWeight Specifies the thickness of the style of the focus rectangle drawn 

around the current cell in an EditTable control.  It is an integer 
value between 1 and 3 inclusive, or -1 to specify the system default 
value. 

 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
In the current version of the Presentation Server this property only affects EDITTABLE controls, it 
does not affect EDITLINE or EDITBOX controls yet. 
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Example 
    
   // Example: get the current styles and update 
   $Insert PS_System_Equates 
   $Insert Colors 
    
   FocusStyles = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "FOCUSSTYLES" ) 
    
   // Set the background color to yellow, and the focus rect 
   // to Red, and ensure we are using a solid rect style so  
   // we see the color. 
    
   FocusStyles<PS_FS_POS_BKCOLOR$>        = YELLOW$ 
   FocusStyles<PS_FS_POS_FGCOLOR$>        = CLR_USEDEFAULT$  
   FocusStyles<PS_FS_POS_CELLRECTCOLOR$>  = RED$ 
   FocusStyles<PS_FS_POS_CELLRECTSTYLE$>  = PS_FS_CELLRECTSTYLE_SOLID$ 
   FocusStyles<PS_FS_POS_CELLRECTWEIGHT$> = PS_FS_POS_CELLRECTWEIGHT_DFLT$ 
   
   Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "FOCUSSTYLES", FocusStyles ) 
    

 

See also 
BACKCOLOR property, FOCUS property, FORECOLOR property, SYSTEM FOCUS property, EDITTABLE 
FOCUSCELLCOLOR property FOCUSRECTCOLOR property, EDITTABLE FOCUSRECTSTYLE property, 
FOCUSRECTWEIGHT property, EDITTABLE CellStyle properties.  
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FONTLIST property 

Description 
Returns a list containing the names of all available fonts. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array of font names. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   // Example: Get a list of fonts and add them to a combo box called 
   // CBO_FONTS 
    
   FontList = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "FONTLIST" ) 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @window : ".CBO_FONTS", "LIST", FontList ) 
    

 

See also 
Common GUI FONT property.  
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IDLEPROC property 

Description 
The Presentation Server can maintain a list of stored procedures that can be executed when the 
system is "idle" (i.e. there are no other Events or Basic+ stored procedures to execute), or at a 
specific time and date.  These are referred to as "idle procedures". 

This property returns details of the first item waiting the in the "idle procedure" queue, or replaces 
the entire queue with the details for a single procedure to execute instead.  

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the queued "idle procedure" name and 
associated data in the following format: 

 <0,1> Procedure Name 
 <0,2> Parameter Value – can be null 
 <0,3> Execution Time (local time in the format hh:mm:ss) – can be null 
 <0,4> Execution Date (in the format mm/dd/yy) – can be null 
 
If the time is null then then procedure will be executed as soon as the Presentation Server is idle.  If 
the date is null then the current date is used as a default value. 

Setting the Procedure Name to null will clear the IDLEPROC queue. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is deprecated and implemented for backwards compatibility only.  New applications 
should use the ADDIDLEPROC method instead, thereby preserving the queue contents when adding 
a new item.  

 

Example 
 
   // Example - Clear the IDEPROC Queue 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "IDLEPROC", "" ) 
    
   // Example - Replace the "idle procedure" queue with a new value 
    
   IDP    = "" 
   IDP<1> = "MYPROC"   ; // Procedure Name 
   IDP<2> = "DoStuff"  ; // Parameter to pass to "MYPROC" 
   IDP<3> = "12:00:00" ; // Execute at midday 
   IDP<4> = ""         ; // Execute today 
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   Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "IDLEPROC", IDP ) 
          

 

See also 
IDLEPROC property, ADDIDLEPROC method, Common GUI TIMER event.  
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IDLEPROCQUEUE property 

Description 
Returns a list of "idle procedures" waiting to be executed. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array of queued "idle procedure" names and associated data.  
Each item in the queue is an @vm-delimited array with the following format: 

 <0,1> Procedure Name 
 <0,2> Parameter Value – can be null 
 <0,3> Execution Time (Local Time in the format hh:mm:ss) – can be null 
 <0,4> Execution Date (in the format mm/dd/yy) – can be null 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a  

 

Example 
       
   // Example - Check the IDLEPROC Queue to see if a program is waiting to 
   //           be executed 
    
   IPQ = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "IDLEPROCQUEUE" ) 
    
   // The queue is returned in "list" format - we want to do a "locate" search 
   // so we transpose the queue data to an "array" format first. 
   // 
   // i.e We want to transpose something like this: 
   // 
   //   "PROC_1", "Param1", "Time1", "Date1" 
   //   "PROC_2", "Param2", "Time2", "Date2" 
   //   "PROC_3", "Param3", "Time3", "Date3" 
   // 
   // To this: 
   // 
   //   "PROC_1", "PROC_2", "PROC_3" 
   //   "Param1", "Param2", "Param3" 
   //   "Time1" , "Time2" , "Time3" 
   //   "Date1" , "Date2" , "Date3" 
    
   IPQ = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "LIST2ARRAY", IPQ, 0, 0, @Fm, @Vm ) 
    
   Locate "MYPROC" in IPQ<1> Using @Vm Setting Pos Then 
      // Found it 
   End Else 
      // "MYPROC" is not waiting to be executed 
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   End 
       

 

See also 
IDLEPROC property, ADDIDLEPROC method.  
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INTERACTIVE property 

Description 
Specifies if the Presentation Server is running on an interactive window station (aka. "WinSta0").  An 
interactive window station is one where a logged-in user can interact with the desktop.  A non-
interactive window station is one where this is not possible, such as the environment in which 
service applications run. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. It returns TRUE$ if the Presentation Server is running on an 
interactive window station, or FALSE$ otherwise.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Applications that are not running on an interactive window station should not create modal 
windows such as dialog boxes because it will not be possible for a user to dismiss them. 

Further information on interactive window stations can be found on the Microsoft Website under 
the topic "Window Station and Desktop Creation". 

 

Example 
      
   // Example - Check to see if we are running in a non-service 
   //           context before loading a modal dialog window 
     
   IsInteractice = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "INTERACTIVE" ) 
   If IsInteractice Then 
      // It's OK To load a dialog 
      RetVal = Dialog_Box( "GET_USER_ANSWER", @Window, "" ) 
   End 
     

 

See also 
N/a 
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KEYSTATE property 

Description 
This property returns:  

1. The state of a key at the time the last message was read from the Presentation Server’s 
message queue (the key to check is passed as a virtual-key code in the index parameter), or 

2. An array representing the state of all virtual keys if no virtual key code is passed. 

 

Property Value 
If a virtual-key code was specified this property is an integer value that represents a set of bit flags.  
As a general rule: 

 If the key is pressed down the property returns a value < 0 (i.e. The most significant bit is 
set), otherwise the key is not pressed.  

 If the key is toggled (such as the CAPS-LOCK key) then the least significant bit is set (this only 
applies to keys that can be toggled) 

If a virtual-key code was not specified this property returns an @fm-delimited array of flags for all 
virtual keys (this is a 256-element array) – the meaning of the flags is as described above.  

See remarks for more information. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is essentially a wrapper around the GetKeyState and GetKeyboardState Windows API 
functions, so please refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

Virtual-key code constants are defined in the MSWin_VirtualKey_Equates insert record. 
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Example 
    
   $Insert msWin_VirtualKey_Equates 
    
   // Get the state of the Shift key 
   ShiftDown = ( Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "KEYSTATE", VK_SHIFT$ ) < 0 ) 
    
   // Get the state of the CAPS-LOCK key 
   CapState   = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "KEYSTATE", VK_CAPITAL$ ) 
   CapPressed = ( CapState < 0 ) 
   CapToggled = BitAnd( CapState, 0x01 ) 
    
   // Get the state of all keys and extract the CAPS-LOCK state 
   KeyboardState = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "KEYSTATE" ) 
   CapState = KeyboardState<VK_CAPITAL$> 
    

 

See also 
ASYNCKEYSTATE property 
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LOGININFO property 

Description 
Returns the credentials used to log into the application. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the following information. 

<1> Application ID 
<2> Username 
<3> Password 

 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - Get the user credentials 
    
   LoginInfo = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "LOGININFO" ) 
    
   AppID     = LoginInfo<1> 
   Username  = LoginInfo<2> 
   Password  = LoginInfo<3> 
        

 

See also 
Starting the Presentation Server 
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MESSAGEFONT property 

Description 
Returns the font used by Windows for displaying text in message boxes. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @svm-delimited array containing the following font information. 

<0,0,1> Facename 
<0,0,2> Height 
<0,0,3> Weight 
<0,0,4> Italic 
<0,0,5> Underline 
<0,0,6> Width 
<0,0,7> Charset 
<0,0,8> PitchAndFamily 
<0,0,9> Strikeout 
<0,0,10> OutPrecision 
<0,0,11> ClipPrecision 
<0,0,12> Quality 

 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
The font returned is always scaled to 96 DPI.  

 

Example 
 
   // Example - Get the Windows Message font, scale to the correct DPI, and set 
   //           it for a static control called TXT_INFO 
    
   MessageFont = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "MESSAGEFONT" ) 
   ScaledFont  = Exec_Method( @Window : ".TXT_INFO", "SCALEFONT", MessageFont ) 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".TXT_INFO", "FONT", ScaledFont ) 
         

 

See also 
Common GUI Font property, Common GUI SCALEFONT method, SYSTEM STATUSFONT property. 
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METRICS property 

Description 
Returns a specified Windows SystemMetrics value. 

 

Property Value 
A numeric value containing the requested Windows SystemMetrics data .  

 

Index Value 
This should contain the numeric ID of the SystemMetrics value to retrieve.  These IDs are defined in 
the MSWIN_SYSTEMMETRIC_EQUATES insert record. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property uses the GetSystemMetrics Windows API function internally, so please refer to the 
documentation on the Microsoft website for further information.   

Please be aware that values returned via this function are always scaled to the System DPI (i.e. the 
DPI of the primary monitor at logon). 

 

Example 
       
   // Example - Get the height of a window caption 
    
   $insert MsWin_SystemMetric_Equates 
    
   CaptionHeight = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "METRICS", SM_CYCAPTION$ ) 
    
   // Example - check if we're running in Remote Desktop 
    
   IsRDP = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "METRICS", SM_REMOTESESSION$ ) 
       

 

See also 
N/a 
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MODAL property 

Description 
Enables or disables all existing top-level Presentation Server forms that belong to the application.  
This is sometimes referred to as "setting the application modality". 

 

Property Value 
This property is a simple Boolean value when used with Get_Property. If TRUE$ then all Presentation 
Server forms are disabled (unless an exception ID was declared – see Set_Property below). 

When used with Set_Property this property value is a @fm-delimited array like so: 

<1> Boolean disable flag – Set to TRUE$ to disable all Presentation Server forms.  Set to FALSE$ 
to re-enable them. 

<2> Exception ID – optional, contains the name of a form to exclude when the disable flag is set 
to TRUE$  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
  
   // Example - disable all application forms except the FRM_APPMAIN form 
    
   $insert logical 
    
   ModalProp = "" 
   ModalProp<1> = TRUE$          ; // Set Application Modality 
   ModalProp<2> = "FRM_APPMAIN"  ; // Let FRM_APPMAIN remain enabled 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "MODAL", ModalProp ) 
    
   // Check the application modality    
   IsAppModal = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "MODAL" ) 
      

 

See also 
Common GUI ENABLED property. 
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MODULEFILENAME property 

Description 
Returns the path and file name of the current Presentation Server instance. 

 

Property Value 
A string containing the path and module filename for the current process.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property uses the GetModuleFileNameW Windows API function internally.  

 

Example 
    
   PSExeName = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "MODULEFILENAME" ) 
    

 

See also 
CMDLINE property, Starting the Presentation Server 
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MONITORLIST property 

Description 
Returns an array of monitor information for all monitors attached to the system.  If a control or 
window is passed as the property index value all coordinates returned are scaled to DIPs with 
respect to that control or window. 

 

Property Value 
A dynamic array containing monitor information.  Multiple monitors are delimited by @fm.  Each 
monitor has the following @vm-delimited structure: 

 <0,1> Monitor Handle (HMONITOR) 
 <0,2> Display Rectangle (@svm delimited) 
  <0,2,1> Display Left 
  <0,2,2> Display Top 
  <0,2,3> Display Right 
  <0,0,4> Display Bottom 
 <0,3> Work-area Rectangle (@svm delimited) 
  <0,2,1> Work-area Left 
  <0,2,2> Work-area Top 
  <0,2,3> Work-area Right 
  <0,0,4> Work-area Bottom 
 <0,4> Flags 
 <0,5> Device name 
 
The Display Rectangle contains the coordinates of the entire monitor surface.  The Work-area 
rectangle contains the coordinates of the entire monitor surface minus the TaskBar and any docked 
“AppBars”. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  Yes No 
 

 

Remarks 
This property uses the EnumDisplayMonitors Windows API function internally, so please refer to the 
documentation on the Microsoft website for further information on monitor enumeration. 

Constants for use with this property can be found in the MSWin_Monitor_Equates and 
PS_Monitor_Equates insert records. 
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Example 
    
   // Get the monitor list in actual pixels 
   MonitorList = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "MONITORLIST" ) 
    
   // Get the monitor list win DPIs with respect to the current window 
   MonitorList = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "MONITORLIST", @Window ) 
    

 

See also 
WINDOW MONITOR property, SYSTEM SIZE property, Common DPI property, Common SCREENSIZE 
property 
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MOUSECAPTURED property 

Description 
Retrieves the ID of the Presentation Server GUI object that is capturing the mouse input (if any), 
along with the window handle (HWND) of the object. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array containing the mouse capture information: 

<1> The fully qualified name of a PS object capturing the mouse, or null if the  mouse is not 
captured by a PS object. 

<2> The window handle (HWND) of the object capturing the mouse. This could be a non-PS 
object, or it could be an "internal" control of a PS object like the editor in a ListBox. 

  

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is essentially a wrapper around the GetCapture Windows API function, so please refer 
to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information. 

 

Example 
    
  // Get the current screen position of the cursor in pixels 
   
  CaptureInfo = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "MOUSECAPTURED" ) 
      

 

See also 
Common GUI MOUSECAPTURED property, LOSTCAPTURE event. 
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PREVFOCUS property 

Description 
Returns the ID of the Presentation Server object that previously had the focus. 

 

Property Value 
This property contains the fully qualified name of a Presentation Server object, or null if the object 
that previously had the focus was not owned by the Presentation Server. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is updated during the system-level GOTFOCUS processing. 

 

Example 
    
   PrevFocus = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "PREVFOCUS" ) 
    

 

See also 
Common GUI GOTFOCUS event, Common GUI LOSTFOCUS event, FOCUS property. 
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PROCESSID property 

Description 
Returns the Presentation Server process identifier, a unique number given by Windows that 
identifies the current process throughout the system. 

 

Property Value 
This is a numeric value that contains the process identifier of the current Presentation Server 
instance. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property uses the GetCurrentProcessId Windows API function internally, so please refer to the 
documentation on the Microsoft website for further information on process identifiers. 

 

Example 
    
   ProcessID = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "PROCESSID" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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QUERYEND property 

Description 
Specifies if the Presentation Server is processing a WM_QUERYENDSESSION message.  When a user 
decides to end their Windows session all running applications are sent a WM_QUERYENDSESSION 
message – this is to determine if any of them need to ask the user if it is appropriate to close down 
(i.e. it allows the chance to save data). 

The Presentation Server responds to this message by sending each form a CLOSE event (which will 
trigger save-warning messages), but when this property is set the form is not actually closed - if the 
end session attempt is aborted for some reason this means that the state of the application is still 
preserved. 

 

Property Value 
This is a boolean value that returns TRUE$ if the system is processing a WM_QUERYENDSESSION 
message, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is set based on the receipt of a WM_QUERYENDSESSION Windows message, so please 
refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information on this. 

 

Example 
    
   IsEndSession = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "QUERYEND" ) 
    

 

See also 
WINDOW CLOSE event. 
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RECEIVER property 

Description 
Specifies the name of a GUI object to receive and display the contents of Basic+ “Send_Dyn” calls. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing the fully qualified name of a GUI object. It must be one of the 
following types: 

 EDITBOX 
 LISTBOX 

 EDITTABLE 

The property value can also be set to null to ignore Send_Dyn data. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   // Example - set the current window's LST_DATA ListBox as the 
   // SYSTEM RECEIVER object 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "RECEIVER", @Window : ".LST_DATA" ) 
    

 

See also 
Send_Dyn Basic+ stored procedure, WINDOW STATUSLINE property. 
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RUNMODE property 

Description 
Specifies if the Presentation Server was started in runtime mode or not.  This property is normally 
set by the “runMode” option in the RXI file, or the /RN command-line switch. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an integer value: 

 0 or null.  Runtime mode is not specified – allows Development mode to be set. 
 1 – Runtime mode – allows any app to run 

 2 – Runtime mode – allows only a specific app to run 

 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Constants for use with the RUNMODE property can be found in the PS_SYSTEM_EQUATES insert 
record. 

 

Example 
    
   RunMode = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "RUNMODE" ) 
    

 

See also 
Starting the Presentation Server, DEVMODE property. 
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SERVERNAME property 

Description 
Returns the ID of the Named Pipe or the TCPIP Address and Port used to communicate with the 
RevEngine VM. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a string containing one of the following: 

 A string containing a Named Pipe  
 A string containing an IP address and a port delimited by the “:” character.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
The SERVERNAME property can be set via the serverName option in the RXI file, or by the /SN 
command line switch.  By default the Presentation Server generates a random string to use as a 
Named Pipe name if neither is specified. 

 

Example 
    
   ServerName = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "SERVERNAME" ) 
    

 

See also 
Starting the Presentation Server. 
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SHOWACCELERATORS property 

Description 
When set to TRUE$ this property overrides the Windows default setting that hides the keyboard 
shortcuts when the window is loaded from a Mouse action rather than from a Keyboard action (this 
setting was first introduced along with Visual Styling in Windows XP).  

 

Property Value 
This property is a boolean value. When set to TRUE$ keyboard shortcut indicators are always 
displayed, otherwise they are only shown when a window is created from a keyboard action.  This 
property defaults to TRUE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 
(See remarks) Get/Set No  No No 

 

Remarks. 
Earlier versions of OpenInsight always displayed keyboard shortcuts, hence this property defaults to 
TRUE$ to maintain backwards compatibility.  

This setting can be controlled at design time by using the Application Properties dialog box in the 
OpenInsight IDE. 

More information on this topic can be found by reviewing the Microsoft documentation on the 
following messages: 

 WM_QUERYUISTATE 
 WM_CHANGEUISTATE 
 WM_UPDATEUISTATE 

  

Example 
    
   // Get the current SHOWACCELERATORS setting 
    
   IsShowAccelerators = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "SHOWACCELERATORS" ) 
    
   // Ensure they are always shown 
    
   Call Set_Property( "SYSTEM", "SHOWACCELERATORS", TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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SHUTDOWN property 

Description 
This property returns TRUE$ if all the SYSTEM DESTROY method has been invoked and all 
Presentation Server windows have been destroyed. 

When set to TRUE$ this property causes the system to shut down (in the same way as the SYSTEM 
DESTROY method).  Once this has been set to TRUE$ this property cannot be used to cancel a 
shutdown request. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a boolean value.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

No Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks. 
N/a 

  

Example 
    
   // Check if the Presentation Server is shutting down 
    
   IsShutdown = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "SHUTDOWN" ) 
    
   // Shut the Presentation Server down 
    
   Call Set_Property( "SYSTEM", "SHUTDOWN", TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM DESTROY method. 
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SIZE property 

Description 
Returns the width and height of the primary monitor along with the width and height of its work-
area (i.e. the space not occupied by the taskbar). 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array formatted as follows: 

<1> Monitor Width (SM_CXSCREEN) 
<2> Monitor Height (SM_CYSCREEN) 
<3> Monitor Workarea Width (SM_CXFULLSCREEN) 
<4> Monitor Workarea Height (SM_CYFULLSCREEN) 

All dimensions are usually returned in DIPs, scaled to the "current window" (i.e. "@Window"), but 
this can be overridden by specifying a property index value: 

 If the property index value is "*" then the returned array values are in pixels. 
 If the property index value contains the name of a valid window or control then the array 

values are returned in DIPs, scaled to that object. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get Yes  Yes No 
 

Remarks 
This property is implemented for backwards compatibility only.  New applications should use the 
SYSTEM MONITORLIST and WINDOW MONITOR properties to ensure that they work smoothly with 
multi-monitor scenarios. 

The method uses the Windows GetSystemMetrics function to obtain the details for this property, so 
please refer to the documentation on the Microsoft website for further information on this.  The 
“SM_” flags used with the function are as noted above. 

 

Example 
    
   SystemSize = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "SIZE" )        ; // DIPs - Use @Window  
   SystemSize = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "SIZE", winID ) ; // DIPs - Use winID 
   SystemSize = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "SIZE", "*" )   ; // Pixels 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM MONITORLIST property, SYSTEM METRICS property, WINDOW MONITOR property. 
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STATUSFONT property 

Description 
Returns the font used by Windows for displaying text in status line and tooltip controls. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @svm-delimited array containing the following font information. 

<0,0,1> Facename 
<0,0,2> Height 
<0,0,3> Weight 
<0,0,4> Italic 
<0,0,5> Underline 
<0,0,6> Width 
<0,0,7> Charset 
<0,0,8> PitchAndFamily 
<0,0,9> Strikeout 
<0,0,10> OutPrecision 
<0,0,11> ClipPrecision 
<0,0,12> Quality 

 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
The font returned is always scaled to 96 DPI.  

 

Example 
 
   // Example - Get the Windows Status font, scale to the correct DPI, and set 
   //           it for a static control called TXT_STATUS 
    
   StatusFont = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "STATUSFONT" ) 
   ScaledFont  = Exec_Method( @Window : ".TXT_STATUS", "SCALEFONT", StatusFont ) 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".TXT_STATUS", "FONT", ScaledFont ) 
         

 

See also 
Common GUI Font property, Common GUI SCALEFONT method, SYSTEM MESSAGEFONT property. 
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SUPPRESSAUTODESTROY property 

Description 
When the Presentation Server detects that there are no more visible windows in the application, and 
if the System Monitor is hidden, then it automatically shuts down the application and exits.  Setting 
this value to TRUE$ prevents this behaviour. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a boolean value.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

No Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks. 
Care should be taken when using this property to ensure that there are no hidden windows that 
prevent the system from shutting down.  If you suppress the auto-destroy process then you are 
responsible for closing down the system cleanly. 

  

Example 
    
   // Check if the Presentation Server can auto-destroy itself  
    
   IsSuppressAutoDestroy = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "SUPPRESSAUTODESTROY" ) 
    
   // Stop the Presentation Server from automatically shutting down  
    
   Call Set_Property( "SYSTEM", "SUPPRESSAUTODESTROY", TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM DESTROY method, SYSTEM SHUTDOWN property. 
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TASKBARID property 

Description 
Returns the TaskBar identifier for the current Presentation Server instance.  It can be set by the 
“taskBarID” option in the RXI file or the /TB command line switch. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a simple string containing the TaskBar identifier.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Under Windows 7 and 8 multiple instances of an executable launched from the same directory are 
grouped under one icon on the taskbar, making navigating between them quite tedious. To allow an 
executable to override this behavior Microsoft introduced a new application property called the 
“Application User Model ID” – a simple string that can be applied to an executable instance to 
differentiate it from other sibling instances, thereby allowing them to be un-grouped. 

Windows assigns a default value to this property at runtime based on the executable name and the 
starting directory.  The OpenInsight /TB switch (or taskBarID element in an RXI file) allows you to set 
your own unique value for this property so that your application can be differentiated on the 
Windows taskbar  

The Application User Model ID must be set before any forms are created by an executable which is 
why it can only be set via the RXI file or the command line switch. 

If you wish to find out more details about the Application User Model ID please see the MSDN 
documentation about the SetCurrentProcessExplicitAppUserModelID function. 

 

Example 
    
   TaskBarID = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "TASKBARID" ) 
    

 

See also 
Starting the Presentation Server, WINDOW TASKBARID property. 
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THEMED property 

Description 
Returns TRUE$ if the Presentation Server is running with Windows Visual styles enabled. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property always returns TRUE$ on Windows 8.0 and higher as Windows visual styling cannot be 
turned off on those systems. 

On Windows 7 this property returns FALSE$ if Windows Classic styling is applied. 

   

Example 
    
   IsOSThemed = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "THEMED" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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TIMEZONE property 

Description 
Returns time zone information the current Presentation Server instance. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited dynamic array formatted as follows: 

<1> TimeZone ID 
<2> Bias (minutes) 
<3> Standard Name 
<4> Standard DateTime 
<5> Standard Bias 
<6> Daylight Name 
<7> Daylight DateTime 
<8> Daylight Bias 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property uses the GetTimeZoneInformation Windows API function internally, so please refer to 
the documentation on the Microsoft website for more information. 

Constants for use with the TIMEZONE property can be found in the PS_SYSTEM_EQUATES insert 
record. 

 

Example 
    
   TimeZoneInfo = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "TIMEZONE" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a  
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TYPES property 

Description 
Returns a list of all object types supported by the Presentation Server. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited dynamic array of type names.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   TypeArray = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "TYPES" ) 
    

 

See also 
TYPE Property 
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UTF8 property 

Description 
Specifies if the application is running in ANSI mode or UTF8 mode.  

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. If the PS is running in UTF8 mode this property is set to TRUE$, 
otherwise it is set to FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 
See Remarks Get/Set No  No No 

 

Remarks 
This property can be set at design time by using the Application Settings dialog from within the IDE 
Settings menu.  

For further information please see Appendix I – UTF8 Processing at the end of this document. 

 

Example 
    
   // Get the current UTF8 mode 
    
   IsUTF8 = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "UTF8" ) 
    
   // Turn on UTF8 mode 
    
   Call Set_Property( "SYSTEM", "UTF8", TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See also 
DELIMCOUNT property, Appendix I – UTF8 processing 
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VERSION property 

Description 
Returns Windows and Presentation Server version information. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array formatted as follows: 

<1> Windows Version Number in the format: 
   <majorVersion> “.” <minorVersion> 

 
<2> Presentation Server Product version in the format: 

   <majorVersion> “.” <minorVersion> “.” <releaseNo> “.” <buildNo> 
 

<3> Presentation Server File version in the format: 
   <majorVersion> “.” <minorVersion> “.” <releaseNo> “.” <buildNo> 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   VersionInfo = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "VERSION" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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VISIBLE property 

Description 
Specifies if the OpenInsight IDE (i.e. the RTI_IDE form) is visible or not. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an integer value.  It has the same qualities as the normal WINDOW VISIBLE property. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   IsVisibleIDE = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "VISIBLE" ) 
    

 

See also 
WINDOW VISIBLE property. 
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WIN64 property 

Description 
Returns a pair of flags denoting if the OS and the Presentation Server are 64-bit processes. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @fm-delimited array formatted as follows. 

<1> OS 64-bit flag – Returns TRUE$ if Windows is 64-bit 
<2> PS 64-bit flag – Returns TRUE$ if the Presentation Server is a 64-bit process 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   Win64Flags = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "WIN64" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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WINCOUNT property 

Description 
Returns the number of WINDOW objects running in the current Presentation Server instance. 

 

Property Value 
This property is integer value. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   WinCount = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "WINCOUNT" ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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WINDOWGHOSTING property 

Description 
Specifies if “Window Ghosting” is active for the current Presentation Server instance. 

 

Property Value 
This property is boolean value.  It returns TRUE$ if Window Ghosting is active (the default), or 
FALSE$ otherwise.  Once it has been set to FALSE$ it cannot be turned back on until the Presentation 
Server is restarted. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set Once No  No No 
 

Remarks 
“Window Ghosting” is a system function that Windows initiates when it thinks that a process has 
become unresponsive, typically because it gets involves in a long, time-consuming operation and 
doesn’t check its message queue periodically by calling the Yield function.  When this happens, 
Windows adds a “Not Responding” message to the form’s caption, but unfortunately this can appear 
to end users to be some kind of error condition. It also allows the user to move or close the form as 
well, which could lead to other problems. 

The ideal way to deal with this situation is to refactor long operations in the application so that they 
call Yield() periodically (every few seconds at least) so Windows is notified that the Presentation 
Server has not crashed or run into an infinite loop. 

If this cannot be done the WINDOWGHOSTING property can be set to FALSE$ to stop this “Not 
Responding” behavior.  However, in this case the user won't be able to minimize, move, or close the 
main window of the application if it really is not responding due to an error condition and they will 
have to use the Task Manager to close it instead, which may give the impression that the application 
is unstable. 

This method is essentially a wrapper around the Windows API DisableProcessWindowsGhosting 
function – for further information please see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
    
   // Turn off Window Ghosting for the rest of the session 

 
   Call Set_Property_Only ( "SYSTEM", "WINDOWGHOSTING", FALSE$ ) 
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See also 
N/a 
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SYSTEM Methods 
 

The SYSTEM object supports the following methods: 

Name Description 
ADDIDLEPROC Adds a stored procedure to the IDLEPROC queue. 
ALPHACOLOR Calculates a new color value when a transparency value is applied to it. 
ARRAY2LIST Converts data from an EDITTABLE ARRAY format to an EDITABLE LIST 

format. 
BEEP Plays a Windows system sound 
CHOOSECOLOR Executes the Windows Common Choose Color Dialog to select a color. 
CHOOSEDIR Executes the Windows Common Browse Folder dialog to select a folder 

name. 
CHOOSEFILE Executes the Windows Common File Dialog to select a file name. 
CHOOSEFONT Executes the Windows Common Font Dialog to select a font. 
CREATE Creates one or more GUI objects from a passed structure. 
CREATEGUID Creates and returns a string containing a GUID. 
DARKENCOLOR Returns a darkened version of a specified color. 
DESTROY Destroys a specified object. 
FINDEXE Returns name of an executable file associated with a specified 

document file. 
FLUSH Removes all pending events from the PS event queue. 
GETENVVAR Returns the value of a Windows environment variable. 
GETIMAGEINFO Returns basic information about an image file. 
HANDLEBYCURSOR Returns the handle (HWND) of a control or form underneath the cursor. 
LIGHTENCOLOR Returns a lightened version of a specified color. 
LIST2ARRAY Converts data from an EDITTABLE LIST format to an EDITABLE ARRAY 

format. 
LOGEVENT Writes a message to the Windows Event Log. 
MAPWINDOWPOINTS Maps a set of points from one coordinate space to another. 
MIXCOLORS Returns the result of mixing two colors using weighted ratios and a 

luminosity value. 
OBJECTID Returns the name of a PS GUI object matching  the passed handle 

(HWND). 
OBJECTBYCURSOR Returns the name of a PS GUI object underneath the cursor. 
OBJECTLIST Returns a list of objects matching the specified filter criteria. 
OLEGETPICTUREPROPS Returns properties for an OLE Picture object 
OLEIUNKNOWNRELEASE Releases an OLE object 
OLELOADPICTURE Loads a image file as an OLE Picture object 
POSTWINMSG Posts a windows message to a GUI object. 
*PRINTSETUP  
*REFLECTEVENTS  
*REFLECTMETHODS  
*REFLECTPROPERTIES  
*RUNHELP  
*RUNWIN  
SENDWINMSG Sends a windows message to a GUI object. 
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SETCURSOR Sets the cursor to the specified image. 
SETENVVAR Sets the value of a Windows environment variable. 
*SHELLEXEC  
TEXTRECT Calculates the size of the area needed to display a specified string. 
*TRANSLATEKEYDOWN  
*WINDOWBYCURSOR Returns the name of the form beneath the specified cursor position. 
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ADDIDLEPROC Method 

Description 
The Presentation Server can maintain a list of stored procedures (the "IDLEPROC queue") that can be 
executed when the system is "idle" (i.e. there are no other Events or Basic+ stored procedures to 
execute), or at a specific time and date.  These are referred to as "idle procedures". 

The method appends a procedure and its associated data to the end of this queue. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM",      | 
                              "ADDIDLEPROC", | 
                              ProcName,      | 
                              Parameter,     |  
                              ExecTime,      | 
                              ExecDate ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ProcName Yes Name of the stored procedure to add to the queue. 
Parameter No Parameter to pass to the stored procedure when it is executed. 
ExecTime No Local time that the stored procedure should be executed, in the format 

"hh:mm:ss".  If this is not specified the stored procedure will be executed 
when as the Presentation Server is idle. 

ExecDate No Local date that the stored procedure should be executed, in the format 
"mm/dd/yy". 

 

Returns 
Returns TRUE$ if the item was added to the successfully, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
The contents of the queue can be examined via the IDLEPROCQUEUE property. 

 

Example 
  
   // Example - add a request to the IDLEPROC queue: 
   // 
   // Execute a stored procedure called MYPROC, passing it  
   // a parameter of "DoStuff" and execute it at midday  
    
   IsAdded = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "IDLEPROC", | 
                          "MYPROC",             | 
                          "DoStuff",            | 
                          "12:00:00",           | 
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                          "" )    
    

 

See also 
IDLEPROC property, IDLEPROCQUEUE method, Common GUI TIMER event. 
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ALPHACOLOR Method 

Description 
This method the calculates a new color value when a transparency value is applied to it. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ColorAlpha = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "ALPHACOLOR", Color, AlphaValue ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Color Yes Color to adjust. 

 
AlphaValue Yes Percentage transparency to apply (value from 0 to 100). 
 

 

Returns 
Contains the adjusted color or "-1" if the color cannot be adjusted. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
  // Get the system BTNFACE color and create a 20% “transparent” version of it. 
   
  Color      = Get_Property( @Window, "VISUALSTYLECOLOR", SYSCOLOR_BTNFACE$ ) 
  AlphaColor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "ALPHACOLOR", Color, 20 )           
    

 

See also 
DARKENCOLOR method, LIGHTENCOLOR method, MIXCOLORS method. 
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ARRAY2LIST Method 

Description 
Utility method to convert data stored in an EDITTABLE ARRAY property structure (Column/Row) to 
an EDITTABLE LIST property structure (Row/Column). 

 

Syntax 
    
   List = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM",      | 
                       "ARRAY2LIST",  | 
                       Array,         | 
                       ColSize,       |  
                       RowSize,       | 
                       PrimaryDelim,  | 
                       SecondaryDelim ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Array Yes Data to convert.  This should be in the same format as the data used with 

the EDITTABLE ARRAY property, i.e. columns are delimited by @fm, and 
rows delimited by @vm within each column. 

ColSize No Number of columns to convert. If not specified the system determines the 
number of columns itself.  Defaults to 0.  

RowSize No Number of rows to convert. If not specified the system determines the 
number of rows itself.  Defaults to 0. 

PrimaryDelim No Delimiter to use when parsing the Array for columns, and when delimiting 
rows in the returned List.  Defaults to @fm. 

SecondaryDelim No Delimiter to use when parsing the Array for rows, and when delimiting 
columns in the returned List.  Defaults to @vm. 

 

Returns 
Converted data structured as per the EDITTABLE LIST property, i.e. rows are delimited by the 
PrimaryDelim (@fm) and  columns are delimited by SecondaryDelim (@vm) in each row. 

 

Remarks 
ColSize and RowSize are optional.  They do not limit the actual number of columns and rows 
processed by this method – they are simply used as a guideline to help with some internal memory 
optimization, which may help performance when processing very large arrays. 
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Example 
 
   // Get the contents of an EDITTABLE control in ARRAY format and convert  
   // it to the LIST format  (Yes, you could just get the LIST property 
   // but this is for demo purposes). 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".EDT_MYDATA" 
   PropArray =        "ARRAY" 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".EDT_MYDATA" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "LIMIT" 
    
   DataArray        = Get_Property( ObjxArray, PropArray ) 
    
   EdtArray         = DataArray[1,@Rm] 
   EdtDims          = DataArray[Col2()+1,@Rm] 
    
   // Convert the format 
   EdtList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "ARRAY2LIST", | 
                          EdtArray,               | 
                          EdtDims<1>              | 
                          EdtDims<2> ) 
             
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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BEEP Method 

Description 
Method to play a Windows system sound. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "BEEP", SoundID ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
SoundID No Identifies the sound to play.  This is a numeric value that corresponds to 

one of the standard Windows system sounds. 
 

Sound Value Equated to 
OK 0x00 MB_OK$ 
Stop 0x10 MB_ICONSTOP$ 
Question 0x20 MB_ICONQUESTION$ 
Warning 0x30 MB_ICONWARNING$ 
Information 0x40 MB_ICONINFORMATION$ 

 
The default is "OK" (MB_OK$) 
 

 

Returns 
N/a 

 

Remarks 
This method is a simple wrapper around the Windows API MessageBeep function so further 
information on this can be found on the MSDN website. 

Equated constants for use with the BEEP method can be found in the 
MSWIN_MESSAGEBOX_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
  // Emit the Windows Warning sound 
   
  $Insert MSWin_MessageBox_Equates 
   
  Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "BEEP", MB_ICONWARNING$ ) 
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See also 
N/a 
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CHOOSECOLOR Method 

Description 
Displays the "Choose Color" Windows Common Dialog Box to allow the user to select a color: 

 

 

 

Syntax 
     
   Color = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM",          | 
                        "CHOOSECOLOR",     | 
                        OwnerWindow,       | 
                        InitialColor ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
OwnerWindow No ID of the parent window for the dialog.  This can be null, in which case the 

parent window is the desktop. 
InitialColor No Initial color to select when the dialog is displayed.  

 

Returns 
The color value the user selected, or null if the user clicked the "Cancel" button. 
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Remarks 
The dialog supports a set of 16 custom colors that may be chosen by the user. They may be accessed 
at runtime via the SYSTEM CUSTOMCOLORS property and they are cached between instances of the 
dialog being executed and loaded automatically.  They are not saved between OI sessions. 

The CHOOSECOLOR method is basically a wrapper around the ChooseColor Windows API function, 
so further information on this can be found on the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
  // Display the Windows ChooseColor dialog to allow the user to select a new  
  //  FORECOLOR for a control, using the current window as the parent 
   
  InitColor = Get_Property( ctrlID, "FORECOLOR" ) 
   
  NewColor  = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "CHOOSECOLOR", @Window, InitColor ) 
   
  If BLen( NewColor ) Then 
     // The user selected a color 
     Call Set_Property_Only( ctrlID, "FORECOLOR", NewColor ) 
  End 
             
    

 

 

See also 
CUSTOMCOLORS property 
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CHOOSEDIR Method 

Description 
Displays the “Select Folder” Windows Common Dialog Box to allow the user to select a directory or 
folder name: 

 

 

 

Remarks 
This method has been moved to the FILESYSTEM object, though it may still be called from the 
SYSTEM object for backwards compatibility purposes. 

 

See also 
FILESYSTEM CHOOSEDIR method 
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CHOOSEFILE Method 

Description 
Displays the "Open File" or "Save As" Windows Common Dialog Box to allow the user to select a file 
name: 

 

 

 

Remarks 
This method has been moved to the FILESYSTEM object, though it may still be called from the 
SYSTEM object for backwards compatibility purposes. 

 

See also 
FILESYSTEM CHOOSEFILE method 
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CHOOSEFONT Method 

Description 
Displays the "Choose Font" Windows Common Dialog Box to allow the user to select a font: 

 

 

 

 

Syntax 
     
   Font = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM",          | 
                       "CHOOSEFILE",      | 
                       OwnerWindow,       | 
                       ChooseFontOptions, | 
                       HideColors ) 
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Parameters  
Name Required Description 
OwnerWindow No ID of the parent window for the dialog.  This can be null, in which case 

the parent window is the desktop. 
ChooseFontOptions No Contains an @Fm-delimited dynamic array of options that control the 

behavior of the dialog. It has the following structure: 
 
<1> @Svm-delimited FONT structure 
<2> Flags 

HideColors No If TRUE$ then hide the color selection combobox. 
 

Returns 
An @Svm-delimited FONT structure in the format: 

 <0,0,1>  FaceName 
 <0,0,2>  Height 
 <0,0,3>  Weight 
 <0,0,4>  Italic 
 <0,0,5>  Underline 
 <0,0,6>  Width 
 <0,0,7>  CharSet 
 <0,0,8>  PitchAndFamily 
 <0,0,9>  Strikeout 
 <0,0,10> OutPrecision 
 <0,0,11> ClipPrecision 
 <0,0,12> Quality 
 

If the HideColors option is not set then the selected color RGB values are appended to the structure 
like so: 

 <0,0,13> Red 
 <0,0,14> Green 
 <0,0,15> Blue 
 

Remarks 
The ChooseFontOptions argument is composed of two fields which control the behavior of the 
dialog – each field is described fully below: 

Field Name Description 
<1> InitialFont Specifies the font to preselect in the dialog.  This can be: 

1. An @Svm-delimited structure in the same format as the return 
value described above, or 

2. The name of an existing control whose FONT property is used to 
preselect in the dialog. 

<2> Flags A set of bitmask flags that specify the dialog behavior.  These are fully 
described in the Microsoft documentation for the "flags" member of the 
CHOOSEFONT structure, and equates constants for these flags can be found 
in the MSWIN_CHOOSEFONT_EQUATES insert record (See below for an 
example of using them). 
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The CHOOSEFONT method is basically a wrapper around the ChooseFont Windows API function, so it 
is worth examining at the documentation for this on the MSDN website to get a better idea of the 
capabilities of this method. 

Equated constants for use with the CHOOSEFONT method can be found in the 
PS_CHOOSEFONT_EQUATES and MSWIN_CHOOSEFONT_EQUATES insert records. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
FONT property 
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CREATE Method 

Description 
This method creates one or more GUI objects from a passed structure. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "CREATE", CreateStruct, ScaleUnits ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
CreateStruct Yes This is a @fm-delimited dynamic array containing a list of object structures 

to create.  Each object has its own @vm-delimited structure that specifies 
its attributes such as Name, Type, Parent, Position and so on. 
 
Constants that describe the core structure of an object can be found in the 
PS_EQUATES insert record.  There are further "PS_" records that cover 
each type in more detail. 

ScaleUnits No Specifies if the units defined in the CreateStruct should be interpreted as 
DIPs (the default) or Pixels.  This value is the same as the common GUI 
SCALEUNITS property.  

 

Returns 
This method returns TRUE$ if all objects were created successfully, or FALSE$ otherwise.   

 

Remarks 
The preferred way to check if an object was created successfully is to check that it's HANDLE 
property is valid after the CREATE method returns. 

This is a "raw" low-level method to instruct the Presentation Server to create one or more objects.  It 
will not change the underlying "window common area" to add in any new entries for the newly-
created objects, such as synthetic properties (like VALID and CONV), or QuickEvent handlers.  These 
must be updated via other means. 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - create a new STATIC control called "TXT_INFO" based on the  
   //           structure of an existing one (TXT_TEMPLATE) 
    
   $Insert PS_Equates 
    
   // Get the original structure for the STATIC 
   CtrlStruct = Get_Property( @Window : ".TXT_TEMPLATE", "ORIG_STRUCT" ) 
    
   // Update the name, text and position 
   CtrlStruct<PSPOS_NAME$> = @Window : ".TXT_INFO" 
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   CtrlStruct<PSPOS_TEXT$> = "Here are the gory details" 
   CtrlStruct<PSPOS_X$>    = 10 
   CtrlStruct<PSPOS_Y$>    = 20 
    
   IsCreated = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "CREATE", CreateStruct ) 
      

 

See also 
Common GUI SCALEUNITS property, Common GUI HANDLE property, Common GUI ORIG_STRUCT 
property, DESTROY method. 
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CREATEGUID Method 

Description 
Method to create a GUID, a unique 128-bit integer used for CLSIDs and interface identifiers. 

 

Syntax 
    
   GUID = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "CREATEGUID" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
A string containing a newly created GUID in printable hexadecimal characters.  This has the format: 

{nnnnnnnn-nnnn-nnnn-nnnn-nnnnnnnnnnnn} 
 

E.g. 

{DA1E9F6A-4AD1-4777-AD81-5274D2252AF0} 
 

Remarks 
This method is a simple wrapper around the Windows API CoCreateGuid and StringFromGUID2 
functions – for further information on GUIDs please see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
  // Create a string GUID to use as an ID 
   
  ThisID = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "CREATEGUID" )           
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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DARKENCOLOR Method 

Description 
This method returns a darkened version of the specified color. 

 

Syntax 
    
   DkColor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "DARKENCOLOR", Color, Amount ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Color Yes Color to darken. 

 
Amount Yes Amount by which to darken (between 0 and 1.0) 
 

 

Returns 
The darkened color. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Get the system BTNFACE color and create a darker version of it. 
   
  Color   = Get_Property( @Window, "VISUALSTYLECOLOR", SYSCOLOR_BTNFACE$ ) 
  DkColor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "DARKENCOLOR", Color, 0.2 )           
    

 

See also 
ALPHACOLOR method, LIGHTENCOLOR method, MIXCOLORS method. 
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DESTROY Method 

Description 
Destroys a specified object, optionally removing it from the Window Common Area if appropriate. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bDestroyed = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM",       | 
                             "DESTROY",      | 
                             ObjectID,       | 
                             CommRemoveFlag ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ObjectID Yes ID of the object to be destroyed.   

 
If this is "SYSTEM" then the Presentation Server will close the current 
application and exit. Use this to programmatically shut down the system. 

CommRemoveFlag No If TRUE$ then the object is removed from the Window Common area if 
appropriate (see remarks below).  Defaults to FALSE$ 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the object was destroyed successfully, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
If the object to be destroyed is a control hosted on a form then some extra details, such as database 
and validation information, are stored in an area of memory called the "Window Common Area".  
Setting the "CommRemoveFlag" to TRUE$ removes this information as well. 

Do not use this method to close a form - use the CLOSE event or an appropriate function such as 
End_Dialog instead. 

The following intrinsic objects cannot be destroyed with the SYSTEM DESTROY method: 

 CLIPBOARD 
 FILESYSTEM 
 SYSTEMMONITOR 

Note that there also are other "sub-objects", such as IMAGE, GLYPH, and TABS etc., which are 
managed by their respective owners and cannot be destroyed directly by the SYSTEM DESTROY 
method.  This behavior will be noted in the individual sections detailing them. 
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Example 
 
 
      $Insert Logical 
    
   // Destroy a control on a form and ensure data is removed 
   // from the window common area 
    
   ObjectID = @Window : ".EDL_NAME" 
   Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "DESTROY", ObjectID, TRUE$ ) 
    
   // Close the application 
   Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "DESTROY", "SYSTEM" ) 
             
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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FLUSH Method 

Description 
This method removes all pending events from the PS event queue. 

 

Syntax 
    
   nRemoved = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "FLUSH" ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
The number of events removed from the event queue. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Remove all pending events. 
   
  nEventsRemoved = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "FLUSH" )           
    

 

See also 
GET_EVENT method, QUALIFY_EVENT method, BLOCK_EVENTS property, SEND_EVENT function, 
POST_EVENT function, Appendix C – Event Handling 
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FINDEXE Method 

Description 
This method returns name and path of an executable file (.exe) associated with the specified 
document file. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ExeName = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "FINDEXE", File, Directory ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
File Yes Name of the document file to find the executable for. 
Directory No The default directory for the search. 
 

 

Returns 
The name and path of the executable file associated with the specified document.  If no association 
can be found a numeric Windows “SE_ERR_” code is returned instead. 

 

Remarks 
This method is a simple wrapper around the Windows API FindExecutableW function - further 
information regarding this may be found on the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - find the exe associated with a text file 
    
   TextExe = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "FINDEXE", "test.txt", "c:\temp" ) 
    

 

See also 
SHELLEXEC method. 
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GETENVVAR Method 

Description 
This method returns the value of a Windows environment variable. 

 

Syntax 
    
   EnvVarValue = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "GETENVVAR", EnvVarName ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
EnvVarValue Yes Name of the environment variable to query. 
 

 

Returns 
The value of the specified Windows environment variable. 

 

Remarks 
This method is a simple wrapper around the Windows API GetEnvironmentVariable function - 
further information regarding Windows environment variables may be found on the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Get the value of the Windows "SystemDrive" variable 
   
  SessionName = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "GETENVVAR", "SystemDrive" )           
    

 

See also 
SETENVVAR method, ENVVARLIST property 
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GETIMAGEINFO Method 

Description 
This method returns some basic information about an image file. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ImageInfo = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "GETIMAGEINFO", FileName ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FileName Yes Name and path of the image file to query. 
 

 

Returns 
An @fm delimited array of image information formatted as follows: 

<1> Image Width (pixels) 
<2> Image Height (pixels) 
<3> Image FrameCount 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Get the dimensions of an image 
    
   ImageInfo = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "GETIMAGEINFO", "c:\temp\test.png" 
    
   ImageWidth  = ImageInfo<1> 
   ImageHeight = ImageInfo<2> 
   

 

See also 
IMAGE API 
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HANDLEBYCURSOR Method 

Description 
This method returns the handle (HWND) of a GUI object underneath the cursor. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Hwnd = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "HANDLEBYCURSOR", ScreenXY, FormOnly, DPIObject ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ScreenXY No Screen coordinates to use for the search. If these are not passed the 

current cursor position is used. 
FormOnly No If TRUE$ then this method returns the handle of the parent form under the 

cursor, rather than any child windows. 
DPIObject No Contains the name of a GUI object (control or form) to use for DPI scaling. 

If this parameter is passed then the ScreenXY is considered to be scaled to 
the DPIObject’s DPI (i.e. DIPs rather than pixels), and the ScreenXY will be 
converted to pixels before the search is made. 
 
This parameter is ignored if the ScreenXY parameter is not passed. 

 

 

Returns 
The handle (HWND) of the GUI object under the cursor (or passed screen coordinates).  This handle 
can be a non-PS object. 

 

Remarks 
This method is essentially a wrapper around the Windows API ChildWindowFromPoint function – for 
further information please see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - find the object under the screen cursor and check if it's a 
   // PS object. 
    
   hwndHot = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "HANDLEBYCURSOR", "", "", "" ) 
    
   if hwndHot then 
      hotID = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTID", hwndHot )  
      if bLen( hotID ) then 
         // We have a PS object underneath the cursor 
      end 
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   end 
      

 

See also 
OBJECTBYCURSOR method, OBJECTID method, Common GUI HANDLE property. 
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LIGHTENCOLOR Method 

Description 
This method returns a lightened version of the specified color. 

 

Syntax 
    
   LtColor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "LIGHTENCOLOR", Color, Amount ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Color Yes Color to lighten. 

 
Amount Yes Amount by which to lighten (between 0 and 1.0) 
 

 

Returns 
The lightened color. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Get the system BTNFACE color and create a lighter version of it. 
   
  Color   = Get_Property( @Window, "VISUALSTYLECOLOR", SYSCOLOR_BTNFACE$ ) 
  LtColor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "LIGHTENCOLOR", Color, 0.1 )           
    

 

See also 
ALPHACOLOR method, LIGHTENCOLOR method, MIXCOLORS method. 
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LIST2ARRAY Method 

Description 
Utility method to convert data stored in an EDITTABLE LIST property structure (Row/Column) to an 
EDITTABLE ARRAY property structure (Column)/Row. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Array = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM",      | 
                        "LIST2ARRAY",  | 
                        List,          | 
                        RowSize,       |  
                        ColSize,       | 
                        PrimaryDelim,  | 
                        SecondaryDelim ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
List Yes Data to convert.  This should be in the same format as the data used with 

the EDITTABLE LIST property, i.e. rows are delimited by @Fm, and columns 
are delimited by @Vm within each row. 

RowSize No Number of rows to convert. If not specified the system determines the 
number of rows itself.  Defaults to 0. 

ColSize No Number of columns to convert. If not specified the system determines the 
number of columns itself.  Defaults to 0.  

PrimaryDelim No Delimiter to use when parsing the List for rows, and when delimiting 
columns in the returned Array.  Defaults to @Fm. 

SecondaryDelim No Delimiter to use when parsing the List for columns, and when delimiting 
rows in the returned Array.  Defaults to @Vm. 

 

Returns 
Converted data structured as per the EDITTABLE ARRAY property, i.e. columns are delimited by the 
PrimaryDelim (@fm) and rows are delimited by SecondaryDelim (@vm) in each column. 

 

Remarks 
ColSize and RowSize are optional.  They do not limit the actual number of columns and rows 
processed by this method – they are simply used as a guideline to help with some internal memory 
optimization, which may help performance when processing very large arrays. 
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Example 
 
 
   // Get the contents of an EDITTABLE control in LIST format and convert  
   // it to the ARRAY format  (Yes, you could just get the ARRAY property 
   // but this is for demo purposes). 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".EDT_MYDATA" 
   PropArray =        "LIST" 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".EDT_MYDATA" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "LIMIT" 
    
   DataArray        = Get_Property( ObjxArray, PropArray ) 
    
   EdtList          = DataArray[1,@Rm] 
   EdtDims          = DataArray[Col2()+1,@Rm] 
    
   // Convert the format 
   EdtArray = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "LIST2ARRAY", | 
                           EdtList,                | 
                           EdtDims<2>              | 
                           EdtDims<1> ) 
                            
             
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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LOGEVENT Method 

Description 
This method writes a message to the Windows Event Log. 

 

Syntax 
    
   IsLogged = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "LOGEVENT", TypeInfo, SourceInfo, | 
                           MessageText ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
TypeInfo See 

Description 
An @fm delimited array containing the following fields: 
 
 <1> Message Type (Required): Must be one of the 
     following values: 
 
      "ERROR" 
      "WARNING" 
      "INFO" 
 
 <2> Event ID (Optional): Integer denoting the event. 
     Defaults to 1. 
 
 <3> Category ID (Optional) Integer identifying the 
     category. Defaults to 0. 
 

SourceInfo See 
Description 

An @fm delimited array containing the following fields: 
 
 <1> Event Source (Required): Name of the Event Source 
     (See notes on the Event Source below for more 
     details). 
 
 <2> Server Name (Optional): UNC name of the system to 
     Post the message to.  Defaults to the local  
     Workstation. 
  

MessageText Yes Message to write to the Event Log.. 
 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the message is logged successfully, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method is essentially a wrapper around the Windows API ReportEvent and other Event Log 
related functions – for further information please see the MSDN website. 
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Example 
 
   // Example – Log a FOOBAR error message for RevPS in the Windows Event Log  
    

   IsLogged = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "LOGEVENT", "ERROR", "RevPS", "FOOBAR!!!!" ) 
 
            

 

The Event Source 

If the above example is executed the message will be displayed in the Application Event Log, but 
Windows will prefix the message with some of its own text which refers to a missing Event ID 
description like so: 

 

 

The reason for this is that Windows expects to find a “registered Event Source” containing the 
description for the Event ID that was specified.  A registered Event Source is actually a DLL containing 
a set of strings, each of which corresponds to an Event ID.  Without this DLL the warning text 
displayed above is prefixed, which could give the impression that something is missing from the  
application. 

To avoid this OpenInsight provides a generic DLL called RevEventMsg.dll that can be registered on a 
workstation system under the desired Event Source name  – if that name is then used in a 
LOGEVENT call the message will be logged without any of the warning text prefixed to it. 
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Registering the DLL is quite simple: create a new key with the name of the Event Source (The string 
“RevPS” was used for this example) under this path: 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\eventlog\Application\ 
 
 
And then set the following values: 

 

 

If the message is logged again the text is no longer prefixed: 

 

 

See also 
N/a. 
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MAPWINDOWPOINTS Method 

Description 
This method converts (maps) a set of points from a coordinate space relative to a form or control to 
a coordinate space relative to another form or control. 

 

Syntax 
    
   PointsTo = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "MAPWINDOWPOINTS", MapFrom, MapTo, 
                           PointsFrom ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
MapFrom No ID of the object to map from.  The passed PointsFrom are assumed to be in 

DIPs relative to this object unless: 
 If MapFrom is null then PointsFrom are assumed to be Pixel 

coordinates relative to the desktop.   
 If MapFrom is numeric then it is assumed to be a window handle 

(HWND) and PointsFrom are assumed to be Pixel coordinates. 
MapTo No ID of the object to map to.  The returned PointsTo will be in DIPs relative to 

this object unless: 
 If MapTo is null then the returned PointsTo will be Pixel 

coordinates relative to the desktop. 
 If MapTo  is numeric then it is assumed to be a window handle 

(HWND), and the returned PointsTo will be Pixel coordinates. 
PointsFrom Yes An @fm delimited list of points to map. 
 

 

Returns 
The mapped set of points in the same format as the PointsFrom parameter.  These may be in DIPs or 
Pixels depending on the contents of the MapFrom and MapTo parameters 

 

Remarks 
This method is essentially a wrapper around the Windows API MapWindowPoints function – for 
further information please see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - map the RECT coordinates of an editline to another form.  
    
   MapFrom    = "MYWIN.EDL_DATA" 
   MapTo      = "ANOTHERWIN" 
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   SourceRect = Get_Property( MapFrom, "RECT" ) 
    
   DestRect = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "MAPWINDOWPOINTS", MapFrom, MapTo, SourceRect ) 
            

 

See also 
Common GUI PARENT property, Common GUI RECT property, Common GUI SIZE property. 
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MIXCOLORS Method 

Description 
This method returns the result of mixing two colors using weighted ratios and a luminosity value. 

 

Syntax 
    
   MixedColor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "MIXCOLORS", Color1, Color2, LumRatio, | 
                             Weight1, Weight2 ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Color1 Yes First color to mix. 
Color2  Yes Second color to mix. 
LumRatio No The ratio for the new color's luminosity. MIXCOLORS multiplies the 

luminosity of the mixed color by this ratio.  Defaults to 1. 
Weight1 No The weighted ratio for the first color. Defaults to 1. 
Weight2 No The weighted ratio for the second color. Defaults to 1. 
 

 

Returns 
The mixed color value. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Mix yellow and green for a darker, muddy green color 
    
   Color1 = 65535 ; // Yellow 
   Color2 = 65280 ; // Green 
   LRatio = 0.6   ; // Make it darker 
    
   NewColor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "MIXCOLORS", Color1, Color2, LRatio, 1, 1 ) 
    
    
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM ALPHACOLOR method, SYSTEM DARKENCOLOR method, SYSTEM LIGHTENCOLOR method. 
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OBJECTBYCURSOR Method 

Description 
This method returns the name of a PS GUI object underneath the cursor. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Hwnd = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTBYCURSOR", ScreenXY, DPIObject ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ScreenXY No Screen coordinates to use for the search. If these are not passed the 

current cursor position is used. 
DPIObject No Contains the name of a GUI object (control or form) to use for DPI scaling. 

If this parameter is passed then the ScreenXY is considered to be scaled to 
the DPIObject’s DPI (i.e. DIPs rather than pixels), and the ScreenXY will be 
converted to pixels before the search is made. 
 
This parameter is ignored if the ScreenXY parameter is not passed. 

 

 

Returns 
The name of the PS GUI object under the cursor (or passed screen coordinates), or null otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method is essentially a wrapper around the Windows API ChildWindowFromPoint function – for 
further information please see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - find the PS object under the screen cursor  

    
   hotID = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTBYCURSOR", "", "", "" ) 
         

 

See also 
HANDLEBYCURSOR method. 
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OBJECTID Method 

Description 
This method returns the name of a PS GUI object matching the passed handle (HWND). 

 

Syntax 
    
   ObjectID = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTID", HwndObject ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
HwndObject Yes Handle (HWND) of the GUI object to query. 
 

 

Returns 
The name of the PS GUI object matching the passed handle, or null otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - find the object under the screen cursor and check if it's a 
   // PS object. 
    
   hwndHot = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "HANDLEBYCURSOR", "", "", "" ) 
    
   if hwndHot then 
      hotID = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTID", hwndHot )  
      if bLen( hotID ) then 
         // We have a PS object underneath the cursor 
      end 
   end 
      

 

See also 
OBJECTBYCURSOR method, OBJECTID method, Common GUI HANDLE property. 
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OBJECTLIST Method 

Description 
This method returns a list of object IDs that match the specified filter criteria and options. 

 

Syntax 
    
   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", ParentID, TypeID, RecurseFlag, | 
                          NoSortFlag, VisibleOnlyFlag, PageNumber ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ParentID No If specified then only objects that are children of this object will be 

returned.  
TypeID No If specified then only objects of this type are returned, otherwise objects of 

any type may be returned. 
RecurseFlag No Normally, when the ParentID parameter is set only direct children of that 

parent will be returned.  If RecurseFlag is set to TRUE$ then all objects that 
are descendants of ParentID are returned. 

NoSortFlag No By default the list of objects returned in alphabetical order – if this 
parameter is TRUE$ then the list is returned with respect to the Z-order 
instead. 

VisibleOnlyFlag No If TRUE$ then only visible objects are returned. 
PageNumber No If specified then only objects with the same PageNumber property will be 

returned. 
 

 

Returns 
An @fm-delimited list of PS objects matching the filter criteria, or null if no matches are found. 

 

Remarks 
This method uses the Windows API EnumChildWindows function internally – for further information 
please see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Return a sorted list of all objects in the system 
   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", "", "" ) 
    
   // Return a sorted list of all EDITFIELD objects in the system 
   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", "", "EDITFIELD" ) 
    
   // Return a z-order list of direct child objects for the MYWIN form 
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   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", "MYWIN", "", FALSE$, TRUE$ ) 
    
   // Return a z-order list of ALL children for the MYWIN form 
   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", "MYWIN", "", TRUE$, TRUE$ ) 
 
   // Return a sorted list of ALL EDITFIELD children for the MYWIN form 
   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", "MYWIN", "EDITFIELD", TRUE$, FALSE$ )   
    
   // Return a sorted list of ALL visible children for the MYWIN form 
   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", "MYWIN", "", TRUE$, TRUE$, TRUE$ ) 
    
   // Return a z-order list of all visible children on page 2 of the MYWIN form 
   ObjList = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OBJECTLIST", "MYWIN", "", TRUE$, FALSE$, TRUE$, 2 ) 
            

 

See also 
System Monitor OL and LO commands, Common TYPE property, Common GUI PAGENUMBER 
property, Common GUI PARENT property, Common GUI PARENTFRAME property, Common GUI 
VISIBLE property. 
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OLEGETPICTUREPROPS Method 

Description 
Returns a dynamic array of properties for an OLE Picture object (IPicture) when passed its interface 
pointer. 

 

Syntax 
    
   PicProps  = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEGETPICTUREPROPS", pObject ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
pObject Yes IUnknown/IID_Picture Interface pointer for the Picture object. 
 

 

Returns 
An @fm delimited array of properties for the picture: 

<1> Picture handle (OLE_HANDLE) 
<2> Palette handle (HPAL) 
<3> Picture Type (PICTYPE) 
<4> Width 
<5> Height 
<6> Current Device Context (HDC) 
<7> KeepOriginalFormat flag (BOOL) 
<8> Attributes 

 

If the method fails nothing is returned. 

 

Remarks 
This method uses the OLE IPicture interface to retrieve the details for the picture object. For further 
information please see the IPicture topic on the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Extract the width and height of an OLE Picture, given it's  
   // interface pointer 
    
   PicFile  = "C:\temp\myPic.bmp" 
   pPicture = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLELOADPICTURE", PicFile ) 
    
   If pPicture Then 
      PicProps = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEGETPICTUREPROPS", pPicture ) 
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      If BLen( PicProps ) Then 
         PicW = PicProps<4> 
         PicH = PicProps<5> 
      End 
       
      // Release the picture 
      Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEIKNOWNRELEASE", pPicture ) 
       
   End 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM OLELOADPICTURE method, SYSTEM OLE IUKNOWNRELEASE method. 
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OLEIUNKNOWNRELEASE Method 

Description 
Calls the Release() method for an OLE object when passed its interface pointer. 

 

Syntax 
    
   IsReleased  = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEIUNKNOWNRELEASE", pObject ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
pObject Yes IUnknown Interface pointer for the object.  
 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the object is released, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method uses the OLE Release method on the IUnknown interface. For further information 
please see the IUnknown topic on the MSDN website. 

You must ensure that the pointer passed to this method is valid, otherwise the a GPF may occur. 

 

Example 
 
   // Extract the width and height of an OLE Picture, given it's  
   // interface pointer 
    
   PicFile  = "C:\temp\myPic.bmp" 
   pPicture = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLELOADPICTURE", PicFile ) 
    
   If pPicture Then 
      PicProps = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEGETPICTUREPROPS", pPicture ) 
       
      If BLen( PicProps ) Then 
         PicW = PicProps<4> 
         PicH = PicProps<5> 
      End 
       
      // Release the picture 
      Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEIKNOWNRELEASE", pPicture ) 
       
   End 
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See also 
SYSTEM OLELOADPICTURE method. 
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OLELOADPICTURE Method 

Description 
Loads an image file and an OLE Picture object (IPicture) and returns the its interface pointer. 

 

Syntax 
    
   pPicture = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLELOADPICTURE", FileName ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
FileName Yes Name and path of the image file to load 
 

 

Returns 
The IPicture interface pointer if the image is loaded successfully, or 0 if the method fails. 

 

Remarks 
This method uses the OleCreatePictureIndirect or OleLoadPicturePath Windows API functions to 
load the picture object. For further information on these functions please see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Extract the width and height of an OLE Picture, given it's  
   // interface pointer 
    
   PicFile  = "C:\temp\myPic.bmp" 
   pPicture = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLELOADPICTURE", PicFile ) 
    
   If pPicture Then 
      PicProps = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEGETPICTUREPROPS", pPicture ) 
       
      If BLen( PicProps ) Then 
         PicW = PicProps<4> 
         PicH = PicProps<5> 
      End 
       
      // Release the picture 
      Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "OLEIKNOWNRELEASE", pPicture ) 
       
   End 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM OLEGETPICTUREPROPS method, SYSTEM OLE IUKNOWNRELEASE method. 
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POSTWINMSG Method 

Description 
This method uses the Windows API PostMessage function to place a message in the message queue 
associated with the thread that created the target window and returns without waiting for the 
thread to process the message. 

 

Syntax 
    
  SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM". "POSTWINMSG", hwnd, uMsg, wParam, lParam ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
hwnd Yes A handle to the window whose window procedure is to receive the 

message. 
uMsg Yes Integer specifying the message to be posted. 
wParam No Message-specific integer value. Defaults to 0. 
lParam No Message-specific integer value. Defaults to 0. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the message was posted successfully, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
Equates for the common window messages can be found the MSWin_WindowMessage_Equates 
insert record. 

This method uses the Windows API PostMessage function internally – for further information please 
see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Post a WM_CLOSE message to a form (this is basically the same as 
   // calling it's CLOSE method). 
    
   $Insert MSWin_WindowMessage_Equates 
    
   hwnd   = Get_Property( "MYWIN", "HANDLE" ) 
   uMsg   = WM_CLOSE$ 
   wParam = 0 
   lParam = 0 
    
   RetVal = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "POSTWINMSG", hwnd, uMsg, wParam, lParam ) 
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See also 
SYSTEM SENDWINMSG method, Common GUI QUALIFYWINEVENT method, Common GUI WINMSG 
event. 
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SENDWINMSG Method 

Description 
This method uses the Windows API SendMessage function to call the window procedure of the 
target window directly and does not return until the window procedure has processed the message. 

 

Syntax 
    
  RetVal = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "SENDWINMSG", hwnd, uMsg, wParam, lParam ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
hwnd Yes A handle to the window whose window procedure is to receive the 

message. 
uMsg Yes Integer specifying the message to be sent. 
wParam No Message-specific integer value. Defaults to 0. 
lParam No Message-specific integer value. Defaults to 0. 
 

Returns 
An integer value specifying the result of the processing – this depends on the message sent. 

 

Remarks 
While it is possible to use the Windows API SendMessage call with a PS object directly from Basic+, 
this may not be ideal in all circumstances as some window messages are sensitive to the thread that 
they are executed from.  In this case the SENDWINMSG event should be used as it will send the 
message from the PS thread instead.  

Equates for the common window messages can be found the MSWin_WindowMessage_Equates 
insert record. 

This method uses the Windows API SendMessage function internally – for further information please 
see the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Send a WM_CLOSE message to a form (this is basically the same as 
   // calling it's CLOSE method). 
    
   $Insert MSWin_WindowMessage_Equates 
    
   hwnd   = Get_Property( "MYWIN", "HANDLE" ) 
   uMsg   = WM_CLOSE$ 
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   wParam = 0 
   lParam = 0 
    
   RetVal = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "SENDWINMSG", hwnd, uMsg, wParam, lParam ) 
            

 

See also 
SYSTEM POSTWINMSG method, Common GUI QUALIFYWINEVENT method, Common GUI WINMSG 
event. 
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SETCURSOR method 

Description 
Sets the cursor image to the specified image.  

 

Syntax 
    
   CurrentCursor = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "SETCURSOR", NewCursor ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
NewCursor No Specifies the new cursor to display. The format of the parameter is the 

same as the SYSTEM CURSOR property, i.e. 
 

 A path and file name of a cursor (.CUR) file. 
 A path and file name to a resource file (such as a DLL) containing 

the cursor image, along with its resource ID. 
 A symbol that specifies one of the standard Windows 

cursors. 
 
This value can also be NULL$ to let Windows display the default cursor. 

 

Returns 
The current cursor value if set, or NULL$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
Using this property to set the cursor changes it immediately, but this change is not persistent, i.e. 
the next time a control or window receives a WM_SETCURSOR message the cursor will revert to the 
default shape.  If you wish to use a persistent value that is preserved across WM_SETCURSOR 
messages then use the CURSOR property instead. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
Common GUI CURSOR property, SYSTEM CURSOR property 
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SETENVVAR Method 

Description 
This method sets the value of a Windows environment variable. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "SETENVVAR", EnvVarName, NewValue ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
EnvVarValue Yes Name of the environment variable to update. 

 
NewValue No New value for the variable.  Defaults to null. 
 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the variable was set successfully, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method is a simple wrapper around the Windows API SetEnvironmentVariable function - further 
information regarding Windows environment variables may be found on the MSDN website. 

 

Example 
 
   // Set the value of the Windows "MyVar" variable 
   
  SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "SETENVVAR", "MyVar", "SomeNewValue" )           
    

 

See also 
GETENVVAR method, ENVVARLIST property 
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TEXTRECT Method 

Description 
Calculates the width and height needed to display a specified string. 

 

Syntax 
    
   TextRect = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "TEXTRECT", ObjectID, TextParams ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
ObjectID No Fully qualified ID of a form or control.  If passed the calculation uses the 

FONT and CLIENTSIZE of the object for the calculation. 
TextParams See 

Description 
An @fm-delimited array specifying the parameters for the calculation. 
<1> Text for the calculation (CRLF delimited for multiple lines) - Required 
<2> DrawText flags.  A bitmask integer containing flags that control how 
the text should be drawn - Optional 
<3> Maximum width of the rectangle (only used if ObjectID is not 
specified) – Optional 
<4> FONT (@svm delimited) to use for the calculation rectangle (only used 
if ObjectID is not specified) – Optional 

 

Returns 
The @fm-delimited width and height of the calculated rectangle: 

 <1> Width 
 <2> Height 
 
If ObjectID was passed the returned values will be scaled according to its SCALEUNITS property.  If an 
object is not passed then the Maximum Width and FONT fields in the TextParams parameter are 
assumed to be in PIXEL coordinates.  The caller is responsible for scaling them as necessary. 
 

Remarks 
Constants for use with the TextParams argument can be found in the PS_SYSTEM_EQUATES insert 
record. 

This method uses the Windows API DrawText function internally to perform the calculation - further 
information regarding DrawText may be found on the MSDN website.  Constants for the DrawText 
flags can be found in the MSWIN_DRAWTEXT_EQUATES (The DT_CALCRECT$ bit is always set 
internally by this method so there is no need to specify it yourself). 

 

Example 
 
   // Example - calculate the size of the area needed to display  
   // a multiline text string on a STATIC text control 
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   $Insert PS_System_Equates 
   $Insert MSWin_DrawText_Equates 
   $Insert RTI_Text_Equates 
    
   Text = "Line 1"  : CRLF$ : |  
        : "Line 2, and more text on the end" 
    
   ObjectID   = @window : ".TXT_FOO" 
   TextParams = "" 
    
   TextParams<PS_TP_POS_TEXT$>    = Text 
   TextParams<PS_TP_POS_DTFLAGS$> = DT_WORDBREAK$ 
    
   TextRect = Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", ObjectID, TextParams )  
    

 

See also 
Common GUI FONT property.  
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SYSTEMMONITOR Object 
The SYSTEMMONITOR object is an intrinsic object that represents the System Monitor window and 
allows programmatic access to it via Basic+.  It is automatically created at startup and is always 
available. 

 

 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. See the System Monitor section for more information. 
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SYSTEMMONITOR Properties 
 

The SYSTEMMONITOR object supports the following properties: 

Name Description 
*CMDLIST  
*HANDLE  
*RESULTS  
*SIZE  
*TEXT  
*VISIBLE  
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SYSTEMMONITOR Methods 
 

The SYSTEMMONITOR object supports the following methods: 

Name Description 
*RUN  
*UPDATE  
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Common GUI Properties 
 

These core properties apply to most GUI controls except where noted in individual control 
descriptions later. 

Name Description 
*ACCEPTDROPFILES Specifies if a control can accept dropped files. 
*AUTOSCALE  
*AUTOSIZEHEIGHT  
*AUTOSIZEWIDTH  
*BACKCOLOR Specifies the color(s) to use when painting a controls background. 
*BOTTOM Determines the bottom coordinate of a control relative to its parent 

control. 
*CLASSNAME Returns the registered window class name for the control. 
CHILDWINDOW Returns TRUE$ if the control is a "child window". 
*CLIENTHEIGHT Specifies height of a control’s client area. 
*CLIENTSIZE Specifies the width and height of a control’s client area. 
*CLIENTWIDTH Specifies width of a control’s client area. 
*CLIPCHILDREN  
*COMPOSITED  
*CONTEXTMENU  
CURSOR Specifies the cursor to use when over the control. 
*DESIGNMODE  
*DESIGNSELECTED  
*DOUBLEBUFFER  
*DPI  
ENABLED Enables or disables mouse and keyboard input for a control. 
*FOCUS Specifies if the control has the focus on its parent form. 
*FONT Specifies the font used when rendering text in a control. 
*FORECOLOR Specifies the text color for a control. 
*HANDLE Returns the window handle (HWND) of a control. 
*HEIGHT Specifies the height of a control. 
*HELPTEXT Specifies the tooltip text for a control. 
*LEFT Determines the X-coordinate of a control relative to its parent control. 
*MOUSECAPTURED Specifies if mouse messages are redirected to a specific control. 
*NEXT Specifies the next control in tabbing order. 
*PARENT Specifies the parent control ID for a control. 
PARENTFRAME Specifies the parent WINDOW object for a control. 
*PREVIOUS Specifies the previous control in the tabbing order. 
*QUALFIEDWINMSGS  
*RECT Determines the position and size of a control relative to its parent control. 
*REDRAW Specifies if a control is allowed to update itself on screen. 
*RIGHT  Determines the right-most coordinate of a control relative to its parent 

control. 
*RIGHTANCHOR  
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*SCREENSIZE Determines the position and size of a control in screen coordinates. 
*SIZE Determines the position and size of a control relative to its parent control. 
*STYLE Specifies the Windows Style flags for a control. 
*STYLEN Specifies the Windows Style flags for a control in numeric format. 
*STYLEEX Specifies the Extended Windows style flags for a control. 
*STYLEEXN Specifies the Extended Windows style flags for a control in numeric format. 
*TEXT Specifies the text displayed in a control. 
*TIMER  
*TOP Determines the Y-position of a control relative to its parent control. 
VISIBLE Determines if a control is visible. 
*VISUALSTYLE  
*VISUALSTYLECOLOR  
*VISUALSTYLECOLORS  
*VISUALSTYLEMETRIC  
*WIDTH Specifies width of a control. 
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CHILDWINDOW property 

Description 
Returns TRUE$ if the control is a "child window", i.e. it has the WS_CHILD style bit set. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. If object is a child window this property returns TRUE$, otherwise it 
returns FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Only top-level forms (i.e. WINDOW objects that have the desktop as a “parent”) return FALSE$ for 
the property.  All other objects will return TRUE$. 

For more information on the WS_CHILD style please refer to the Window Styles documentation on 
the Microsoft website. 

 

Example 
    
   // Get the current UTF8 mode 
    
   IsChild = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "CHILDWINDOW" ) 
    
    

 

See also 
PARENT property, PARENTFRAME property, STYLE property 
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CURSOR property 

Description 
Specifies the cursor to use when over a control. 

 

Property Value 
This property can be one of the following formats: 
 

 A path and file name of a cursor (.CUR) file. 
 A path and file name to a resource file (such as a DLL) containing the cursor image, along 

with its resource ID.  The resource ID is separated from the file name by a “#” character. 

e.g. 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#192 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#MYCURSOR 
  

Note that if the cursor image is stored in a custom resource section (rather than the usual 
CURSOR section) the custom section name may specified by inserting it before the resource 
name like so: 
 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#SOMESECTION#192 

.\res\MyAppRes.Dll#SOMESECTION#MYCURSOR 
 

 A symbol that specifies one of the standard Windows cursors.  These are: 

Symbol Description 
A Arrow 
H Wait 
I I-Beam (for text entry) 
C Cross 
V Vertical (Up) Arrow 
& Hand 
S App Starting 
? Help 
N No 
+ Size All 
\ Size NWSE 
/ Size NESW 
- Size WE 
| Size NS 
D DragMove 

DC DragCopy 
"" Set to null to use the control's default value. 
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Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

n/a Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property used in response to the windows WM_SETCURSOR message to set the cursor shape 
when the cursor is over the control. 

Note that Windows doesn't always send a WM_SETCURSOR message unless the mouse is moved, so 
it's possible that you may set the CURSOR property and not see a change.  If you need to force a 
change straight after setting the property use the SYSTEM SETCURSOR method to do so.  

 

Example 
 
    
   // Example - Set the cursor for the current window to an  
   // hourglass while it performs a task and then reset it 
   // afterwards 
    
   Call Set_Property( @Window, "CURSOR", "H" ) 
    
   // Because the system doesn't send a WM_SETCURSOR message  
   // unless the mouse if moved, it can look like the cursor 
   // is stuck, so we'll back up that property change with the  
   // SYSTEM CURSOR message too, because that change is 
   // immediate. 
    
   Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "SETCURSOR", "H" ) 
    
   GoSub ProcessAllTheThings 
    
   // Reset the cursor and force the change... 
   Call Set_Property( @Window, "CURSOR", "" ) 
   Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "SETCURSOR", "A" ) 
     
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM CURSOR property, SYSTEM SETCURSOR method 
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ENABLED property 

Description 
Enables or disables mouse and keyboard input to a control.  When input is disabled, the window 
does not receive input such as mouse clicks or key presses. 

 

Property Value 
The ENABLED property is an integer value that specifies if the control is enabled.  For a standard 
control it can be one of the following values: 

Value Description 
0 The control is disabled. 
1 The control is enabled. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Most controls treat this property as a Boolean value, but there are exceptions to this such as the 
EDITFIELD control.  Any such exceptions are noted in the individual control descriptions. 

 

Example 
 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example - Disabling a control 
   Call Set_Property_Only( ctrlEntID, "ENABLED", FALSE$ )    
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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PARENTFRAME property 

Description 
Returns the name of the WINDOW that an object belongs to.  If the specified object is a top-level 
window itself (i.e. it has no parent) then object's name is returned. 

 

Property Value 
The PARENTFRAME property is the name of a WINDOW object that hosts or owns the specified 
object. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This is different from the PARENT property in that the latter could return the name of a non-
WINDOW object if hosted in a nested structure. 

If this property is used with a WINDOW object and the window is owned  ???? WANT TO FINISH THIS 
SENTENCE??? 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
PARENT  property, GETPARENTFRAME method. 
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VISIBLE property 

Description 
Specifies if a control is visible or not. 

 

Property Value 
The VISIBLE property is an integer value that specifies how the control is displayed.  For a standard 
control it can be one of the following values: 

Value Description 
0 The control is hidden. 
1 The control is visible. 

 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
The VISIBLE property is implemented internally using the ShowWindow() Windows API function and 
the property value actually corresponds to the function's nCmdShow parameter values.  For most 
controls only the SW_SHOW (1) and SW_HIDE(0) values apply, while other typoes such as WINDOW 
objects support more.   

Constants for these values are defined in the MSWIN_SHOWWINDOW_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
    
   $Insert MsWin_ShowWindow_Equates 
    
   // Example - Hiding a control 
   Call Set_Property_Only( ctrlEntID, "VISIBLE", SW_HIDE$ ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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Common GUI Methods 
 

These methods apply to most GUI controls except where noted in individual control descriptions 
later. 

Name Description 
*INVALIDATE Forces the control to repaint itself. 
QUALIFYWINMSG Qualifies a Window Message so it can be trapped in a WINMSG event 
*SCALEFONT Scales an unscaled FONT structure relative to the current scale factor of the 

parent form. 
*SCALESIZE Scales an unscaled SIZE structure relative to the current scale factor of the 

parent form. 
*SCALEVALUE Scales an unscaled value relative to the current scale factor of the parent form. 
*SETZORDER Changes the ordering of a control within its parent control's Z-Order. 
*UNSCALEFONT Unscales an scaled FONT structure relative to the current scale factor of the 

parent form. 
*UNSCALESIZE Unscales an scaled SIZE structure relative to the current scale factor of the 

parent form. 
*UNSCALEVALUE Unscales an scaled value relative to the current scale factor of the parent form. 
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QUALIFYWINMSG Method 

Description 
Enables or disables the processing of a specified Windows message for a form or control.  When 
enabled the object will trigger it's WINMSG event when the message is received. 

 

Syntax 
    
   PrevQualInfo = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "QUALIFYWINMSG", MsgNum, NewQualInfo ) 
 

 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
MsgNum Yes Message number to process. 
NewQualInfo Yes An @fm delimited array that specifies how to  process the Windows 

message identified by MsgNum. 
 
 <1> Enable Flag – TRUE$ to track the message, FALSE$ to 
     disable tracking. This field is required.  If TRUE$ 
     then the following fields are valid: 
 
 <2> Qualifier String. Can contain the name of an  
     event qualifier to execute rather than the default 
     (See Remarks below for more details). This field is 
     optional. 
 
 <3> Event Name - Can contain the name of an event 
     to execute rather than the default WINMSG event 
     (See Remarks below for more details). This 
     field is optional. 
 
 <4> SyncFlags – specifies the priority of the event. 
     Can be one of the following values: 
      
        0 : Asynchronous – the event is queued and  
            executed as the queue is processed.  This 
            is the default. 
        1 : Basic Sync – the event is executed as soon 
            as it is received. If this is not possible  
            the event will be discarded. 
        2 : Callback Sync – similar to Synchronous,  
            except that the event will also be executed 
            if the PS is in a "wait state".  
      
     (See Remarks below for more details)          
  

 

 

Returns 
The previous event qualifier information before any adjustments are made.  This can be used with a 
subsequent call to QUALIFYWINMSG to reset the default processing. 
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Remarks 
Setting the "Qualifier String" allows the system to use a different event script at runtime rather than 
the default one.  This can be useful when centralizing code – the script may be written once and 
then other controls redirected to use it. A qualifier string is defined by two parts, delimited by a "*" 
character.  These are: 

1. The number of arguments the event expects (including the object name and class), and 
2. The ID of a SYSREPOSEVENTEXES object code record to execute when the event is fired. 

E.g. 

   

   3*SYSPROG*CLOSE.WINDOW.OIWIN* 
   ^ ^                         ^ 
   | |                         | 
   | |-------------------------| 
   |               | 
   |          OIEventExeID 
   ArgCount 
 

 

Setting the "Event Name" allows the system to fire a specific named event when the message is 
received rather than simply calling the WINMSG event.  This may help to structure application code 
in a more meaningful fashion.   

For example, when tracking the WM_SETFOCUS message, the Event Configuration dialog may be 
used to define a custom event called "MYSETFOCUS".  If this same name is used with the 
QUALIFYWINMSG method then the new MYSETFOCUS event is triggered rather than the normal 
WINMSG event when the object receives the WM_SETFOCUS message. 

Setting the "SyncFlags": Normal PS event processing is executed in an asynchronous fashion, which 
means it is placed in a queue and run when the PS checks its message queue.  However, this can be a 
problem with handling Windows messages as many of them can pass a pointer to extra data: By the 
time the event is executed in the PS any pointers will likely be invalid as the code triggering the 
Windows message will have finished and cleaned up memory.  To avoid this problem this event 
should be handled in one of the following synchronous ("Basic Sync" or "Callback Sync") manners 
instead because any pointers passed will still be valid. 

In Basic Sync mode the PS attempts to execute the event as soon as it is notified.  However, if it is 
busy processing a previously executed event then the new one cannot be processed and will be 
discarded. 

In Callback Sync mode the PS attempts to execute the event as soon as it is notified.  However, if it is 
busy processing a previously executed event then it checks to see if that one is actually in a "wait-
state", i.e. it Basic+ has called back into the PS through use of something like a Set_Property call and 
is waiting for the PS to respond.  This can happen if setting the property generates a Windows 
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notification message which triggers a PS event – the event can be raised before the Set_Property call 
returns.  Using the Callback mode is generally a better idea than the Basic synchronous mode. 

Equates for the core Window messages can be found in the MSWIN_WINDOWMESSAGE_EQUATES 
insert record.  Equates for the control-specific message like ComboBoxes and EditLines can be found 
in their respective MSWIN_<controltype>_EQUATES records.  

 

Example 
 
   // Example : Track the WM_CAPTURECHANGED message 
    
   $Insert MsWin_WindowMessge_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   NewQualInfo  = TRUE$ 
   PrevQualInfo = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "QUALIFYWINMSG", | 
                               WM_CAPTURECHANGED$,         | 
                               NewQualInfo ) 
                                
   //  Do some processing... 
    
   // Stop tracking and reset the event to it's defaults. 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "QUALIFYWINMSG", | 
                     WM_CAPTURECHANGED$,         | 
                     PrevQualInfo ) 
                                

 

See also 
Common QUALIFYEVENT method, OLECONTROL QUALIFYOLEEVENT method, Common GUI WINMSG 
event, Appendix XXX – Event handling, Appendix XXX - Event Configuration. 
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Common GUI Events 
 

These methods apply to most GUI controls except where noted in individual control descriptions 
later. 

Name Description 
*BUTTONDOWN  
*BUTTONUP  
*CONTEXTMENU  
*DRAGDROP  
*DRAGEND  
*DRAGSTART  
*DROPFILES  
*GOTFOCUS Fired when control receives input focus. 
*HSCROLL  
*INITCONTEXTMENU  
*LOSTCAPTURE Fired when a control loses mouse capture. 
*LOSTFOCUS  
*MOUSEMOVE  
*TIMER  
*VSCROLL  
*WINMSG  
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The Image API 
 

 

Many GUI types managed by the Presentation Server support images in one form or another; some 
have background images, some have glyphs, some have image lists and so on.  However, many of 
these images have properties of their own, and in most cases these image properties are common to 
all. 

Because of this most Presentation Server types that support images expose them as intrinsic "sub-
objects", thorough a model we refer to as the "Image API".  The image object's lifetime is managed 
by the system and it cannot be programmatically destroyed from Basic+, but it can be manipulated 
by the Get/Set_Property and Exec_Method functions just like any other Presentation Server object. 

The entire Image API is described in this section, but be aware that not all image objects support all 
of the API. For example, a PUSHBUTTON type does not support an "INDEX" property for its 
background image, and its SplitGlyph image doesn't support an ALIGN property: All such exceptions 
are documented in the relevant sections that describe each object type. 
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Image API Properties 
 

The control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties except where 
noted below. 

Name Description 
ALIGN Specifies the horizontal and vertical alignment of the image within its parent. 
AUTOSCALE Specifies if the image should be scaled along with its parent control. 
COLORKEY Specifies the color in the image that should be treated as the "transparent 

color". 
COUNT Specifies the number of individual images within an image file. 
FILENAME Returns the name of the image file being displayed. 
FILENAMES Specifies the name(s) of the image file to display. 
FRAMECOUNT  
FRAMEINDEX  
INDEX  
OFFSET  
ORIGIN  
SIZE Returns the width and height of the image in pixels. 
STYLE  
TRANSLUCENCY  
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ALIGN property 

Description 
Specifies the horizontal and vertical alignment of the image. 

 

 

Property Value 
A numeric value that describes the position of the image within its parent object: 

Value Description Value Description 
0 Top-Left 5 Center-Right 
1 Top Center 6 Bottom-Left 
2 Top-Right 7 Bottom-Center 
3 Center-Left 8 Bottom-Right 
4 Centered   

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
The ALIGN property is ignored if either of these conditions are met: 

 If the ORIGIN property is set to a value other than (0,0) 
 If the STYLE property is set to any value other than "Clip" (0). 

Equated constants for the ALIGN property can be found in the PS_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
    
   // Set the alignment of the background image for the PNL_MAIN control  
   $Insert PS_Equates 
 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : "PNL_MAIN.IMAGE", "ALIGN", | 
                           PS_IA_BOTTOMRIGHT$ )  
    

 

See also 
Image ORIGIN property, Image STYLE property.  
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AUTOSCALE property 

Description 
Specifies if the image should be scaled along with its parent control. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value.  If set to TRUE$ then the image will be scaled along with its parent 
control when the underlying parent window's SCALEFACTOR  property is changed. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example: Set the auto-scaling of the background image for the 
   // current window to FALSE$  
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".IMAGE", "AUTOSCALE", FALSE$ )  
    

 

See also 
WINDOW SCALEFACTOR property  
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COLORKEY property 

Description 
Specifies the color in the image that is considered to be the "transparent color". 

 

Property Value 
This property can be a standard RGB color value or one of the special "color-key" values listed 
below: 

Value Description 
-1 Top-Left pixel contains the color to use for the color-key. 
-2 Top-Right pixel contains the color to use for the color-key. 
-3 Bottom-Left pixel contains the color to use for the color-key. 
-4 Bottom-Right pixel contains the color to use for the color-key. 
-5 No Color-Key (this is the default value) 

 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Earlier versions of OpenInsight have supported basic image transparency via a method called “color-
keying”, where a specific color in the image is nominated as the transparent color (by default the 
color of the top-left pixel).  When the image is drawn to screen the pixels that match the transparent 
color are not rendered so the background pixels show through instead.  Whilst this can be effective 
in simple cases, it is sub-optimal for images that have smooth curves and shadows as these tend to 
appear very pixelated. 

A much better alternative is to use an image format that supports an “alpha channel” such as a PNG 
file. Basically this means that each pixel in the image has an extra byte that describes its 
transparency - a value of 0 means that the pixel is totally transparent, while a value of 255 means 
that the pixel is totally opaque, Values in between are used to calculate how the image pixel is 
combined with the background pixel when drawn, so that it gives the appearance of being 
translucent, allowing the background pixel to show through to some degree.  This is a technique 
known as Alpha-blending and is supported fully in this version of OpenInsight.  

Because of this you should only use color-keying on older format images like 24-bit bitmap images 
that do not have an alpha channel - using a more modern formats like PNG files will give much 
better results. 

Equated constants for the COLORKEY property can be found in the PS_EQUATES insert record with 
the prefix "PS_TC_". 
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Example 
The 24-bit bitmap image below (i.e.no alpha-channel) has a white background.  To draw it 
"transparently" onto a surface that is a different color we have to set the COLORKEY property.  In 
this case we can hard-code it to White (RGB value of 0x00FFFFFF), or we can tell it to use one of the 
corner pixels instead. 

 

 
    
   $Insert PS_Equates 
    
   // Example 1: Set the ColorKey of the background image for the 
   // current window to use the top-left pixel of the image. 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".IMAGE", "COLORKEY", PS_TC_TOPLEFT$ ) 
    

 

The code above gives the following results: 

 

 

Note the pixelated edge due to the shadow in the image. A PNG file with an alpha-channel gives 
much better results however, as the shadow is blended correctly: 

 

 

See also 
N/a 
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COUNT property 

Description 
Specifies the number of individual images in an image file.  For an object that can support many 
images (like a TOOLBAR), or several image states (like a PUSHBUTTON), it is often better to have a 
single file containing all the required images arranged in a horizontal strip rather than loading 
individual files. The INDEX property is then used to display the desired image.  For example, the 
following image file would have a COUNT property of 6, and setting the INDEX property to 4 would 
display the "search" image: 

 

 

 

Property Value 
This property is an integer value, greater than 0. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This property supersedes the deprecated IMAGECOUNT property in previous versions of 
OpenInsight. 

 

Example 
 
    
   // Set the number of images in the IMAGE object and display the 
   // the 4th image 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".IMAGE" 
   PropArray =        "COUNT" 
   DataArray =        6 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".IMAGE" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "INDEX" 
   DataArray := @Rm : 4 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray ) 
       

 

See also 
Image INDEX property. 
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FILENAME property 

Description 
When used with Get_Property this property returns the name of the file being displayed.  When 
used with Set_Property it operates the same as the FILENAMES property. 

 

Property Value 
When used with Get_Property the value is the name of the selected image file name being 
displayed.   

When used with Set_Property the value can be an @Fm-delimited array of file names as per the 
FILENAMES property. 

Image file names can be in one of several formats: 

 A path and file name of an image file. 
 A path and file name to a resource file (such as a DLL) containing the image, along with its 

resource ID. 
 The name of a "System Icon". 
 The string "<memory> if the image has been set by the SETIMAGE method. 
 The string "<HBITMAP>" if the image was set by the SETHBITMAP method. 

(Note that the latter two formats cannot be used with Set_Property). 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
When a control has been given a set of multiple filenames to display the Presentation Server selects 
the closest match based on the current scaling information for the parent form.  See the FILENAMES 
property for more details on this. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
WINDOW SCALEFACTOR property, Image FILENAMES property, Appendix J – System Icons, Appendix 
K – High-DPI Programming 
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FILENAMES property 

Description 
When used with Get_Property this property returns the names of the files that are used by the 
image object.  When used with Set_Property it sets the names of the files used by the image object. 

 

Property Value 
This property is an @Fm-delimited array of file names used to display the image at different 
DPI/Scaled settings.  The position of a filename in the array corresponds to the DPI value for which it 
should be used, as illustrated in the following table. 

Position Display DPI Factor Position Display DPI Factor 
<1> 96 100% <7> 288 300% 
<2> 120 125% <8> 336 350% 
<3> 144 150% <9> 384 400% 
<4> 168 175% <10> 432 450% 
<5> 192 200% <11> 480 500% 
<6> 240 250%    

 

Image file names can be in one of several formats: 

 A path and file name of an image file. 
 A path and file name to a resource file (such as a DLL) containing the image, along with its 

resource ID. 
  The name of a "System Icon". 
 The string "<memory> if the image has been set by the SETIMAGE method. 
 The string "<HBITMAP>" if the image was set by the SETHBITMAP method. 

(Note that the latter two formats cannot be used with Set_Property). 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
 

<UNFINISHED> 

When a control has been given a set of multiple filenames to display 

At runtime the Presentation Server takes the product of the parent form's SCALEFACTOR property 
and the DPI of the monitor on which it is displayed to calculate a "required DPI".  This value is then 
compared to the items in the FILENAMES property to find the closest fit. 
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The position 

At runtime the actual file selected for display is determined by the product of the parent form's 
SCALEFACTOR property and the DPI of the monitor on which it is displayed, which results in a 
"required DPI". The  

The position of a filename in the array corresponds to a DPI value.  At runtime the Presentation 
Server calculates a "required DPI" from the product of the   

 

 

Example 
 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example: Set the auto-scaling of the background image for the 
   // current window to FALSE$  
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "AUTOSCALE", FALSE$ )  
    

 

See also 
WINDOW SCALEFACTOR property, Image FILENAME property, Appendix J – System Icons, Appendix 
K – High-DPI Programming 
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ANIMATE Control 
 

The ANIMATE control is a Windows control that plays a very basic AVI (Audio-Video Interleaved) file. 

 It is normally used to indicate system activity during lengthy operations such as copying and 
searching for files, and prior to the release of Windows Vista it was a core part of the Windows 
Explorer shell.  Since then it has been somewhat deprecated in that role, but the control is still part 
of Windows and available for use with OpenInsight. 

 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. Early versions of the control (prior to ComCtl32.dll v6) used a separate thread to play the 
animation, but this was removed from version 6 (i.e. from Windows XP onwards when using 
visual styles).  In this case you must call the Basic+ Yield() function frequently during any long 
running process to allow the Animation control to play the file as it now uses an internal 
TIMER event. 
 

2. The control can display an AVI file originating from either an uncompressed AVI file or from 
an AVI file that was compressed using run-length (BI_RLE8) encoding.  It must not contain a 
sound channel. 
 

3. Several standard Windows AVI files are supplied with OpenInsight for common operations 
such a file copying, moving, deleting and so on. 
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ANIMATE Properties 
 

The ANIMATE control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
except where noted below. 

Name Description 
AUTOPLAY Specifies if the AVI file begins playing as soon as it is opened. 
CENTER Centers the AVI file in the ANIMATE control 
CLIPNAME Specifies the name of the AVI file to play. 
REPETITIONS Specifies the number of times the animation should play. 
STARTFRAME Specifies the frame number where the animation should start playing from. 
STOPFRAME Specifies the frame number where the animation should stop playing. 
TRANSPARENT Indicates that the animation should be displayed using a transparent 

background. 
 

The following Common Properties are not supported: 

 FOCUS 
 FONT 
 FORECOLOR 
 NEXT 
 PREVIOUS 
 TEXT 
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AUTOPLAY property 

Description 
Specifies if the AVI file beings playing as soon as it is opened. 

 

Property Value 
The AUTOPLAY property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.    

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file called "FileCopyXP.avi" and begin playing 
   // immediately 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray =        "AUTOPLAY" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CLIPNAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : ".\avi\filecopyxp.avi" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray )          
    

 

See Also 
N/a  
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CENTER property 

Description 
Centers the animation in the middle of the control when set, otherwise the animation is displayed in 
the top-left position. 

 

Property Value 
The CENTER property is a Boolean value of "0" (FALSE$) or "1" (TRUE$).    

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file called "FileCopyXP.avi" and begin playing 
   // immediately in the centre of the control 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray =        "AUTOPLAY" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
 
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CENTER" 
   DataArray := @Rm : TRUE$ 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CLIPNAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : ".\avi\filecopyxp.avi" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray )             
    

 

See Also 
N/a  
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CLIPNAME property 

Description 
Specifies the name of the AVI file to play.   

 

Property Value 
The CLIPNAME property can be the name of an actual file, or the name of a resource contained in an 
EXE or DLL.  If the latter then it should be specified in the format: 

 <filename> '#' <resourceID>  

  

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
The control can display an AVI file originating from either an uncompressed AVI file or from an AVI 
file that was compressed using run-length (BI_RLE8) encoding.  It must not contain a sound channel. 

 

Example 
 
   
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file contained in Shell32.dll with an ID of 43506 
   // and begin playing immediately in the centre of the control 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray =        "AUTOPLAY" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
 
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CENTER" 
   DataArray := @Rm : TRUE$ 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CLIPNAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : "shell32.dll#43506" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray )             
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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REPETITIONS property 

Description 
Specifies the number of times to play the animation.   

 

Property Value 
The REPETITIONS property is an integer value that specifies the number of times to play the 
animation.  If set to -1 (the default) then the clip plays indefinitely. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file contained in Shell32.dll with an ID of 43506 
   // and begin playing immediately for a total of 10 times. 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray =        "AUTOPLAY" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
 
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "REPETITIONS" 
   DataArray := @Rm : 10 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CLIPNAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : "shell32.dll#43506" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray ) 
       

 

See Also 
N/a  
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STARTFRAME property 

Description 
Specifies the frame number from which to begin playing.   

 

Property Value 
The STARTFRAME property is an integer value that specifies the frame number to start playing from.  
The value must be less than the STOPFRAME value and less than 65536.  It defaults to 1. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
   
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file called "FileCopyXP.avi" and begin playing 
   // immediately from frame 4. 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray =        "AUTOPLAY" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
 
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "STARTFRAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : 4 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CLIPNAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : ".\avi\filecopyxp.avi" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray ) 
       

 

See Also 
N/a  
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STOPFRAME property 

Description 
Specifies the last frame number to display when playing a clip. 

 

Property Value 
The STOPFRAME property is an integer value that specifies the frame number to stop playing at.  The 
value must be -1 (the default) to specify the last frame in the clip, or be greater than the 
STARTFRAME value and less than 65536. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file called "FileCopyXP.avi" and begin playing 
   // immediately from frames 4 to 8 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray =        "AUTOPLAY" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
 
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "STARTFRAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : 4 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "STOPFRAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : 8 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CLIPNAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : ".\avi\filecopyxp.avi" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray )    
       

See Also 
N/a  
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TRANSPARENT property 

Description 
Indicates that the animation should be displayed using a transparent background. 

 

Property Value 
The TRANSPARENT property is a Boolean value of "0" (FALSE$) or "1" (TRUE$).   When set to TRUE$ 
the top-left pixel in the animation frame is assumed to be the AVI file background color – any pixels 
matching this color are instead painted the same color as the control's BACKCOLOR property.   

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No  No No 
 

Remarks 
This control is sensitive to the order in which properties are set.  To ensure that the transparency is 
implemented properly set the BACKCOLOR and the TRANSPARENT property before you set the 
CLIPNAME property. 

 

Example 
 
         
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file called "FileCopyXP.avi" and begin playing 
   // immediately with a transparent background 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray =        "AUTOPLAY" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
 
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "BACKCOLOR" 
   DataArray := @Rm : -1 ; // transparent 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "TRANSPARENT" 
   DataArray := @Rm : TRUE$ 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".ANI_COPYING" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "CLIPNAME" 
   DataArray := @Rm : ".\avi\filecopyxp.avi" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray )  
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See Also 
N/a  
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ANIMATE Methods 
 

The ANIMATE control supports the following methods in addition to the Common Methods except 
where noted below. 

Name Description 
PLAY Begins playing the animation file. 
STOP Stops playing the animation file. 
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PLAY Method 

Description 
Begins the playback of an animation file. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bSuccess = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID,   | 
                           "PLAY",      | 
                           Repetitions, | 
                           StartFrame,  | 
                           StopFrame ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Repetitons No Specifies the number of times to play the animation. Defaults to -1. 

See the REPETITIONS property above. 
StartFrame No Specifies the frame number from which to begin playing. Defaults to 1. 

See the STARTFRAME property above. 
StopFrame Yes Specifies the last frame number to display when playing a clip. Defaults 

to -1. See the STOPFRAME property above. 
 

Returns 
"1" (TRUE$) if the clip was started successfully, "0" (FALSE$) otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
         
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file called "FileCopyXP.avi" and begin playing 
   // from frames 4 to 8, with 10 repetitions 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".ANI_COPYING", | 
                           "CLIPNAME",               | 
                           ".\avi\filecopyxp.avi" ) 
 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".ANI_COPYING", "PLAY", 10, 4, 8 ) 
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See Also 
N/a 
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STOP Method 

Description 
Stops the playback of an animation file. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bSuccess = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "STOP" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
"1" (TRUE$) if the clip was stopped successfully, "0" (FALSE$) otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
      
   // Example: 
   // 
   // Open an AVI file called "FileCopyXP.avi" and begin playing 
   // immediately, stopping after some process has finished 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".ANI_COPYING", | 
                           "CLIPNAME",               | 
                           ".\avi\filecopyxp.avi" ) 
 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".ANI_COPYING", "PLAY" ) 
    
   // Do long running data process .... 
    
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".ANI_COPYING", "STOP" )    
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See Also 
N/a 
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CHECKBOX Control 
 

The CHECKBOX control is a Windows control that …. 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. Equated constants for the CheckBox control can be found in the PS_CHECKBOX_EQUATES 
insert record. 

2. Equated constants the Windows API Checkbox messages and styles can be found in the 
MSWIN_CHECKBOX_EQUATES insert record. 

 

CHECKBOX Properties 
 

The CHECKBOX control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
except where noted below.  

Name Description 
CLICKCHECKONLY Specifies how the control responds to a mouse click 
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CLICKCHECKONLY property 

Description 
Specifies how the control responds to a mouse click. When TRUE$ the control is only 
checked/unchecked when the check-mark itself is clicked directly.  When FALSE$ clicking anywhere 
on the control checks or unchecks it. 

 

Property Value 
The CLICKCHECKONLY property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".CHK_SCRIPT" 
    
   // Only allow clicking on the check-mark 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "CLICKCHECKONLY", TRUE$ )  
 
 

 

See also 
CHECK property, CLICK event 
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COLORDROPDOWN Control 
 

The COLORDROPDOWN control is a customized COMBOBOX control that allows a user to select a 
color from a drop-down list. 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. The Presentation Server supports two "special" color values that are not actual RGB values.  
These are: 
 

 -1 (TRANSPARENT) 
 -2 (USEDEFAULT) 

However, these values also conflict with the special color codes (-1 to -5) that are used with 
the image COLORKEY property (these denote which pixel to use as the "transparent color" 
when rendering  an image).  In order for these to be displayed correctly in the 
COLORDROPDOWN control its COLORKEYMODE property must be set accordingly. 

 

COLORDROPDOWN Properties 
 

The COLORDROPDOWN  control supports the following properties in addition to the Common 
Properties and standard COMBOBOX properties except where noted below.  

Name Description 
COLOR Gets/Sets the RGB value of the currently selected color item in the control. 
COLORKEYMODE Specifies how "special" RGB values are interpreted by the control. 
 

The following COMBOBOX Properties are not supported: 

 COMBOSTYLE 
 LIMITTEXT 
 LISTX 
 SELECTION 
 TABOUTEXCEED 
 TEXTCASE 
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COLOR property 

Description 
When used with an index value this property returns the color value of a specified item in the list 
when used with an index.   

When non-indexed it returns the RGB value of the currently selected item, selects the item that 
matches the specified value. 

When used with an index this property returns the RGB color value of the specified item.  When not 
used with an index this property gets the value of the current item displayed,  

 

Property Value 
The COLOR property should contain one of the following: 

 An RGB color value from Black (0) to White (16777215) 
 A value that denote a special Presentation Server color (such as Transparent (-1), or 

UseDefault (-2) ) or one of the Windows system colors (ButtonShadow, WindowText etc.) 
 A special Color-Key value (-1 to -5) that denotes which pixel in an image contains the 

background color when drawing the image in a transparent fashion. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set Position (Get)   No No 
 

Remarks 
At runtime the color of an individual item may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get _Property index parameter.  The index value is the 1-based position of the item. 

For list of special color codes supported by the Presentation Server see the COLORS insert record. 

For a list of special Color-Key  

Example Needed 

See also 
COLORKEYMODE property, Image API COLORKEY property 
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COMBOBOX Control 
 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. Equated constants for the ComboBox control can be found in the PS_COMBOBOX_EQUATES 
insert record. 

2. Equated constants the Windows API ComboBox messages and styles can be found in the 
MSWIN_COMBOBOX_EQUATES insert record. 
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COMBOBOX Properties 
 

The COMBOBOX control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
except where noted below.  

Name Description 
ACCEPTENTER Specifies if the control processes an Enter keystroke internally. 
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ACCEPTENTER property 

Description 
Specifies if the COMBOBOX control processes an Enter keystroke internally first before passing it 
onto its parent for processing. 

Under normal circumstances the Enter key will either fire the parent form's Default PUSHBUTTON (if 
there is one), or move the focus to the next control in the Tab order.  However, when this property is 
set to TRUE$ then the Enter keystroke is handled internally and may be processed in the CHAR 
event.  

 

Property Value 
The ACCEPTENTER property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then Enter keystrokes 
are processed by the COMBOBOX control first. The default value is FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a. 

 

Example 
     
   // Example – Allow the Enter keystroke to be processed in the CHAR event: 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".CBO_SENTENCE", "ACCEPTENTER", TRUE$ ) 
          

 

See also 
Common CHAR event, PUSHBUTTON DEFAULT property. 
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COMBOBOX Methods 
 

The COMBOBOX control supports the following methods in addition to the Common Methods.  

Name Description 
INITSTORAGE Pre-allocates memory for storing a large list of items  
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INITSTORAGE Method 

Description 
This method is used to pre-allocate a block of memory before items are added to the list.  It can help 
to speed up the initialization of ComboBox controls that have a large number of items.   

 

Syntax 
    
   nAdded = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID,     | 
                         "INITSTORAGE", | 
                         nAdded,        | 
                         nBytes ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
nItems Yes Specifies the number of items to add 
nBytes Yes Specifies the number of bytes (not items) to allocate for strings 
 

Returns 
If the method is successful, the return value is the total number of items for which memory has been 
pre-allocated, that is, the total number of items added by all successful INITSTORAGE calls. 

If the method fails a value of "-1" is returned. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
     
   // Example: Allocate space for 1000 items with 100 bytes of storage each 
    
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".LST_NAMES", "INITSTORAGE", 1000, 100 ) 
          

 

See Also 
LIST property, INSERT method 
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EDITBOX Control 
 

The EDITBOX control is a Windows control that …. 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. Equated constants for the EditBox control can be found in the PS_EDIT_EQUATES insert 
record. 

2. Equated constants the Windows API EditBox messages and styles can be found in the 
MSWIN_EDIT_EQUATES insert record. 
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EDITBOX Properties 
 

The EDITBOX control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties except 
where noted below.  

Name Description 
ACCEPTENTER Specifies if the control processes an Enter keystroke internally. 
ACCEPTTAB Specifies if the control processes a Tab keystroke internally. 
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ACCEPTENTER property 

Description 
Specifies if the EDITBOX control processes an Enter keystroke internally first before passing it onto 
its parent for processing. 

Under normal circumstances new lines can be entered in the EDITBOX by using the Ctrl-Enter 
keystroke combination, while single Enter keystrokes are passed to the parent object for further 
processing, such as triggering a default button click.  If ACCEPTENTER is set to TRUE$ then new lines 
may be inserted via a single Enter keystroke, and Ctrl-Enter keystrokes will now pass "Enter" onto 
the parent instead. 

 

Property Value 
The ACCEPTENTER property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then Enter keystrokes 
are processed by the EDITBOX control first. The default value is FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a. 

 

Example 
     
   // Example - allow new lines to be inserted with a single Enter 
   //           keystroke instead of Ctrl-Enter. 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".EBD_NOTES", "ACCEPTENTER", TRUE$ ) 
          

 

See also 
Common CHAR event, EDITBOX ACCEPTTAB property, PUSHBUTTON DEFAULT property. 
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ACCEPTTAB property 

Description 
Specifies if the EDITBOX control processes an Tab keystroke internally first before passing it onto its 
parent for processing. 

Under normal circumstances tab characters can be entered in the EDITBOX by using the Ctrl-Tab 
keystroke combination, while single Tab keystrokes are passed to the parent object for further 
processing, which will normally move the focus to the next control.  If ACCEPTTAB is set to TRUE$ 
then tab characters may be inserted via a single Tab keystroke, and Ctrl-Tab keystrokes will move 
the input focus instead. 

 

Property Value 
The ACCEPTTAB property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then Tab keystrokes are 
processed by the EDITBOX control first. The default value is FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a. 

 

Example 
     
   // Example - allow tab characters to be inserted with a single Tab 
   //           keystroke instead of Ctrl-Tab. 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".EBD_NOTES", "ACCEPTTAB", TRUE$ ) 
          

 

See also 
Common CHAR event, EDITBOX ACCEPTENTER property, PUSHBUTTON DEFAULT property. 
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EDITLINE Control 
 

The EDITLINE control is a Windows control that …. 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. Equated constants for the EditLine control can be found in the PS_EDIT_EQUATES insert 
record. 

2. Equated constants the Windows API EditLine messages and styles can be found in the 
MSWIN_EDIT_EQUATES insert record. 

3. The internal name of an EditLine control is actually EDITFIELD, not EDITLINE.  Keep this in 
mind if you create EditLine controls dynamically via the SYSTEM object's CREATE method. 
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EDITLINE Properties 
 

The EDITLINE control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties except 
where noted below.  

Name Description 
ACCEPTENTER Specifies if the control processes an Enter keystroke internally. 
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ACCEPTENTER property 

Description 
Specifies if the EDITLINE control processes an Enter keystroke internally first before passing it onto 
its parent for processing. 

Under normal circumstances the Enter key will either fire the parent form's Default PUSHBUTTON (if 
there is one), or move the focus to the next control in the Tab order.  However, when this property is 
set to TRUE$ then the Enter keystroke is handled internally and may be processed in the CHAR event 
instead. 

 

Property Value 
The ACCEPTENTER property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then Enter keystrokes 
are processed by the EDITLINE control first. The default value is FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a. 

 

Example 
     
   // Example – Allow the Enter keystroke to be processed in the CHAR event: 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".EDL_SENTENCE", "ACCEPTENTER", TRUE$ ) 
          

 

See also 
Common CHAR event, EDITBOX ACCEPTENTER property, EDITBOX ACCEPTTAB property, 
PUSHBUTTON DEFAULT property. 
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EDITTABLE Control 
 

The EDITTABLE control is a grid control that … 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. Equated constants for the EditTable control can be found in the PS_EDITTABLE_EQUATES 
insert record. 
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EDITTABLE Properties 
 

The EDITTABLE control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
except where noted below.  

Name Description 
ALLOWROWDELETE Specifies if the user is allowed to delete a row by using the Delete key. 
ALLOWROWINSERT Specifies if the user is allowed to insert a row by using the Insert key. 
CANCOPY Indicates if a Clipboard Copy operation may be performed 
CARETPOS Specifies the position of the caret inside the control.   
MAXROWLIMT Specifies the maximum number of rows a user may insert. 
MINROWLIMIT Specifies the minimum number of rows allowed in the control. 
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ALLOWROWDELETE property 

Description 
Specifies if the user is allowed to delete a row by pressing the Delete key. 

 

Property Value 
The ALLOWROWDELETE property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then the user is 
allowed to delete rows.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
Deleting a row using the Delete key triggers a DELETEROW event. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
ALLOWROWINSERT property, DELETEROW event 
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ALLOWROWINSERT property 

Description 
Specifies if the user is allowed to insert a row by pressing the Insert key. 

 

Property Value 
The ALLOWROWINSERT property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then the user is 
allowed to delete rows.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
Inserting a row using the Insert key triggers an INSERTROW event. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
ALLOWROWDELETE property, INSERTROW event 
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CANCOPY property 

Description 
Specifies if a Clipboard COPY operation can be performed.  The copy is allowed if one of the 
following criteria is met: 

 If a current cell is being edited and has text selected (as per the EDITLINE control CANCOPY 
property). 

 If one or more rows are selected. 
 If the control has a valid current cell (but is not being edited) that is not a button type cell. 

 

Property Value 
The CANCOPY property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then the control will allow a 
Clipboard copy operation. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

No Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Example: Determine if a copy operation is possible on the MY_TABLE 
   // EditTable control 
    
   CopyEnabled = Get_Property( @window : ".MY_TABLE", "CANCOPY" ) 

    

 

See also 
CANCUT property, CANPASTE property, CANUNDO property, COPY method, CUT method, PASTE 
method, UNDO method, CLIPBOARD object 
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CANCUT property 

Description 
Specifies if a Clipboard CUT operation can be performed.  The cut is allowed if one of the following 
criteria is met: 

 If a current cell is being edited, has text selected and is not read-only (as per the EDITLINE 
control CANCUT property). 

 If one or more rows are selected. 
o If the MINROWLIMIT property is set a CUT will not be allowed if the number of rows 

would be reduced past the limit. 
 If the control has a valid current cell (but is not being edited) that is not a button, dropdown 

list or checkbox type cell. 

In the latter two cases the CUT will be denied if the EditTable control is read-only. 

 

Property Value 
The CANCUT property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then the control will allow a 
Clipboard cut operation. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

No Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Example: Determine if a cut operation is possible on the MY_TABLE 
   // EditTable control 
    
   CutEnabled = Get_Property( @window : ".MY_TABLE", "CANCUT" ) 

    

 

See also 
CANCOPY property, CANPASTE property, CANUNDO property, COPY method, CUT method, PASTE 
method, UNDO method, CLIPBOARD object. 
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CANPASTE property 

Description 
Specifies if a Clipboard PASTE operation can be performed.  The paste is allowed if one of the 
following criteria is met: 

 If a current cell is being edited, and is not read-only (as per the EDITLINE control CANCUT 
property). 

 If one or more rows are selected. 
o If the MINROWLIMIT property is set a CUT will not be allowed if the number of rows 

would be reduced past the limit. 
 If the control has a valid current cell (but is not being edited) that is not a button, dropdown 

list or checkbox type cell. 

In the latter two cases the CUT will be denied if the EditTable control is read-only. 

 

Property Value 
The CANCUT property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then the control will allow a 
Clipboard cut operation. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

No Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
   // Example: Determine if a cut operation is possible on the MY_TABLE 
   // EditTable control 
    
   CutEnabled = Get_Property( @window : ".MY_TABLE", "CANCUT" ) 

    

 

See also 
CANCOPY property, CANPASTE property, CANUNDO property, COPY method, CUT method, PASTE 
method, UNDO method, CLIPBOARD object. 
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CARETPOS property 

Description 
Specifies the position of the caret in the control. The caret indicates the cell that that the input 
focus. 

 

Property Value 
The CARETPOS property is an @fm-delimited array consisting of two fields: 

<1> Column Position 
 <2> Row Position 
 
If the control is empty (i.e. it contains no rows or all rows are hidden) both the Column and Row 
position return “0” when used with Get_Property (please see caveat in Remarks below). 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
In earlier versions of OpenInsight the CARETPOS property returned “1” for the column position and 
“0” for the row position when the control contains no data.  This is still the case if the control’s 
parent form has not been recompiled under the current version (10+).  If it has been recompiled the 
behavior is as noted above. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
SELPOS property, CELLPOS property 
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MAXROWLIMIT property 

Description 
Specifies maximum rows of rows a user is allowed to insert into the control. 

 

Property Value 
An integer specifying the maximum row limit: If set to 0 then no maximum limit is applied.  
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property cannot be less than the MINROWLIMIT property.  

Setting the MAXROWLIMIT will not alter existing data in a control.  It will only limit the number of 
rows that may be inserted by the user, i.e. this property does not affect the operation of the ARRAY 
and LIST properties, or the INSERT method. 

In previous versions of OpenInsight this property was called the ROWLIMIT property.  ROWLIMIT 
may still be used for backwards compatibility purposes. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
MINROWLIMIT property 
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MINROWLIMIT property 

Description 
Specifies minimum number rows of rows allowed in the control. 

 

Property Value 
An integer specifying the minimum row limit: If set to 0 then no minimum limit is applied.  
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property cannot be greater than the MAXROWLIMIT property. 

Setting the MINROWLIMIT will not alter existing data in a control.  It will only limit the number of 
rows that may be deleted by the user, i.e. this property does not affect the operation of the ARRAY 
and LIST properties, or the DELETE method. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See also 
MAXROWLIMIT property 
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SELARRAY property 

Description 
Returns data from selected rows in the same format as the ARRAY property, i.e by column by row. 

 

Property Value 
A dynamic array of data from the selected rows.  Each column is delimited by @fm, while each cell in 
the columm’s data is delimited by @vm. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get Only No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

Example 
 

    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Get the data from all selected rows in ARRAY format. 
    
   SelArray = Get_Property( @Window : ".EDT_DATA", "SELARRAY" ) 
    
 

See also 
ARRAY property, SELLIST property., SELPOS property 
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SELLIST property 

Description 
Returns data from selected rows in the same format as the LIST property, i.e by row, by column. 

 

Property Value 
A dynamic array of data from the selected rows.  Each row is delimited by @fm, while each cell in 
the row data is delimited by @vm. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get Only No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

Example 
 

    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Get the data from all selected rows in ARRAY format. 
    
   SelList = Get_Property( @Window : ".EDT_DATA", "SELLIST" ) 
    
 

See also 
LIST property, SELARRAY property., SELPOS property 
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LISTBOX Control 
The LISTBOX is a Windows control that contains a list of items from which a user can select one or 
more items.  Support is also provided for  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. Equated constants for the ListBox control can be found in the PS_LISTBOX_EQUATES insert 
record. 

2. Equated constants the Windows API ListBox messages and styles can be found in the 
MSWIN_LISTBOX_EQUATES insert record. 

 

ListBox items – note on styles etc. 
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LISTBOX Properties 
 

The LISTBOX control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties except 
where noted below.  

Name Description 
*ACCEPTENTER  
*ALLOWDRAGREORDER  
*AUTOINITSTORAGESIZE  
*CARETPOS  
*CHECK Specifies if items are checked or not. 
CHECKBOXES Specifies if the Listbox displays a checkbox next to each item. 
CHECKEDLIST Returns checked items the same format as the LIST property. 
CHECKEDLISTTEXT Returns checked items the same format as the LISTTEXT property. 
*COLWIDTH  
*EDITKEY  
*EDITOPTIONS  
*EDITORHANDLE  
*EMPTYTEXT  
*ENABLED  
*ENTERASDBLCLK  
*ENSUREHIERARCHY  
*EXTENDEDSELECT  
*EVENROWITEMSTYLE  
*HEADERSTYLES  
*HIGHLIGHTTEXTONLY  
*HORZEXTENT  
*HOTTRACK  
*ITEMSTYLES  
*LIMIT  
LIST Specifies the items to display. 
LISTTEXT Returns a list of items without an image/indent prefixes. 
*LISTX  
*LISTTEXTX  
*MAXVISIBLEROWS  
*MULTICOLUMN  
*MULTISELECT  
*ODDROWITEMSTYLE  
*OVERLAPPINGTABS  
*READONLY  
*ROWHEIGHT  
*ROWSTRIPE  
*SCROLLBARS  
SELECTIONSTYLE Specifies if items are painted in ListBox or TreeView style. 
SELLIST Returns selected items the same format as the LIST property. 
SELISTTEXT  Returns selected items the same format as the LISTTEXT property. 
*SELPOS  
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*SELPOSX  
*SORTED  
*SHOWHEADERCHECKBOXES  
*SHOWITEMTOOLTIPS  
*SHOWVALUESASTOOLTIPS  
*TABSTOPS  
*TEXT  
*TOPPOS  
*VALUE  
*VALUES  
 

IMAGE API 

IMAGELIST API 

TRANSLUCENCY API 

PADDING API 

EDGESTYLE API 
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CHECKBOXES property 

Description 
Specifies if the Listbox displays a checkbox next to each item like so: 

 

 

 

Property Value 
The CHECKBOXES property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If TRUE$ then the control will 
display a checkbox next to each item. 

 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Ensure the listbox displays a checkbox for each item. 
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   Call Set_Property_Only ( @Window : ".LST_DATA", "CHECKBOXES"", TRUE$ ) 
    
 

See also 
LISTBOX CHECK property, LISTBOX CHECKBOXES property, LISTBOX CHECKEDLISTTEXT property. 
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CHECKEDLIST property 

Description 
Returns checked items in the same format as the LIST property. 

 

Property Value 
A dynamic array of checked item.  Each item is delimited by @fm. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get Only No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Get the data from all checked items. 
    
   ChkList = Get_Property( @Window : ".LST_DATA", "CHECKEDLIST" ) 
    
 

See also 
LISTBOX CHECK property, LISTBOX CHECKBOXES property, LISTBOX CHECKEDLISTTEXT property, 
LISTBOX LIST property, LISTBOX LISTTEXT property, LISTBOX SELLISTTEXT property, LISTBOX SELPOS 
property. 
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CHECKEDLISTTEXT property 

Description 
Returns checked items in the same format as the LISTTEXT property. 

 

Property Value 
A dynamic array of checked items.  Each item is delimited by @fm. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get Only No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 

    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Get the text from all selected items. 
    
   ChkList = Get_Property( @Window : ".LST_DATA", "CHECKEDLISTTEXT" ) 
    
 

See also 
LISTBOX CHECK property, LISTBOX CHECKBOXES property, LISTBOX CHECKEDLIST property, LISTBOX 
LIST property, LISTBOX LISTTEXT property, LISTBOX SELLIST property, LISTBOX SELPOS property. 
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LIST property 

Description 
Gets or Sets the list of items in the control, or an individual property item when specifying an index 
value. 

 

Property Value 
If no index is specified then the property value is an @fm delimited list of all items in the control. If 
an index is specified then the property value is a single item. 

If the ListBox does not have a valid IMAGELIST then each item should be the text to display (Tab 
characters may be used to control indenting). 

If the ListBox has a valid IMAGELIST object then each item may be prefixed with an "item-header" 
containing the image number to display and the indent that that item should appear at.  The header 
has the format: 

  
<item> ::= <images> "-" <indent> ":: <text> 

 

The "images" specifier may be further broken down into a comma-delimited array, with each 
position in the array corresponding to one of the common item states. 

 <images> ::= <normal> "," 
        <hot> "," 
    <selected> "," 
    <hotselected> "," 
    <selectednofocus> "," 
         <disabled> 
 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set ItemPosition   No No 
 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual property may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value is the 1-based position of the item. 

Note that setting the LIST property is the same as using the LISTX property. 

 

Example Needed 
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See also 
LISTBOX LISTX property, LISTBOX SELLIST property, LISTBOX IMAGELIST object, LISTBOX 
INITSTORAGE method, LISTBOX ITEMIMAGEINDEX method, LISBOX UPDATE method. 
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LISTTEXT property 

Description 
Returns the  list of items in the control, or an individual property item when specifying an index 
value, without any "item-header" image index or indent prefixes (as described in the LIST property). 

 

Property Value 
If no index is specified then the property value is an @fm delimited list of all items in the control. If 
an index is specified then the property value is a single item. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get ItemPosition   No No 
 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual property may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value is the 1-based position of the item. 

 

Example 
    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Get the data from all items without any image/indent prefixes. 
    
   ItemList = Get_Property( @Window : ".LST_DATA", "LISTTEXT" ) 
    
 

See also 
LISTBOX LIST property, SELLISTTEXT property. 
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SELECTIONSTYLE property 

Description 
Specifies whether items in a ListBox control are drawn using the classic ListBox style (solid color) or 
the TreeView style (lighter fill color with a border). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Property Value 
A numeric value that describes how the items in the ListBox should be drawn. 

Value Description 
0 Use the default settings for the renderer. 
1 Paint non-header items in the normal ListBox style. 
2 Paint the non-header items using a TreeView style (if supported by the renderer). 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
Not all renderers support a TreeView style that is different from the ListBox style, therefore the 
SELECTIONSTYLE property has no effect when using the following: 

 CLASSIC renderer 
 AERO renderer 

Equated constants for this property can be found in the PS_LISTBOX_EQUATES insert record. 

 

 

ListBox style TreeView style 
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Example 
 
    
   Declare Subroutine Set_Property_Only 

   $Insert PS_ListBox_Equates 
    
   // Example - ensure that the LST_CONTROLS ListBox always 
   // uses the ListBox style regardless of the renderer. 
    
   Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".LST_CONTROLS", "SELECTIONSTYLE", LBRS_LISTBOX$ ) 
    

 

See also 
SYSTEM VISUALSTYLE property, WINDOW VISUALSTYLE property 
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SELLIST property 

Description 
Returns selected items in the same format as the LIST property. 

 

Property Value 
A dynamic array of selected items from the selected rows.  Each item is delimited by @fm. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get Only No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Get the data from all selected items. 
    
   SelList = Get_Property( @Window : ".LST_DATA", "SELLIST" ) 
    
 

See also 
LISTBOX LIST property, LISTBOX LISTTEXT property, LISTBOX SELLISTTEXT property, LISTBOX SELPOS 
property 
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SELLISTTEXT property 

Description 
Returns selected items in the same format as the LISTTEXT property. 

 

Property Value 
A dynamic array of selected items.  Each item is delimited by @fm. 
 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get Only No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 

    
   // Example 
   // 
   // Get the text from all selected items. 
    
   SelList = Get_Property( @Window : ".LST_DATA", "SELLISTTEXT" ) 
    
 

See also 
LISTBOX LIST property, LISTBOX LISTTEXT property, LISTBOX SELLIST property, LISTBOX SELPOS 
property 
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LISTBOX Methods 
 

The LISTBOX supports the following methods in addition to the Common Methods except where 
noted below. 

Name Description 
*CHANGESELPOS  
*CHANGETEXT  
*CHANGEVALUE  
*COPY  
*CUT  
*DELETE  
ENDEDIT Closes the item editor control if it is active. 
*GETMAXVISIBLEROWS  
*HEADERSTYLE  
INITSTORAGE Pre-allocates memory for storing a large list of items  
*INSERT  
*ITEMIMAGE  
*ITEMIMAGEINDEX  
*ITEMSTYLE  
*MOVE  
*PASTE  
*POSBYCLIENTCURSOR  
*POSBYCURSOR  
*POSBYTEXT  
*SCREENSIZEBYPOS  
SELECTALL Selects all the text in the property item being edited. 
*SELPOSXBYPOS  
*SIZEBYPOS  
*TEXTBYPOS  
*UNDO  
*UPDATE  
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ENDEDIT Method 

Description 
This method closed the item editor control if it is active, and optionally updates the item with the 
text in the editor.   

 

Syntax 
    
   EditorActive = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID,  | 
                               "ENDDEDIT", | 
                               bUpdate ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
bUpdate No If TRUE$ then the item will be updated with the contents of the editor before 

it is closed. 
 

Returns 
Returns TRUE$ if the editor was active when the ENDEDIT method was called, or FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method is called from the system-level LOSTFOCUS handler to close with bUpdate set to TRUE$. 

 

Example 
         
   // Close a listbox editor and update the item text. 
    
   bActive = Exec_Method( @Window : ".LST_NAMES", "ENDEDIT", TRUE$ )   
         

 

See Also 
LISTBOX EDITKEY property, LISTBOX EDITOPTIONS property, LISTBOX EDITORHANDLE property, 
LISTBOX READONLY property, LISTBOX ITEMCHANGED event, Common GUI EDITSTATECHANGED 
event. 
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INITSTORAGE Method 

Description 
This method is used to pre-allocate a block of memory before items are added to the list.  It can help 
to speed up the initialization of ListBox controls that have a large number of items.   

 

Syntax 
    
   nAdded = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID,     | 
                         "INITSTORAGE", | 
                         nAdded,        | 
                         nBytes ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
nItems Yes Specifies the number of items to add 
nBytes Yes Specifies the number of bytes (not items) to allocate for strings 
 

Returns 
If the method is successful, the return value is the total number of items for which memory has been 
pre-allocated, that is, the total number of items added by all successful INITSTORAGE calls. 

If the method fails a value of "-1" is returned. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
  
   // Example: Allocate space for 1000 items with 100 bytes of storage each 
    
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".LST_NAMES", "INITSTORAGE", 1000, 100 ) 
         

 

See Also 
LISTBOX LIST property, LISTBOX INSERT method 
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SELECTALL Method 

Description 
If the current item is being edited this method selects all the text in the editor control, otherwise it 
attempts to select all items in the ListBox (if the ListBox is multi-select) 

 

Syntax 
    
   bSelected = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "SELECTALL" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the text or items were selected, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method only works with items that are being edited, or with a multi-select ListBox. 

 

Example 
  
   // Select all items in a Multi-select listbox 
    
   Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".LST_NAMES", "SELECTALL",  ) 
         

 
 

See Also 
N/a 
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LISTBOX Events 
 

The LISTBOX control supports the following events: 

Name Description 
CHANGED Fired when the selection in a ListBox has changed as a result of user input. 
CHAR Fired when the user presses a key while the ListBox hs focus.  
*DBLCLK  
*DRAGREORDER  
*ITEMCHANGED  
*ITEMCHECK  
 

The following common GUI events are also supported: 

 BUTTONDOWN 
 BUTTONUP 
 CONTEXTMENU 
 DRAGDROP 
 DRAGEND 
 DRAGOVER 
 DRAGSTART 
 DROPFILES 
 GOTFOCUS 
 INITCONTEXTMENU 
 LOSTCAPTURE 
 LOSTFOCUS 
 MOUSEMOVE 
 TIMER 
 WINMSG 
 GOTFOCUS 
 LOSTFOCUS 
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CHANGED Event 

Description 
Fired when the selection in a ListBox has changed as a result of user input. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bForward = CHANGED( CtrlEntID,  
                       CtrlClassID,  
                       NewData )                            
 

 

Parameters  
Name Description 
CtrlEntID Fully qualified name of the ListBox receiving the event. 
CtrlClassID Type of control receiving the event.  In this case "LISTBOX". 
NewData Text of the item that is now selected 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If FALSE$, the program execution returns to the calling procedure. If TRUE$, the 
event processing goes to the next level.  There is no system level CHANGED event processing for a 
LISTBOX control. 

 

Remarks 
This event is raised as a result of the Windows LBN_SELCHANGED notification.   

 

See Also 
LISTBOX SELPOS property, LISTBOX CHANGESELPOS method, LISTBOX CHANGETEXT method, 
LISTBOX CHANGEVALUE method. 
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CHAR Event 

Description 
Fired when the user presses a key while the ListBox has focus. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bForward = CHAR( CtrlEntID,  
                    CtrlClassID,  
                    VirtCode, 
                    ScanCode, 
                    CtrlKey, 
                    ShiftKey, 
                    AltKey )                            
 

 

Parameters  
Name Description 
CtrlEntID Fully qualified name of the ListBox receiving the event. 
CtrlClassID Type of control receiving the event.  In this case "LISTBOX". 
VirtCode Character that has been entered.  This can be null if the keystroke generated a non-printable 

character such as an arrow key. 
ScanCode If the keystroke generated a non-printable character this parameter contains the key-code. 
CtrlKey Set to TRUE$ if the Ctrl key was pressed when the event was raised. 
ShiftKey Set to TRUE$ if the Shift key was pressed when the event was raised. 
AltKey Set to TRUE$ if the Alt-key was pressed when the event was raised. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If FALSE$, the program execution returns to the calling procedure. If TRUE$, the 
event processing goes to the next level.  The is no system level CHAR event processing for a LISTBOX 
control. 

 

Remarks 
This event is raised as a result of the Windows WM_KEYDOWN and WM_CHAR notifications.   

Equated constants for key codes can be found in the MSWIN_VIRTUALKEY_EQUATES insert record. 

 

See Also 
LISTBOX ACCEPTENTER property, LISTBOX EDITKEY property, LISTBOX ENTERASDBLCLK property, 
Common GUI NOECHO property. 
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PROPERTYGRID Control 
The PROPERTYGRID control is a custom grid control that is specifically designed for editing and 
displaying properties and attributes ("property items") of an object.  The name and value of each 
property item to be edited is shown grouped by category, along with editing options determined by 
the property item type. 

 

The control itself is split into two areas: 

1. A grid that displays the property items. Each item displays the name of the property along 
with the current value (the width of the name and value columns can be adjusted by the 
user at runtime).  Editing options are determined by the property type.  Property items are 
grouped into categories which may be collapsed or expanded to show and hide sets of 
associated properties.  
  

2. A description panel at the bottom of the control that contains brief notes about the 
currently selected property (This panel is optional and can be hidden).  The height of this 
panel can be adjusted at runtime by the user. 
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Property Items 
The Property Grid control exposes a list of property items for editing.  Each property item is specified 
by a dynamic array of 14 attributes (normally @vm-delimited) with the following structure: 

<0,1> Category 
<0,2> Name 
<0,3> Type 
<0,4> Value 
<0,5> Options 
<0,6> Description 
<0,7> Disabled Flag 
<0,8> Item style 
<0,9> Iconv 
<0,10> ErrorText 
<0,11> Default Value 
<0,12> Option Values 
<0,13> Display Name 
<0,14> Miscellaneous Value  

 

Each attribute is described below: 

Category 
This attribute is required.  It is used to group items together for display. 

Name 
This attribute is required.  It is used to identify the property and must be unique for the grid. 

Type 
This attribute is required. It describes how the property value is both presented and edited.  It is a 
numeric value and can be one of the following types: 

Type Description 
PS_PGIT_STATIC$ Displays a string value which cannot be edited. 
PS_PGIT_EDIT$  Displays a string value that can be edited.  An EditMask may be 

specified in the Options attribute. 
PS_PGIT_COLOR$  Displays a color value that cannot be edited.  The color is displayed 

in a box along with a common name for the color or an RGB value. 
PS_PGIT_GRADIENT$ Displays two colors in a gradient box along with their common 

names or RGB values. Cannot be edited. 
PS_PGIT_FONT$  Displays a font name and size (in the style of the chosen font). 

Cannot be edited. 
PS_PGIT_CHECK$ Displays a checkbox along with optional text (specified in the 

Options attribute). 
PS_PGIT_FILE$ Displays a file name and path. 
PS_PGIT_FOLDER$  Displays a folder path 
PS_PGIT_COMBO$  Same as PS_PGIT_STATIC$ except a dropdown button is shown too. 

The dropdown list is specified in the Options attribute. 
PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ Same as PS_PGIT_EDIT$ except a dropdown button is shown too. 

The dropdown list is specified in the Options attribute. 
PS_PGIT_BUTTON$  Same as PS_PGIT_STATIC$ except an options button is shown as 

well. Clicking the button raises a PROPOPTIONS event. 
PS_PGIT_EDITBUTTON$  Same as PS_PGIT_EDIT$ except an options button is shown as well. 
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Clicking the button raises a PROPOPTIONS event. 
PS_PGIT_COLORBUTTON$ Same as PS_PGIT_COLOR$ except an options button is shown as 

well. Clicking the button raises a PROPOPTIONS event. 
PS_PGIT_COLORCOMBO$ Same as PS_PGIT_COLOR$ except a dropdown button is shown too. 

The dropdown list is specified in the Options attribute. 
PS_PGIT_COLORDLG$  Same as PS_PGIT_COLOR$ except an options button is shown as 

well. Clicking the button displays the standard Windows Choose 
Color dialog to change the color. 

PS_PGIT_GRADIENTBUTTON$ Same as PS_PGIT_GRADIENT$ except an options button is shown as 
well. Clicking the button raises a PROPOPTIONS event. 

PS_PGIT_FONTBUTTON$  Same as PS_PGIT_FONT$ except an options button is shown as well. 
Clicking the button raises a PROPOPTIONS event. 

PS_PGIT_FONTDLG$ Same as PS_PGIT_FONT$ except an options button is shown as well. 
Clicking the button displays the standard Choose Font dialog. 

PS_PGIT_FILEDLG$  Same as PS_PGIT_FILE$ except an options button is shown as well. 
Clicking the button displays the standard Open File dialog. 

PS_PGIT_FOLDERDLG$ Same as PS_PGIT_FOLDER$ except an options button is shown as 
well. Clicking the button displays the standard Choose Folder 
dialog. 

 

Value 
Contains the value of the property item.  This is usually a simple string except in the case of the 
following types: 

Type Value Description 
PS_PGIT_COLOR$  
PS_PGIT_COLORBUTTON$ 
PS_PGIT_COLORCOMBO$ 
PS_PGIT_COLORDLG$ 

RGB value 

PS_PGIT_GRADIENT$ 
PS_PGIT_GRADIENTBUTTON$ 

A pair of RGB values (usually delimited by @svm). 

PS_PGIT_FONT$ 
PS_PGIT_FONTBUTTON$ 
PS_PGIT_FONTDLG$  

A standard OI @svm-delimited FONT structure 

PS_PGIT_CHECK$ A boolean value (TRUE$ or FALSE$) 
 

Options 
Contains options specific to the type being edited.  

Type Description 
PS_PGIT_EDIT$  Contains an @svm-delimited edit mask to use when editing the 

property (see the EDITLINE EDITMASK property for more information 
on Edit Masks) 
 
   <0,0,1> Format Mask 
   <0,0,2> Input Mask 
   <0,0,3> Default character 
 
If this attribute contains a single sub-value it is assumed to be an array 
of valid input characters as per the standard EDITLINE VALIDCHARS 
property. 

PS_PGIT_CHECK$ Contains an @svm-delimited pair of strings:   
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   <0,0,1> Text to display if the checkbox is  unchecked 
   <0,0,2> Test to the checkbox is checked. 
 

PS_PGIT_FILEDLG$ Contains an @svm-delimited list of options for the Open File dialog box: 
 
   <0,0,1> Dialog Title 
   <0,0,2> Extension Filter string 
   <0,0,3> Default extension string 
   <0,0,4> GetOpenFileName Flags.  Defaults to the following flags: 
        
                     OFN_HIDEREADONLY$ 
                     OFN_PATHMUSTEXIST$ 
                     OFN_OVERWRITEPROMPT$  
                     OFN_NOCHANGEDIR$ (always enforced) 
 
                     (See the MSWIN_GETOPENFILENAME_EQUATES insert) 
 

PS_PGIT_FOLDER$  Contains an @svm-delimited list of options for the Choose Folder dialog 
box: 
 
  <0,0,1> Dialog title 
 

PS_PGIT_COMBO$  
PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ 

Contains an @svm delimited list of items to load in to the dropdown 
list. 

PS_PGIT_COLORCOMBO$  Contains an @svm delimited list of items to load in to the dropdown list 
in the format: 
 
  <RGBColor> ":" <ColorName> 
 

 

Description 
Contains the text to display in the Property Grid Descriptions panel when the property item is 
selected. 

 

Disabled Flag 
When set to TRUE$ the property item is considered to be disabled – it is drawn using gray text and 
cannot be edited - no combo button to options button is displayed. 

 

Item  Style 
This attribute is a small set of style bits that control the inline editing when used with the following 
types: 

PS_PGIT_EDIT$ 
PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ 
PS_PGIT_EDITBUTTON$ 
 

The style bits are: 
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Style Description 
PGIS_CENTER$ Text is centered 
PGIS_RIGHT$ Text is right-aligned 
PGIS_UPPERCASE$ Text is displayed in UpperCase 
PGIS_LOWERCASE$ Text is displayed in LowerCase 
PGIS_PASSWORD$ Text is hidden, masked by the standard password character (●) 

PGIS_PASSWORDPEEK$ Character is briefly revealed as it is typed.  Only applies with PGIS_PASSWORD$ 
is set 

 

When displaying the following types the Item Style specifies if the item is a ColorKey value rather 
than a normal Color value: 

 

PS_PGIT_COLOR$ 
PS_PGIT_COLORBUTTON$ 
PS_PGIT_COLORCOMBO$ 
PS_PGIT_COLORDLG$ 
 

The style bits are: 

Style Description 
PGIS_COLORKEYMODE$ Item is a colorkey 
 

Iconv 
This attribute is used to validate the property value when it is changed.  It should be a standard 
Basic+ Iconv format as per the standard VALID property. When set the system PROPCHANGED 
promoted event handler uses it to check the new value. 

 

ErrorText 
This attribute is used to contain text that is displayed when the property fails validation in the 
system PROPCHANGED promoted event handler. 

 

Default Value 
This attribute contains a default value that is used if the property value is null after a user has edited 
it. 

 

Option Values 
If the item type is a dropdown-list (PS_PGIT_COMBO$) then this attribute can contain an @svm-
delimited list of “internal values” that correspond to the list passed in the Options attribute.  When 
this list is set the property value may be updated using one of these internal values rather than an 
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external one.  Likewise when the property value is queried the corresponding internal value is 
returned instead.   

 
For example, consider a property item that has three options: “Apple”, “Orange” and “Lemon”, each 
with an internal values (codes) of “A1”, “O1” and “L1” respectively.   If the Option Values attribute is 
not used the resulting program might look like this: 

 

    
   $insert ps_PropertyGrid_Equates 
    
   propItems = "" 
    
   fruitNames = "Apple" : @svm : "Orange" : @svm : "Lemon" 
   fruitCodes = "A1"    : @svm : "O1"     : @svm : "L1" 
    
   propItem                            = "Test Properties" 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_NAME$>          = "Fruit" 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_TYPE$>          = PS_PGIT_COMBO$ 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_VALUE$>         = fruitNames<0,0,1> 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_OPTIONS$>       = fruitNames 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_DESCRIPTION$>   = "Testing a simple dropdown item" 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_DISABLED$>      = FALSE$ 
    
   propItems<-1> = propItem;   // ... add more items .. 
    
   // Add the items to the grid 
   Call Set_Property( @Window : ".PGD_TEST", "LIST", propItems ) 
    
   // ... sometime later retrieve the selected code ... 
   fruitName = Get_Property( @Window : ".PGD_TEST", "VALUE, "Fruit" ) 
   fruitCode = "" 
    
   locate fruitName in fruitNames using @svm setting pos then 
      fruitCode = fruitCodes<0,0,pos> 
   end  
    

 

If the Option Values attribute is used then accessing the item Value is much easier, as can be seen in 
this example: 

    
   $insert ps_PropertyGrid_Equates 
    
   propItems = "" 
    
   fruitNames = "Apple" : @svm : "Orange" : @svm : "Lemon" 
   fruitCodes = "A1"    : @svm : "O1"     : @svm : "L1" 
    
   propItem                            = "Test Properties" 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_NAME$>          = "Fruit" 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_TYPE$>          = PS_PGIT_COMBO$ 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_VALUE$>         = fruitCodes<0,0,1>  ; // Set the code  
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_OPTIONS$>       = fruitNames 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_DESCRIPTION$>   = "Testing a simple dropdown item" 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_DISABLED$>      = FALSE$ 
   propItem<0,PSPG_POS_OPTIONVALUES$>  = fruitCodes         ; // Set the codes 
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   propItems<-1> = propItem;   // ... add more items .. 
    
   // Add the items to the grid 
   Call Set_Property( @Window : ".PGD_TEST", "LIST", propItems ) 

    
   // ... sometime later retrieve the selected code ... 
   fruitCode = Get_Property( @Window : ".PGD_TEST", "VALUE", "Fruit" ) 

    

Display Name 
Contains alternative text to display for the property item, overriding the Name attribute. 

 

Miscellaneous Value  
Contains miscellaneous data that the developer wishes to store with an item.  
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Developer Notes 
 

1. Equated constants for the Property Grid control can be found in the 
PS_PROPERTYGRID_EQUATES insert record. 
 

2. Because property item categories can be collapsed and expanded the Property Grid has the 
concept of a "visible" list of items, and a "fully-expanded" list of items, much like the 
standard OI Hierarchical Listbox (aka TREELISTBOX) control.  Therefore, it should be noted 
which view the PROPERTYGRID properties and methods work against when using them. 
 

3. Bearing in mind the above it should be noted that some Property Grid properties (like LIST 
and ENABLED) can be referenced with an index argument when used with Get/Set_Property.  
The preferred way of using such an indexed property is via the item name, not its position, 
as the name is always constant regardless of whether the item is visible or not. 
 

4. Categories are never included when using a property or method that works with the visible 
item list.   
 
For example, in "fully expanded" list below the "CheckText" item has a SELPOS and SELPOSX 
value of 8, not 10, as the categories are not included.  Likewise, in the "visible" list on the 
right the Data category has been collapsed.  In this case the SELPOS value is now 2, but the 
SELPOSX value is still 8. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

"Fully expanded" list 

"Visible" list 
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PROPERTYGRID Properties 
 

The PROPERTYGRID supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties except 
where noted below. 

Name Description 
AUTOEXPAND Specifies if the categories are automatically expanded when the LIST or 

LISTX properties are set. 
*COLLAPSEDLIST Returns a list of categories that are collapsed. 
COLWIDTH Gets/Sets the width of the Property Name column. 
DESCRIPTIONDRAWHTML Gets/Sets the drawing mode of the Description Pane 
EDITORHANDLE Returns the window handle (HWND) of the item editor. 
EMPTYTEXT Gets/Sets the text to display when the control is empty. 
ENABLED Enables or disables mouse and keyboard input for the entire grid or for 

an individual property. 
*EXPANDEDLIST Returns a list of categories that are expanded. 
LIST Accesses the contents of the currently visible list of properties in the 

grid. 
LISTX Accesses the contents of the fully-expanded list of properties in the 

grid. 
OPTIONSKEY Specifies the key used to click the options button or dropdown/hide the 

options list for properties. 
PROPERTYNAMES Returns a list of all visible property item names (i.e. from non-collapsed 

items) in the control. 
PROPERTYNAMESX Returns a list of all property item names in the control. 
ROWHEIGHT Gets/Sets the height in pixels of each row in the property grid. 
ROWSTRIPE Specifies if the row-striping effect is applied to the property grid. 
SELNAME Specifies the currently selected item in the property grid using its name. 
SELPOS Specifies the currently selected item in the property grid using the 

position in the currently visible list. 
SELPOSX Specifies the currently selected item in the property grid using the 

position in the fully expanded list. 
SHOWCATEGORIES Specifies if the property grid displays category items. 
SHOWDESCRIPTION Specifies if the Description Pane is visible or not. 
SHOWTOOLTIPS Specifies if tooltips are displayed for property item values. 
VALUE Returns the value of the currently selected property. 
VALUES Gets or Sets the value of all property items in the control, or a single 

property item if indexed. 
 

The following Common Properties are not supported: 

 BACKCOLOR 
 FORECOLOR 

All colors in the Property Grid control are currently based on the system colors and are not 
modifiable at this time.  They may be implemented in a future update. 
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AUTOEXPAND property 

Description 
Specifies if the categories are automatically expanded when the LIST property is set. 

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property.  When set to TRUE$ any categories set via the LIST or LISTX properties will 
be fully expanded before the control is redrawn. 

  

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

 

Remarks 
Setting this property to TRUE$ is the equivalent of sending an EXPAND message after setting the 
LIST/LISTX property. 

 

Example 
 
 
   // Expand all categories when the LIST property is set  
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", | 
                           "AUTOEXPAND",          | 
                           TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See also 
LIST property, LISTX property, EXPAND method, 
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COLWIDTH property 

Description 
Gets or sets the width of the property name column in the Property Grid control. 

 

 

 

Property Value 
The COLWIDTH property is an integer greater than or equal to 0.  

 When set to 0 the Property Grid control sizes the column widths automatically.  This is based 
on a percentage algorithm which takes into account where the user has dragged the column 
divider to (this defaults to 50% of the total width of the control). 
 

 When set to a value greater than 0 the property name column width is fixed at that width 
(although the user can still drag it to a new position). 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   Yes No 
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Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
 
   // Set the COLWIDTH property to 100 pixels 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", | 
                           "COLWIDTH",            | 
                           100 ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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DESCRIPTIONDRAWHTML property 

Description 
Controls how the Description Pane renders text.  When set to TRUE$ a limited set of HTML markup 
can be used for formatting, otherwise the text is rendered in a plain format and any HTML tags are 
ignored.  

 

Property Value 
The ENABLED property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
Using this property will slow down text rendering in the control, though the actual impact will 
depend on the complexity of the markup used, and may have no noticeable effect.   

The markup used should be limited to the subset of tags as described in Appendix M, and it should 
be well formed - the control does not try to sanitize defective HTML. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Turn on HTML rendering in the descriptions panel 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "DESCRIPTIONDRAWHTML", TRUE$ )   
    

 

See also 
Appendix M – The DRAWHTML property 
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EMPTYTEXT property 

Description 
Specifies the text to display when the property grid contains no items. 

 

 

 

Property Value 
The EMPTYTEXT property is a simple text string.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property uses a grayed, italicized version of the control’s FONT property when displaying the 
empty text. 
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Example 
 
 
   text = "The are no items to display" 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", | 
                           "EMPTYTEXT",           | 
                           text ) 
    

 

See also 
N/a 
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EDITORHANDLE property 

Description 
Returns the window handle (HWND) of the editor control used to modify item values in the Property 
Grid. 

 

Property Value 
The EDITORHANDLE property is a Windows window handle (HWND).  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property returns 0 when no item editor is present, e.g. for PS_PGIT_STATIC$ type items. 

The EDITORHANDLE is not guaranteed to be the same for the lifetime of the Property Grid control, 
therefore it should not be cached. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   If Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "EDITORHANDLE" ) Then 
      // A property is being edited 
      Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "SELECTALL" ) 
   End 
    

 

See also 
SELECTALL method 
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ENABLED property 

Description 
Enables or disables mouse and keyboard input to the entire Property Grid control or an individual 
property item when specifying an index value. 

 

Property Value 
The ENABLED property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$.    

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set ItemPosition, 
PropertyName   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual property may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may the Name of the property item (case-
insensitive) or the Position of the property item in the fully-expanded property list.    

If the index is omitted the ENABLED property applies to the entire Property Grid control, as per the 
common ENABLED property. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Example - Disabling the currently selected property via a position  
   // value.  
   //  
   // Get the currently selected property index (in the fully expanded 
   // list ) 
   SelPos = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "SELPOSX" ) 
   If ( SelPos ) Then 
      PropIdx = 0 : @Fm : SelPos ; // Column index is ignored 
      Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "ENABLED", FALSE$, PropIdx ) 
   End 
    
   // Example - Enabling the BackColor property by name 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "ENABLED", TRUE$, "BackColor" )     
    

 

See also 
Common ENABLED property 
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LIST property 

Description 
Gets or Sets the list of "visible" property items (i.e. non-collapsed) in the control, or an individual 
property item when specifying an index value. 

 

Property Value 
If no index is specified then the property value is an @fm delimited list of all non-collapsed items in 
the control – each item as an @vm-delimited structure is described earlier: 

<0,1> Category 
<0,2> Name 
<0,3> Type 
<0,4> Value 
<0,5> Options 
<0,6> Description 
<0,7> Disabled Flag 
<0,8> Editor style 
<0,9> Iconv 
<0,10> ErrorText 
<0,11> Default Value 
<0,12> Option Values 
<0,13> Display Name 
<0,14> Miscellaneous Value 

 

If an index is specified then the property value is a single non-collapsed item with an @vm-delimited 
structure. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set ItemPosition, 
PropertyName   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual property may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may the Name of the property item (case-
insensitive) or the Position of the property item in the visible property list.    

Category items are not included in the returned list (See the Property Grid developer notes above). 

Note that setting the LIST property is the same as using the LISTX property – both will set the fully 
expanded list. 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LIST", Pgl ) 
    
   // Get the second item in the list 
   PropItem = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "LIST", 2 ) 
    
   // PropItem contains the "SubTitle" property item 
    
   // Collapse the "Data" category 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the current list of visible items 
   Pgl = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "LIST" ) 
    
   // Pgl contains two @vm-delimited property items: 
   //  
   //   Visible  
   //   Color 
    
   // Get the second item in the list 
   PropItem = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "LIST", 2 ) 
    
   // PropItem contains the "Color" property item          
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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LISTX property 

Description 
Gets or Sets the full list of property items in the control, or an individual property item when 
specifying an index value. 

 

Property Value 
If no index is specified then the property value is an @fm delimited list of all items in the control – 
each item as an @vm-delimited structure is described earlier: 

<0,1> Category 
<0,2> Name 
<0,3> Type 
<0,4> Value 
<0,5> Options 
<0,6> Description 
<0,7> Disabled Flag 
<0,8> Item style 
<0,9> Iconv 
<0,10> ErrorText 
<0,11> Default Value 
<0,12> Option Values 
<0,13> Display Name 
<0,14> Miscellaneous Value 

 

If an index is specified then the property value is a single item with an @vm-delimited structure. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set ItemPosition, 
PropertyName   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual property may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may the Name of the property item (case-
insensitive) or the Position of the property item in the fully-expanded property list.    

Category items are not included in the returned list (See the Property Grid developer notes above). 
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Example 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Get the second item   
   Propitem = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", 2 ) 
    
   // PropItem contains the "SubTitle" property item 
    
   // Collapse the "Data" category 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the current list of visible items 
   Pgl = Get_Property( cCtrlEntID, "LIST" ) 
    
   // Pgl contains two @vm-delimited property items: 
   //  
   //   Visible  
   //   Color 
    
   // Get the second item   
   PropItem = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", 2 ) 
    
   // PropItem still contains the "SubTitle" property item 

 

 

See Also 
N/a 
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PROPERTYNAMES property 

Description 
Returns a list of all visible property item names (i.e. from non-collapsed items) in the control. 

 

Property Value 
The property value is an @fm delimited list of property names for all non-collapsed items in the 
control. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Category items are not included in the returned list (See the Property Grid developer notes above). 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LIST", Pgl ) 
    
   // Collapse the "Data" category 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" )  
    
   // Get the names of the visible property items 
   PropNames = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "PROPERTYNAMES" ) 
    
   // PropNames contains two @fm-delimited property names: 
   //  
   //   Visible  
   //   Color 
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See Also 
PROPERTYNAMESX property 
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PROPERTYNAMESX property 

Description 
Returns a list of all property item names in the control. 

 

Property Value 
The property value is an @fm delimited list of property names for all items in the control. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No  No No 
 

Remarks 
Category items are not included in the returned list (See the Property Grid developer notes above). 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LIST", Pgl ) 
    
   // Get the names of the visible property item 
   PropNames = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "PROPERTYNAMESX" ) 
    
   // PropNames contains four @fm-delimited property names: 
   //  
   //   Title  
   //   SubTitle  
   //   Visible  
   //   Color 
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See Also 
PROPERTYNAMES property 
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OPTIONSKEY property 

Description 
Specifies the key used to click the Options button on the current property being edited.  If the 
property editor is a combobox this will toggle the combobox list state (dropped-down or hidden). 

 

Property Value 
The OPTIONSKEY value must be a Windows Virtual Key Code.   

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No No No 
 

Remarks 
The default OPTIONSKEY value is "F4", the same as a normal Windows Combobox control.  Equated 
constants for these can be found in the MSWIN_VIRTUALKEY_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
   $Insert MsWin_VirtualKey_Equates 
    
   // Get the current options key for the PRG_MAIN Property Grid control 
   OptionsKey = Get_Property( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", "OPTIONSKEY" ) 
    
   // Set the options key to trigger options by using the "F2" key 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", "OPTIONSKEY", VK_F2$ ) 
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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ROWHEIGHT property 

Description 
Returns the height of each item in the property grid. 

 

Property Value 
Contains the height in pixels of each row in the property grid.   

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No Yes No 
 

Remarks 
This value is calculated at runtime based on the FONT property. 

 

Example 
 
    
   // Get the row height of property items in the PRG_MAIN Property Grid  
   // control 
   RowHeight = Get_Property( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", "ROWHEIGHT" ) 
 
 

See Also 
N/a 
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ROWSTRIPE property 

Description 
Specifies if the "row-striping" effect is applied to the property grid.  This effect colors the 
background of the even rows with a lighter shade of the system highlight color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Property Value 
Contains the height in pixels of each row in the property grid.   

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No Yes No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 
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Example 
 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Turn on Row-striping 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "ROWSTRIPE", TRUE$ )  
 
 

See Also 
N/a 
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SELNAME property 

Description 
Specifies the name of the currently selected property item in the Property Grid. 

 

Property Value 
When used with Get_Property this value is the name of the currently selected item.  When used 
with Set_Property the value can be an @fm-delimited array with the following structure: 

<1> Name of the property item to select (case insensitive) 
<2> If TRUE$ then highlight the property item data if possible (optional) 
<3> Original property item value (optional) 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get/Set No No No 
 

Remarks 
If item specified is not currently visible then the Property Grid is expanded.  

The "Original property item value" is used by the system for validation purposes and allows the original value 
to be restored after an edit has failed validation in the PROPCHANGED event. 

 

Example 
 
 
   // Get the current item name for the PRG_MAIN Property Grid control 
   SelName = Get_Property( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", "SELNAME" ) 
    
   // Select the "HelpText" item in the PRG_MAIN Property Grid control and 
   // highlight it 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".PRG_MAIN", "SELNAME", | 
                           "HelpText" : @Fm : TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SELPOS property 

Description 
Specifies the position of the currently selected property item in the Property Grid.  The position is 
based on only on "visible" non-collapsed items. 

 

Property Value 
The position of the currently selected item, ranging from 1 to the total number of non-collapsed 
items, or null if no property item is selected. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get/Set No No No 
 

Remarks 
Items belonging to collapsed (hidden) categories are not included.  To reference an item in the fully 
expanded property list use the SELPOSX property instead.   

Categories are not considered to be items and are ignored for the purposes of calculating the 
SELPOS property. 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Select the second item in the list (this will select "SubTitle") 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SELPOS", 2 ) 
    
   // Collapse the "Data" category 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Select the second item in the list (this will select "Color") 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SELPOS", 2 )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SELPOSX property 

Description 
Specifies the position of the currently selected property item in the Property Grid.  The position is 
based on the fully expanded list of properties. 

 

Property Value 
The position of the currently selected item, ranging from 1 to the total number of items.  If no 
property is selected or the referenced property is hidden then null is returned for the Get operation. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get/Set No No No 
 

Remarks 
Categories are not considered to be items and are ignored for the purposes of calculating the 
SELPOSX property. 

If item specified is not currently visible then the Property Grid is expanded to show it. 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LIST", Pgl ) 
    
   // Select the second item in the list (this will select "SubTitle") 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SELPOSX", 2 ) 
    
   // Collapse the "Data" category 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Select the second item in the full list - this will select "SubTitle" 
   // _and_ expand the Data category to show it. 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SELPOSX", 2 )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SHOWCATEGORIES property 

Description 
Shows or hides the category items in a property grid control. 

 

Property Value 
The SHOWCATEGORIES property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
When this property is set to TRUE$ the items are sorted into ascending alphabetical sort order based 
on the property name. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Hide the category items  
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SHOWCATEGORIES", FALSE$ )          
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SHOWDESCRIPTION property 

Description 
Shows or hides the property description panel at the bottom of the control. 

 

Property Value 
The SHOWDESCRIPTION property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
None. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Hide the descriptions panel 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SHOWDESCRIPTION", FALSE$ )          
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SHOWTOOLTIPS property 

Description 
Shows or hides tooltips displayed for property item values. 

 

Property Value 
The SHOWTOOLTIPS property is a Boolean value of TRUE$ or FALSE$. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
None. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Show tooltips for property item values 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SHOWTOOLTIPS", TRUE$ )          
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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VALUE property 

Description 
Gets or Sets the value of the currently selected property item, or an individual property item when 
specifying an index value. 

 

Property Value 
The VALUE property depends on the type of the selected property item.  If the property item has a 
type of PGIT_COLOR$ then the VALUE property will be an RGB color value, if the property item has a 
type of PGIT_EDIT$ then the VALUE property will be a string, and so on. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

No Get/Set ItemPosition, 
PropertyName   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual property may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may be the Name of the property item (case-
insensitive) or the Position of the property item in the fully expanded property list.    

If the property is being edited then the current value in the editor control is returned. 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Select the second item in the list (this will select "SubTitle") 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SELPOS", 2 ) 
    
   // Get the VALUE property - this will return "Whatever" 
   Val = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "VALUE" ) 
    
   // Collapse the "Data" category 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Select the first item in the list (this will select "Visible") 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SELPOS", 1 ) 
 
   // Get the VALUE property - this will return TRUE$ 
   Val = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "VALUE" )    
    

 

See Also 
VALUES property 
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VALUES property 

Description 
Gets or Sets the value of all property items in the control, or a single property item if indexed. 

 

Property Value 
When non-indexed the VALUES property is an @fm-delimited array of property values, each of 
which depend on the type of property item they relate to.  E.g. If the property item has a type of 
PGIT_COLOR$ then the VALUE property will be an RGB color value, if the property item has a type of 
PGIT_EDIT$ then the VALUE property will be a string, and so on. 

When indexed the VALUES property refers to a single item. 

In both cases the VALUES property uses the fully-expanded lists of items.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

No Get/Set ItemPosition, 
PropertyName   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual property may be referenced via a row index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may be the Name of the property item (case-
insensitive) or the Position of the property item in the fully expanded property list.    
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"     : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"   : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "ForeColor" : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Get all the values 
   Vals = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "VALUES" ) 
    
   // Vals contains an @fm delimited array with the following data: 
   // 
   //    Yadda 
   //    Whatever 
   //    1 
   //    255 
    
   // Set the value of the ForeColor item to blue 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "VALUES", 0xFF0000, "ForeColor" )    
    

 

See Also 
VALUE property 
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PROPERTYGRID Methods 
 

The PROPERTYGRID supports the following methods in addition to the Common Methods except 
where noted below. 

Name Description 
ADD Adds a new property item to the Property Grid. 
BEGINEDIT Opens the item editor for an item in the Property Grid. 
COLLAPSE Collapses a property category, making all items belonging to that category 

invisible. 
COPY Copies the text from a property item being edited onto the clipboard. 
CUT Deletes the text from a property item begin edited and copies it onto the 

clipboard. 
DELETE Removes a property item from the Property Grid. 
DROPDOWN Forces the Property Grid to display a dropdown list or trigger the options 

button for the current item. 
ENDEDIT Closes the item editor for the current item. 
EXPAND Expands a collapsed property category, making all items belonging to that 

category visible. 
PASTE Copies the contents of the clipboard to the property item currently being 

edited. 
POSBYCURSOR Returns the closest visible property item to the passed screen cursor 

coordinates. 
POSBYCLIENTCURSOR Returns the closest visible property item to the passed client-area cursor 

coordinates. 
POSBYNAME Returns the position of the specified property item in the "visible" list. 
PROPERTYBYPOS Returns the property item for the specified position in the "visible" list. 
SCREENSIZEBYNAME Returns the SIZE of the named property item in screen coordinates. 
SELECTALL Selects all the text in the property item being edited. 
SIZEBYNAME Returns the SIZE of the named property item in client coordinates. 
UNDO Restores previously deleted text, or removes previously added text from a 

property item being edited. 
VALUEBYNAME Gets or sets the value of the named property. 
VALUEBYPOS Gets or sets the value of the specified property using its position in the 

"visible" list. 
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ADD Method 

Description 
Adds a new property item to the Property Grid. 

 

Syntax 
    
   AddedOK = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID,    | 
                          "ADD",        | 
                          Category,     | 
                          Name,         | 
                          Type,         | 
                          Value,        |  
                          Options,      |  
                          Description,  |  
                          Disabled,     | 
                          Itemstyle,    | 
                          Iconv,        | 
                          ErrorText,    | 
                          DefaultValue, | 
                          OptionValues ) 
 

 

Parameters  
(These parameters are more fully described in "Property Items" section above) 

Name Required  Description 
Category Yes  Category that the item belongs to.  Items 

are grouped by this. 
Name Yes  Name of the property item. This name 

must be unique across all items in the 
control. 

Type Yes  Type of property item: PGIT_STATIC$, 
PGIT_EDIT$ etc 

Value No  Value of the property item. 
Options No  Options for the item. 
Description No  Description of the item. 
Disabled No  If TRUE$ then the property cannot be 

disabled. 
ItemStyle No  Style bits to control inline editing and color 

processing mode etc. 
Iconv No  Validation string for the property. 
ErrorText No  Error text to display when validation is 

displayed. 
DefaultValue No  Value to use if the control contains no 

data. 
OptionValues No  Internal values for use with a dropdown-

list property item. 
Display Name No  Text to use when displaying the property 

item name 
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Returns 
TRUE$ if the property was added successfully, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
None. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Add a new read-only text property to the Data Category 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "ADD", "Data", "Notes", PGIT_STATIC$, "SomeText" ) 
    
   // The full list of items now looks like: 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   //    Notes    - SomeText 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red)        
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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BEGINEDIT Method 

Description 
Activates the item editor for an item in the property grid, optionally loading it with data and setting 
focus .  

 

Syntax 
    
   EditorActive = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID,   | 
                               "BEGINEDIT", | 
                               Name,        | 
                               Value,       | 
                               SelectAll,   | 
                               SetFocus ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Name No Name of the property item to edit.  If null then the current item is used. 
Value No Initial Value to put into the editor.  If null then the existing item value is used. 
SelectAll No If TRUE$ then all text in the item editor is selected. 
SetFocus No If TRUE$ then the focus is set to the item editor. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the item editor was activated. 

 

Remarks 
Not all item types can be edited – see the notes on property item types above for more details on 
which types support editing. 

 

Example 
 
    
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items...    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGIT_BUTTON$$ : @Vm : "" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
 
   // Open up the "SubTitle" item for editing, use the original text, select it and 
   // and move the focus there 
   EditorActive = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "BEGINEDIT", "SubTitle", "", TRUE$, TRUE$ ) 
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See Also 
EDITORHANDLE property, ENDEDIT method. 
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COPY Method 

Description 
If the current property item is being edited this method copies selected text to the clipboard. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bCopied = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "COPY" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the text was being edited, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method only works on enabled property items with the PS_PGIT_EDIT$, PS_PGIT_EDITBUTTON$, or 

PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ styles. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   If Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "EDITORHANDLE" ) Then 
      // A property is being edited 
      Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COPY" ) 
   End 
    

 

See Also 
EDITORHANDLE property, CUT method, PASTE method, SELECTALL method, UNDO method 
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CUT Method 

Description 
If the current property item is being edited this method deletes the selected text from the item and 
copies it to the clipboard. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bCut = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "CUT" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the text was being edited, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method only works on enabled property items with the PS_PGIT_EDIT$, PS_PGIT_EDITBUTTON$, or 

PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ styles. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   If Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "EDITORHANDLE" ) Then 
      // A property is being edited 
      Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "CUT" ) 
   End 
    

 

See Also 
EDITORHANDLE property, COPY method, PASTE method, SELECTALL method, UNDO method 
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COLLAPSE Method 

Description 
Collapses a property category, making all items belonging to that category invisible. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", category ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Category Yes @fm-delimited of category names to collapse.  Pass "*" to collapse all 

categories. 
 

Returns 
Not applicable. 

 

Remarks 
None. 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide all "UI" items... 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "UI" )       
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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DELETE Method 

Description 
Deletes a property item from the Property Grid. 

 

Syntax 
    
   deletedItem = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "DELETE", name ) 
 

 

Parameters  
(These parameters are more fully described in "Property Items" section above) 

Name Required Description 
Name Yes Name of the property item. If "*" is passed all items are deleted. 
 

Returns 
The @vm-delimited structure of the property item that was deleted, or null if all items were deleted. 

 

Remarks 
None. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Delete the "Visible" item 
   VisItem = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "DELETE", "Visible" ) 
    
   // The full list of items now looks like: 
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   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
      

 

See Also 
N/a 
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DROPDOWN Method 

Description 
If the current item is a combo-box type this method forces it to display the dropdown list. If the 
current item has an options button this method triggers the PROPOPTIONS event instead. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bDroppedDown = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "DROPDOWN" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the current item was a combo-box or button type, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
If the current item is not a combo-box or button type this method has no effect. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items...    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$    : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$    : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$   : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGIT_BUTTON$ : @Vm : "" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
 
   // Select the button item in the list (this will select "Color") 
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "SELPOS", 4 ) 
    
   // Fire the PROPOPTIONS event for the current item (“Color”) 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "DROPDOWN" ) 
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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ENDEDIT Method 

Description 
If the current item is being edited this method causes the item editor to be closed, optionally 
updating the property item with its contents.  

 

Syntax 
    
   EditorOpen = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "ENDEDIT", UpdateItem ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
UpdateItem No If TRUE$ the item will be updated with the contents of the editor before it is 

closed. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the item was being edited. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items...    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGIT_BUTTON$$ : @Vm : "" 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
 
   // ... use the property grid ... 
       
   // and close the editor manually, updating the item  
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "ENDEDIT", TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See Also 
BEGINEDIT method, EDITORHANDLE property. 
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EXPAND Method 

Description 
Expands a property category, making all items belonging to that category visible. 

 

Syntax 
    
   Call Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "EXPAND", category ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
Category Yes @fm-delimited of category names to expand.  Pass "*" to expand all 

categories. 
 

Returns 
Not applicable. 

 

Remarks 
None. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide then show all "UI" items 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "UI" ) 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "EXPAND", "UI" ) 
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See Also 
N/a 
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PASTE Method 

Description 
If the current property item is being edited this method copies text from the clipboard to the item. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bPasted = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "PASTE" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the text was being edited, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method only works on enabled property items with the PS_PGIT_EDIT$, PS_PGIT_EDITBUTTON$, or 

PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ styles. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   If Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "EDITORHANDLE" ) Then 
      // A property is being edited 
      Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "PASTE" ) 
   End 
    

 

See Also 
EDITORHANDLE property, COPY method, CUT method, SELECTALL method, UNDO method 
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POSBYCLIENTCURSOR Method 

Description 
Returns the closest visible property item to the passed client-area coordinates.  

 

Syntax 
    
   itemPos = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,           | 
                          "POSBYCLIENTCURSOR", | 
                          xPos,                | 
                          yPos ) 
 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
xPos No X-position of the cursor in client coordinates 
yPos No Y-position of the cursor in client coordinates 
 

Returns 
The position of the closest property item in the "visible" list, or null if the coordinates are not above 
an item. 

 

Remarks 
If xPos and yPos are omitted the current cursor position is used instead. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   XPos = 10; XPos = 20 
   ItemPos = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "POSBYCLIENTCURSOR", XPos, YPos ) 
    
   If ItemPos Then 
      // Get the item details from the position 
      Item = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "LIST", ItemPos ) 
   End 
      

 

See Also 
N/a 
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POSBYCURSOR Method 

Description 
Returns the closest visible property item to the passed screen coordinates.  

 

Syntax 
    
   itemPos = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,     | 
                          "POSBYCURSOR", | 
                          xPos,          | 
                          yPos ) 
 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
xPos No X-position of the cursor in screen coordinates 
yPos No Y-position of the cursor in screen coordinates 
 

Returns 
The position of the closest property item in the "visible" list, or null if the coordinates are not above 
an item. 

 

Remarks 
If xPos and yPos are omitted the current cursor position is used instead. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   XYPos   = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "CURSORPOS" ) 
   ItemPos = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "POSBYCURSOR", XYPos<1>, XYPos<2> ) 
    
   If ItemPos Then 
      // Get the item details from the position 
      Item = Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "LIST", ItemPos ) 
   End    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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POSBYNAME Method 

Description 
Returns the position of the named item in the "visible" list. 

 

Syntax 
    
   itemPos = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,   | 
                          "POSBYNAME", | 
                          name ) 
 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
name Yes Name of the Property Item to find 
 

Returns 
The position of the named item, or null if the item is not visible. 

 

Remarks 
None. 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide all "Data" items... 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the position of the "Color" item (returns "2" ) 
   ItemPos = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "POSBYNAME", "Color" ) 
    
   // Get the position of the "SubTitle" item (returns null  
   // because it's hidden) 
   ItemPos = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "POSBYNAME", "SubTitle" ) 
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PROPERTYBYPOS Method 

Description 
Returns the property item for the specified position in the "visible" list. 

 

Syntax 
    
   item = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,       | 
                       "PROPERTYBYPOS", | 
                       itemPos ) 
 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
itemPos Yes Position of the property item in the "visible" list. If 0 is passed all visible 

property items are returned 
 

Returns 
The @vm'd structure for the specified property item, or an @fm'd delimited list of property item 
structures if "0" is passed in the itemPos parameter. 

 

Remarks 
This method is the equivalent of using the LIST property. 

 

See Also 
 LIST property 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide all "Data" items... 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the details of the "Color" item, now at position 2) 
   Item = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "PROPERTYBYPOS", 2 ) 
       

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SCREENSIZEBYNAME Method 

Description 
Returns the SIZE in screen coordinates of the named property item. 

 

Syntax 
    
   itemSize = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,          | 
                           "SCREENSIZEBYNAME", | 
                           Name ) 
 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
name Yes Name of a property item in the "visible" list 
 

Returns 
Standard @fm'd SIZE array of the specified property item in screen coordinates. 

 

Remarks 
None. 

 

See Also 
 SIZEBYNAME method 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide all "Data" items... 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the size of the "Color" item 
   ItemSize  = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "SCREENSIZEBYNAME", "Color" ) 
    
   // Get the width ... 
   ItemWidth = ItemSize<3> 
       

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SELECTALL Method 

Description 
This method selects all the text in an item currently being edited. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bSelected = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "SELECTALL" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the text was selected, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method only works on enabled property items with the PS_PGIT_EDIT$, PS_PGIT_EDITBUTTON$, or 

PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ styles. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   If Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "EDITORHANDLE" ) Then 
      // A property is being edited 
      Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "SELECTALL" ) 
   End 
    

 

See Also 
EDITORHANDLE property. 
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SIZEBYNAME Method 

Description 
Returns the SIZE in client-area coordinates of the named property item. 

 

Syntax 
    
   itemSize = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,    | 
                           "SIZEBYNAME", | 
                           Name ) 
 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
name Yes Name of a property item in the "visible" list 
 

Returns 
Standard @fm'd SIZE array of the specified property item in coordinates relative to the control's 
client area. 

 

Remarks 
None. 

 

See Also 
 SCREENSIZEBYNAME method 
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide all "Data" items... 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the size of the "Color" item) 
   ItemSize  = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "SIZEBYNAME", "Color" ) 
    
   // Get the width ... 
   ItemWidth = ItemSize<3> 
       

 

See Also 
N/a 
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UNDO Method 

Description 
If the current property item is being edited this method restores previously deleted text, or deletes 
previously added text from the item. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bUndone = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID, "UNDO" ) 
 

 

Parameters  
N/a 

 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the text was being edited, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method only works on enabled property items with the PS_PGIT_EDIT$, PS_PGIT_EDITBUTTON$, or 

PS_PGIT_EDITCOMBO$ styles. 

 

Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   If Get_Property( CtrlEntID, "EDITORHANDLE" ) Then 
      // A property is being edited 
      Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "UNDO" ) 
   End 
    

 

See Also 
EDITORHANDLE property, COPY method, CUT method, PASTE method, SELECTALL method 
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VALUEBYNAME Method 

Description 
Returns the value of the named property item. 

 

Syntax 
    
   itemValue = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,     | 
                            "VALUEBYNAME", | 
                            name, 
                            newValue ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
name Yes Name of a property item 
newValue No New value for the property 
 

Returns 
Current value of the specified property item.  

 

Remarks 
The value depends on the type of the property item.  If the property item has a type of 
PGIT_COLOR$ then the returned data will be an RGB color value, if the property item has a type of 
PGIT_EDIT$ then the value will be a string, and so on. 

 

See Also 
 VALUE property 
 VALUEBYPOS method  
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide all "Data" items... 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the value of the "Color" item 
   ItemVal  = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "VALUEBYNAME", "Color" ) 
          

 

See Also 
N/a 
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VALUEBYPOS Method 

Description 
Returns the value of the specified property item using its position in the "visible" list. 

 

Syntax 
    
   itemValue = Exec_Method( ctrlEntID,    | 
                            "VALUEBYPOS", | 
                            itemPos,      | 
                            newValue ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
itemPos Yes Position of the property item in the visible list 
newValue No New value for the property 
 

Returns 
Value of the specified property item.  

 

Remarks 
The value depends on the type of the property item.  If the property item has a type of 
PGIT_COLOR$ then the returned data will be an RGB color value, if the property item has a type of 
PGIT_EDIT$ then the value will be a string, and so on. 

 

See Also 
 VALUE property 
 VALUEBYNAME method  
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Example 
 
 
   $Insert PS_Property_Grid_Equates 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   CtrlEntID = @Window : ".PRG_MAIN" 
    
   // Set the full list of items... 
   // 
   // Data 
   //    Title    - Yadda 
   //    SubTitle - Whatever 
   // UI 
   //    Visible - TRUE$ 
   //    Color   - 0xFF (red) 
    
   Pgl     = "Data" : @Vm : "Title"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Yadda" 
   Pgl<-1> = "Data" : @Vm : "SubTitle" : @Vm : PS_PGI_EDIT$     : @Vm : "Whatever" 
   Pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Visible"  : @Vm : PS_PGI_CHECK$    : @Vm : TRUE$ 
   pgl<-1> = "UI"   : @Vm : "Color"    : @Vm : PS_PGI_COLORDLG$ : @Vm : 0xFF 
    
   Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlEntID, "LISTX", Pgl ) 
    
   // Hide all "Data" items... 
   Call Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "COLLAPSE", "Data" ) 
    
   // Get the value of the "Color" item, now at position 2) 
   ItemVal  = Exec_Method( CtrlEntID, "VALUEBYPOS", 2 ) 
        

 

See Also 
N/a 
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PROPERTYGRID Events 
 

The PROPERTYGRID supports the following events: 

Name Description 
PROPCHANGED Fired when the user has edited and changed a property value. 
PROPOPTIONS Fired when a property item options button. 
SELPROPCHANGED Fired when the selected property changes. 
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PROPCHANGED Event 

Description 
Fired when the user has edited and changed a property value. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bForward = PROPCHANGED( CtrlEntID,  
                           CtrlClassID,  
                           PropertyName, 
                           PropertyValue )                            
 

 

Parameters  
Name Description 
CtrlEntID Fully qualified name of the Property Grid receiving the event. 
CtrlClassID Type of control receiving the event.  In this case "PROPERTYGRID". 
PropertyName Name of the property item that has changed. 
PropertyValue Value that was changed. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If FALSE$, the program execution returns to the calling procedure. If TRUE$, the 
event processing goes to the next level. 

 

Remarks 
The system uses the PROPERTYGRID PROPCHANGED promoted event to validate a property with an 
Iconv attribute. 

 

See Also 
N/a 
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PROPOPTIONS Event 

Description 
Fired when the user has clicked a property item Options button. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bForward = PROPOPTIONS( CtrlEntID,  
                           CtrlClassID,  
                           PropertyName, 
                           PropertyValue )                            
 

 

Parameters  
Name Description 
CtrlEntID Fully qualified name of the Property Grid receiving the event. 
CtrlClassID Type of control receiving the event.  In this case "PROPERTYGRID". 
PropertyName Name of the property item that has been clicked. 
ProprtyValue Current value of the property item that has been clicked. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If FALSE$, the program execution returns to the calling procedure. If TRUE$, the 
event processing goes to the next level. 

 

Remarks 
The usual response to this event would be to display a dialog box to allow the user to choose a new 
value.  This should be used for editing complex property items. 

 

See Also 
N/a 
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SELPROPCHANGED Event 

Description 
Fired when the currently selected property changes. 

 

Syntax 
    
   bForward = SELPROPCHANGED( CtrlEntID,  
                              CtrlClassID,  
                              PrevPropertyName, 
                              NextPropertyName )                            
 

 

Parameters  
Name Description 
CtrlEntID Fully qualified name of the Property Grid receiving the event. 
CtrlClassID Type of control receiving the event.  In this case "PROPERTYGRID". 
PrevPropertyName Name of the property item that was selected. 
ProprtyValue Name of the property item that is now selected. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ or FALSE$.  If FALSE$, the program execution returns to the calling procedure. If TRUE$, the 
event processing goes to the next level. 

 

Remarks 
The system uses the PROPERTYGRID SELPROPCHANGED promoted event to set the 
GOTFOCUSVALUE for the control. 

 

See Also 
N/a 
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RADIOGROUP Control 
 

The RADIOGROUP control is designed to present a set of mutually exclusive choices to the user. It is 
a container that manages one or more RADIOBUTTON controls, arranging them automatically in a 
vertical or horizontal fashion. 

[[[NEEDIMAGE]]] 

Developer Notes 
 

1. The RADIOGROUP control is essentially a modified STATIC control and therefore supports 
many of the same properties, with a few exceptions noted below. 

 

RADIOGROUP Properties 
 

The RADIOGROUP  control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
and STATIC properties except where noted below.  

Name Description 
BUTTONS Provides access to the RADIOBUTTON controls. 
  
 

The following STATIC properties are not supported: 

 AUTOELLIPSES 
 DUMMYCAPTION 
 WORDWRAP 
 All Border API properties 
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BUTTONS property 

Description 
Provides indexed access to the individual RADIOBUTTON controls, or direct access to the entire 
button structure as an array. 

 

Property Value 
When used without an index the BUTTONS property value is a dynamic array of button information 
with the following format: 

 <1> Button Labels (@vm delimited array) 
 <2> Button Values (@vm delimited array) 
 
Fields <1> and <2> (the Labels and Values) form an AMV group.   

When used with an index the BUTTONS property value is not applicable because it acts as a 
reference point to the specified RADIOBUTTON instead. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set ButtonPosition, 
ButtonLabel   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual button may be referenced via an index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may the Label of the button (case-insensitive) 
or the position of the button. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See Also 
N/a 
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TABCONTROL Control 
A TABCONTROL is analogous to the dividers in a notebook or the labels in a file cabinet. By using a 
tab control, an application can define multiple pages for the same area of a window or dialog box. 

 

[[[NEEDIMAGE]]] 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. The RADIOGROUP control is essentially a modified STATIC control and therefore supports 
many of the same properties, with a few exceptions noted below. 

 

TABCONTROL Properties 
 

The TABCONTROL control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
except where noted below.  

Name Description 
VALUE  
VALUES  
  
 

The following STATIC properties are not supported: 

 AUTOELLIPSES 
 DUMMYCAPTION 
 WORDWRAP 
 All Border API properties 
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VALUES property 

Description 
Provides indexed access to the managed RADIOBUTTON controls, or direct access to the entire 
button structure as an array. 

 

Property Value 
When used without an index the property value is a dynamic array of button information with the 
following format: 

 <1> Button Labels (@vm delimited array) 
 <2> Button Values (@vm delimited array) 
 
Fields <1> and <2> (the Labels and Values) form an AMV group.   

When used with an index the BUTTONS property value is not applicable. ???FINISH THIS 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set ButtonPosition, 
ButtonLabel   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual button may be referenced via a index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may the Label of the button (case-insensitive) 
or the position of the button instead. 

If the index is omitted the BUTTONS property applies to the entire Property Grid control, as per the 
standard ENABLED property. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See Also 
N/a 
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TREELISTBOX Control 
A Tree-List Box is a List Box control that displays its items in a hierarchical structure.  Each item can 
display an image and/or a checkbox along with its text, and can optionally display a "TreeButton" 
when it has sub-items that can be shown or hidden.  It shares many of the attributes of the Windows 
TreeView Common Control, but its API is position-based rather than node-based, making it an easier 
fit with Basic+ programming. 

 

[[[NEEDIMAGE]]] 

 

Developer Notes 
 

1. The TREELISTBOX control is essentially a modified LISTBOX control and therefore supports 
many of the same properties, with a few exceptions noted below. 

2. In previous versions of OpenInsight this control was known as a "Hierarchical List Box", but it 
has been renamed in this version due to the significant increase in functionality. 

 

Item indexes in the TREELISTBOX control 
A Tree-List Box control has two methods of referring to an item when using the properties and 
methods described below:  These are: 

1. by the "Fully-Expanded" (or "X" for eXpanded) index, and  
2. by the "Visible" index. 

The Fully-Expanded index is used to access an item regardless of whether or not it is currently being 
displayed in the control.  For example, consider the Tree-List Box below in its fully expanded state 
which consists of 5 items in total.   

[IMAGE] 

To reference the second item, XXX, we could use an index of 2 along with the LIST property to get its 
text value like so (just as we would with a standard List Box control): 

[CODE] 

The LIST property works with a "Visible" index so it interprets the "2" as second item that is 
displayed in the control. 

If the first item is collapsed then only three items as can now been seen: 
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[IMAGE] 

We can no longer use the LIST property to access the XXX item because it is no longer visible, and if 
we did so we would end up accessing the XXXX item 

so for this we now have to use the LISTX property instead.  This interprets the "2" as an index into 
the fully-expended list, so we access the correct item.  So, when you need to access an item 
regardless of whether or not it is visible you should always use one of the "X" properties or methods  

 

TREELISTBOX Properties 
 

The TREELISTBOX control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
except where noted below.  

Name Description 
VALUE  
VALUES  
  
 

The following STATIC properties are not supported: 

 AUTOELLIPSES 
 DUMMYCAPTION 
 WORDWRAP 
 All Border API properties 
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VALUES property 

Description 
Provides indexed access to the managed RADIOBUTTON controls, or direct access to the entire 
button structure as an array. 

 

Property Value 
When used without an index the property value is a dynamic array of button information with the 
following format: 

 <1> Button Labels (@vm delimited array) 
 <2> Button Values (@vm delimited array) 
 
Fields <1> and <2> (the Labels and Values) form an AMV group.   

When used with an index the BUTTONS property value is not applicable. ???FINISH THIS 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set ButtonPosition, 
ButtonLabel   

No No 

 

Remarks 
At runtime an individual button may be referenced via a index value using the normal 
Get/Set_Property index parameter.  The index value may the Label of the button (case-insensitive) 
or the position of the button instead. 

If the index is omitted the BUTTONS property applies to the entire Property Grid control, as per the 
standard ENABLED property. 
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Example Needed 
 

See Also 
N/a 
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WINDOW Object 
Yadda. 

 

[[[NEEDIMAGE]]] 

 

Developer Notes 
 

 Yadda 
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WINDOW Properties 
 

The WINDOW control supports the following properties in addition to the Common Properties 
except where noted below.  

Name Description 
AUTOCOMPOSITED Specifies if the window should use double-buffering during sizing operations. 
DESTROYFLAG Specifies if the window is flagged for destruction during QUERYEND 

processing. 
DPI Returns the DPI setting for the window. 
DPISCALING Specifies if the window can automatically scale itself based on the system DPI 

settings. 
DWMANIMATION Specifies if DWM animations are allowed for the window. 
ICON Specifies the window icon displayed in the window's caption bar. 
INITIALPOSITION Specifies the starting location of the window. 
HELPBUTTON Displays a help ("?") button in the window's caption bar. 
RESIZEALWAYS Allows a frame that is normally fixed to be resized by the user. 
SAVEWARN Specifies if the data in a databound window has been changed. 
TASKBARBUTTON Returns TRUE$ if the Windows has created a Task Bar button for the window. 
TOPMOST Specifies if the frame should keep itself at the top of the Z-order. 
 

The following common properties are not supported: 

 ?  

 

The following properties found in version 9 have been deprecated, but are still supported for 
backwards compatibility purposes.  Version 10 applications should not use these. 

 BITMAP 
 IMAGECLIP 
 IMAGECOUNT 
 IMAGENUMBER 
 IMAGEOFFSET 
 IMAGEORIGIN  
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AUTOCOMPOSITED property 

Description 
If set to TRUE$ then the window uses double-buffering during sizing operations to achieve smoother 
rendering.  

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property implements the WS_EX_COMPOSITED Extended Window Style: If the 
AUTOCOMPOSITED property is set to TRUE$ then the style is set before the sizing operation and 
reset afterwards.   

Results of using this property may vary depending on whether or not Windows is using the DWM for 
rendering.  If the DWM is active (i.e. on Windows Vista/7 running full Aero, or Windows 8 onwards) 
then using this property may actually degrade the rendering operation. 

 

See Also 
N/a 

 

Example 
 
        
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example – set AUTOCOMPOSITED for the current window. 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "AUTOCOMPOSITED", TRUE$ )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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DESTROYFLAG property 

Description 
Specifies if the window is flagged for destruction during QUERYEND processing. 

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
When the SYSTEM QUERYEND property returns TRUE$, windows that are destroyed will have 
DESTROYFLAG set, but the windows themselves will not be destroyed. 

Often, the HANDLE property is used to test if a window still exists, but if a window is closed (by using 
End_Window() for example) when QUERYEND is true, the HANDLE will still exist but DESTROYFLAG 
will be set. 

In earlier versions of OpenInsight this property was called DESTROY_FLAG. This name is deprecated 
but can still be used. 

 

See Also 
SYSTEM QUERYEND property. 

 

Example 
 
        
   // Test to see if the window is flagged for destruction   
   IsFlagged = Get_Property ( @Window, "DESTROYFLAG" )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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DPI property 

Description 
Returns the DPI (dots-per-inch) setting for the window. 

 

Property Value 
This is an @Fm-delimited array containing two values:  The horizontal (x) DPI and the vertical (y) DPI. 

 <1> X DPI (horizontal) 
 <2> Y DPI (vertical) 
 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
Beginning with Windows 8.1 individual monitors can have their own DPI settings. This property 
returns the DPI for the monitor that the window is currently displayed on, or that the majority of the 
window is displayed on if using more than one monitor. Prior to this the window DPI is always the 
same as the SYSTEM DPI property. 

The window DPI is combined with the SCALEFACTOR property when calculating scaling attributes. 

 

See Also 
SYSTEM DPI property, DPISCALING property, SCALEFACTOR property. 

 

Example 
 
        
   // Get the window DPI setting   
   dpiXY = Get_Property ( @Window, "DPI" )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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DPISCALING property 

Description 
Specifies if the window is allowed to scale itself in line with the system/monitor DPI settings at 
runtime. 

 

Property Value 
This property is a Boolean value. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
When set to TRUE$ the window will automatically scale itself to the DPI of the monitor it is running 
on when it is created (or when moved onto a monitor with a different DPI under Windows 8.1+). 

If this property is set to FALSE$ then the window is always rendered at 96DPI. 

 

See Also 
SYSTEM DPI property, DPI property, SCALEFACTOR property. 

 

Example 
 
        
   // Get the window DPISCALING setting   
   IsDPIScaling = Get_Property( @Window, "DPISCALING" )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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DWMANIMATION property 

Description 
If set to TRUE$ then the window uses DWM (Desktop Window Manager) animations when being 
displayed. 

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property is only effective when Windows is using the DWM for rendering, i.e. on Windows 
Vista/7 running full Aero, or Windows 8 onwards. 

The property implements the DWMWA_TRANSITIONS_FORCEDISABLED attribute of the 
DwmGetWindowAttribute and  DwmSetWindowAttribute Windows API functions. 

 

Example 
 
        
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example –turn off DWM animations for the current window. 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "DWMANIMATION", FALSE$ )    
    

 

See Also 
N/a 
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ICON property 

Description 
Specifies the name of the icon displayed in the window's caption bar, and if appropriate, the 
Windows TaskBar. 

 

Property Value 
This can be one of three formats: 

 The path and name of an icon (.ico) file. 
 The path and name of a resource file (.exe/.dll) containing the icon. This should have the 

format: 

<filepath> "#" <resourceID> 

 The name of a Windows system Icon: 
o "APPLICATION" 
o "ERROR" 
o "INFORMATION" 
o "QUESTION" 
o "WARNING" 
o "SHIELD" 

  

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
Equated constants for using System Icons can be found the PS_SYSICON_EQUATES insert record. 
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Example 
 
    
   Declare Function Repository 
   $Insert PS_SysIcon_Equates 
    
   // Example 1 - setting an ICON property with a normal filename 
   IcoFile = ".\icons\rti_ide.res\rti_test_dummy.ico" 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "ICON", IcoFile ) 
    
   // Example 2 - setting an ICON property with a resource from a DLL. 
   // (the icon with an ID of "1" from OEngine.dll) 
    
   IcoFile = "oengine.dll#1" 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "ICON", IcoFile ) 
       
   // Example 3 - setting an ICON property with a System Icon 
   IcoFile = "WARNING" 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "ICON", IcoFile ) 
    
   // Example 4 - setting an ICON property using a repository ID 
   //  
   // IMAGE entities always return the filename in field 1 
   IcoFile = Repository( "ACCESS", PS_REP_SYSICON_QUESTION$ )<1> 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "ICON", IcoFile ) 
       

 

See Also 
Appendix J – System Icons 
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INITIALPOSITION property 

Description 
Specifies the starting location of the window. 

 

Property Value 
This is an integer property that can be one of the following values: 

 0 – As Designed – the form is displayed using the Left and Top property values  
 1 – Center on Desktop – the form is displayed centered on the Desktop 
 2 – Center on Parent – the form is displayed centered on it's parent. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get Only No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property does not apply when used with an MDI Child window. 

Equated constants for the INITIALPOSITION property value can be found in the 
PS_WINDOW_EQUATES insert record. 

 

Example 
 
        
   $Insert PS_Window_Equates 
    
   // Get the window INITIALPOSITION setting   
   InitPos = Get_Property( @Window, "INITIALPOSITION" )   
    

 

See Also 
SIZE property, SYSTEMSIZE property, RECT property, LEFT property, TOP property, CENTER method. 
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HELPBUTTON property 

Description 
If set to TRUE$ then the window displays a context-help button in its caption bar.  When clicked the 
cursor changes to a question mark, and subsequently clicking on a control in the window will send it 
a HELP event. 

 

 

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property.  If set to TRUE then the context-help button is displayed, otherwise it is 
hidden. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property implements the WS_EX_CONTEXTHELP Extended Window Style.  It cannot be used if 
either the MINIMIZEBUTTON or MAXIMIZEBUTTON properties are set to TRUE$. 
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Example 
 
        
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Example – Showing the context-help button for the current window. 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "HELPBUTTON", TRUE$ )    
    

 

See Also 
HELP event, MINIMIZEBUTTON property, MAXIMIZEBUTTON property. 
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RESIZEALWAYS property 

Description 
Specifies if a WINDOW that has a fixed frame can be resized by the user (using the mouse or 
keyboard). 

WINDOW objects with the FRAMESTYLE property values cannot usually be resized using the mouse 
or cursor.  Setting RESIZEALWAYS to TRUE$ overrides this behavior. 

 <TODO: FRAMESTYLE LIST> 

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
This property does not override any size restrictions determined by the TRACKINGSIZE property. 

 

Example Needed 
 

See Also 
FRAMESTYLE property, TRACKINGSIZE property. 
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SAVEWARN property 

Description 
This property specifies whether the user should be warned that changes have been made, for 
example, when the user tries to close the form. 

It is set to TRUE$ by the system when changes are made to data in data-bound controls. It is reset by 
the system to FALSE$ after the READ, WRITE, and CLEAR events. 

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property. 

 

Index Value 
This should be the name of the control that triggered the SAVEWARN update. 
 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get/Set Yes   No Yes 
 

Remarks 
For a data-bound window the system generally checks to see if it should be set at the following 
points:  When a control loses focus, when the current cell is changed in an edit table, and when a 
window is about to be closed (the control with focus is checked).  

The system presents two ways of tracking when SAVEWARN is set by the system: 

 By intercepting the WINDOW SYSMSG event and examining the SAVEWARNINFO message 
 By using the SAVEWARN method in the SetDebugger stored procedure to see SAVEWARN 

changes in the System Monitor. 

 

Example 
 
        
   // Example - set the SAVEWARN flag and triggering control 
    
   ModifiedCtrlID = @Window : ".EDL_FORENAME" 
   Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "SAVEWARN", TRUE$, ModifiedCtrlID ) 
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See Also 
SYSTEM FOCUS property, Common GUI FOCUS property, EDITLINE/EDITBOX MODIFIED property, 
Common GUI LOSTFOCUS event, EDITTABLE POSCHANGED event, WINDOW CLOSE event, WINDOW 
SYSMSG event, SetDebugger stored procedure. 
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TASKBARBUTTON property 

Description 
Returns TRUE$ if Windows has created a taskbar button for the window.  

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property. 

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

N/a Get No   No No 
 

Remarks 
Properties and methods that affect the Windows taskbar, such as OVERLAYICON and TASKBARID, 
will not work until Windows has created a taskbar button for the window in question.  This property 
can be used to check if the taskbar button is present before any attempts to interact with it are 
made. 

 

Example 
 
        
   // Example - check to see if the taskbar button has been created 
   // before attempting to set the overlay icon    
   If Get_Property( @Window, "TASKBARBUTTON" ) Then 
      Icon = ".\icons\mywin.ico" 
      Call Set_Property( @Window, "OVERLAYICON", Icon ) 
   End 
    

 

See Also 
OVERLAYICON property, TASKBARID property, SYNCTASKBAR property 
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TOPMOST property 

Description 
Specifies if the window should be placed above all non-topmost windows and should stay above 
them, even when the window is deactivated. 

 

Property Value 
This is a Boolean property.  

 

Property Traits 
Development Runtime Indexed Scaled Synthetic 

Get/Set Get/Set No   No No 
 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example Needed 
 

See Also 
N/a 
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WINDOW Methods 
 

The WINDOW object supports the following methods in addition to the Common GUI methods 
except where noted below. 

Name Description 
CENTER Adds a new property item to the Property Grid. 
GETFOCUSEDCONTROL Returns the control with focus on the Window 
MDITILE Arranges MDI child windows in tiled format. 
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CENTER Method 

Description 
Centers a window on the desktop or its parent. 

 

Syntax 
    
   NewSize = Exec_Method( WindowID,     | 
                          "CENTER",     | 
                          CenterParent, | 
                          WindowSize,   | 
                          CalcOnly,     | 
                          ParentSize,   | 
                          Options ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
CenterParent No If TRUE$ then the window is centered on its parent, otherwise it is centered 

on the desktop.  Defaults to FALSE$. 
WindowSize No This is an @fm-delimited array specifying the desired coordinates and size to 

move the window to: 
 
   <1> Left-position (if -1 then the window is centered on the X-axis)  
   <2> Top-position (if -1 then the window is centered on the Y-axis) 
   <3> Width (-1 means do not adjust the window width) 
   <4> Height (-1 means do not adjust the window height) 
 
All of these values default to -1.   
 
They must be in the same scale units as the window begin centered. 
 

CalcOnly No If TRUE$ then the window is not moved or resized, but the resulting 
coordinates are returned instead.  Defaults to FALSE$. 

ParentSize No This is an @fm-delimited array that can be used to override the size of the 
parent (if CenterParent is TRUE$), or the Desktop (if CenterParent is FALSE$). 
 
   <1> Left-position  
   <2> Top-position 
   <3> Width 
   <4> Height 
 
They must be in the same scale units as the window begin centered. 
 

Options No This is an @fm-delimited array of options structured like so: 
 
   <1> Force boundary check.  If this is TRUE$ then the window is kept 
 within the boundary of the desktop even if the WindowSize Top and 
 Left positions have been explicitly specified. 
   <2> Desktop "anchor" window.  Contains the name of a window to  
 use when deciding which monitor to center the window on.  The  
 window is centered on the same desktop as the anchor window. 
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Returns 
The new size of the window in the same format as the standard SIZE property. 

 

Remarks 
N/a 

 

Example 
    
   // Center a window on the desktop 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window. "CENTER" ) 
    
   // Center a window on its parent window 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window. "CENTER", TRUE$ ) 
    
   // Center a window on the desktop with a specific size of 800x600 
   WinSize = -1 : @Fm : -1 : @Fm : 800 : @Fm : 600 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window. "CENTER", FALSE$, WinSize ) 
    
   // Center a window on the desktop with a specific size of 800x600 
   // but only return the coordinates - do not update the window. 
   WinSize = -1 : @Fm : -1 : @Fm : 800 : @Fm : 600 
   NewSize = Exec_Method( @Window. "CENTER", FALSE$, WinSize, TRUE$ ) 
    
   // Center a window on the same desktop as the RTI_IDE window and  
   // ensure it stays within the desktop boundary. 
   WinSize    = -20 : @Fm : 10 : @Fm : 800 : @Fm : 600 
   Options    = TRUE$ 
   Options<2> = "RTI_IDE" 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window. "CENTER", FALSE$, WinSize, FALSE$, "", Options ) 
    

 

See Also 
SIZE common property, SYSTEM MONITORLIST  property. 
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GETFOCUSEDCONTROL Method 

Description 
Returns the ID of the control that has the focus if the WINDOW is active, or, if the WINDOW is not 
active, the ID of the control that will receive the focus when it is. 

 

Syntax 
    
   FocusCtrlID = Exec_Method( WindowID,            |  
                              "GETFOCUSEDCONTROL", | 
                              NoInternal ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
NoInternal No If TRUE$ then only controls not marked as "Internal" will be returned.  

Defaults to FALSE$. 
 

Returns 
The name of the control that is currently focused or will receive the focus when the WINDOW is 
activated. 

 

Remarks 
Executing this method is essentially the same as using the "get" operation in the WINDOW FOCUS 
property to return the current focus control for the window.  However, some objects, like the cell 
editor an in EDITTTABLE control, are marked as "internal" and it may not be appropriate to use them 
when returned via the FOCUS property.  In this case it is better to use the GETFOCUSEDCONTROL 
method and the NoInternal parameter to return the parent non-internal object ID instead. 

 

Example 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Return the focused control for the window, resolving it to a non-  
   // internal ID as needed. 
 
   FocusCtrlID = Exec_Method( @Window, "GETFOCUSEDCONTROL", TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See Also 
Common INTERNALOBJECT property, Common GUI FOCUS property, SYSTEM FOCUS property, 
WINDOW FIRSTFOCUS property, WINDOW FOCUS property, WINDOW ACTIVATED event, WINDOW 
INACTIVATED event. 
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MDITILE Method 

Description 
Arranges MDI child windows in a tiled format. 

 

Syntax 
    
   SuccessFlag = Exec_Method( WindowID,       |  
                              "MDITILE",      | 
                              TileHorizontal, | 
                              SkipDisabled ) 
 

 

Parameters  
Name Required Description 
TileHorizontal No If TRUE$ then the MDI Child windows are tiled horizontally, otherwise they 

are tiled vertically. 
SkipDisabled No If TRUE$ then any disabled MDI child windows are excluded from the tiling 

operation. 
 

Returns 
TRUE$ if the tiling operation was successful, FALSE$ otherwise. 

 

Remarks 
This method only applies to MDI frame windows.  

The arguments passed to this method have been changed from previous versions of OpenInsight to 
support horizontal tiling and the "SkipDisabled" option simultaneously.  

 

Example 
    
   $Insert Logical 
    
   // Tile the MDI child windows vertically for the current MDI frame,  
   // ignoring disabled windows. 
   Call Exec_Method( @Window, "MDITILE", FALSE$, TRUE$ ) 
    

 

See Also 
MDIFRAME property, WINDOW MDICASCADE property. 
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Appendix A – Concatenating Properties 
In some circumstances it is possible to improve the performance of the Get/Set_Property interface 
by concatenating the arguments together using the system record-mark delimiter (@Rm), and 
passing them to the Presentation Server using a single function call rather than multiple calls. 

For example, the following three statements: 

 
 
   ItemPos  = Get_Property( @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS", "SELPOS", "" ) 
   ItemList = Get_Property( @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS", "LIST", "" ) 
   WinText  = Get_Property( @Window, "TEXT" ) 
    

 

Could be rewritten as: 

 
    
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS" 
   PropArray =        "SELPOS" 
   IdxArray  =        "" 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "LIST" 
   IdxArray  := @Rm : "" 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window 
   PropArray := @Rm : "TEXT" 
   IdxArray  := @Rm : "" 
    
   DataArray        = Get_Property( ObjxArray, PropArray, IdxArray ) 
    
   ItemPos          = DataArray[1,@rm,1] 
   ItemList         = DataArray[bCol2()+1,@rm,1] 
   WinText          = DataArray[bCol2()+1,@rm,1] 
  

 

Each of the arguments passed to Get_Property has been concatenated together with @Rm before 
passing to the function.  The results are similarly returned @Rm-delimited, and they are parsed out 
using the "[]" operators and the bCol2() statement for maximum efficiency (Using bCol2() rather 
than col2() means the code is still performant in either an ANSI or a UTF8 environment). 

Similarly individual calls to Set_Property like this: 

 
   Call Set_Property( @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS", "SELPOS", 3 ) 
   Call Set_Property( @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS", "LIST", SomeListOfItems ) 
   Call Set_Property( @Window, "TEXT", "Select Item" ) 
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Could also be rewritten as: 

 
 
   ObjxArray =        @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS" 
   PropArray =        "SELPOS" 
   DataArray =        3 
   IdxArray  =        "" 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window : ".LIST_ITEMS" 
   PropArray := @Rm : "LIST" 
   DataArray := @Rm : SomeListOfItems 
   IdxArray  := @Rm : "" 
    
   ObjxArray := @Rm : @Window 
   PropArray := @Rm : "TEXT" 
   DataArray := @Rm : "Select Item" 
   IdxArray  := @Rm : "" 
    
   Call Set_Property( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray, IdxArray )    
  

 

The advantage of this technique is that it avoids the overhead of the extra function calls into the 
Presentation Server, but obviously the downside is that it is it takes longer to type, construct, and 
maintain.   

It is also worth bearing in mind that in the early days of OpenInsight 2 running on Window 3.1, the 
overhead involved in a call to the Presentation Server was much higher than with OpenInsight 10 
running on a modern OS and hardware, and therefore the performance benefits were very 
noticeable.  In current systems this may not be so, and may not yield better results if you are only 
dealing with one or two properties at a time. In this case it may be worth profiling your code to see if 
there is a significant improvement. 

 

Concatenating Synthetic Properties 
Caution must be observed when using synthetic properties with this concatenation technique, due 
to the way that the Get/Set_Property functions are implemented internally. 

When you don’t use the @Rm concatenation method then Get_Property and Set_Property first try 
to process the request as a Synthetic property, and, if not found, it is then passed on to the 
Presentation Server.  This obviously doesn’t cause any issues as no concatenation is involved. 
 
When you do use the @Rm concatenation method both Get_Property and Set_Property first pass 
the arguments onto the Presentation Server, which deals with the properties it is responsible for.  
After that the arguments are scanned for any synthetic properties and processed accordingly. 
 
In many cases this would have no effect unless the order in which the properties are called is critical.  
Consider the following example: 
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   // Set the TEXT _without_ firing a CHANGED event 
   // (This will NOT work!) 
    
   ObjxArray =        "SYSTEM" 
   PropArray =        "BLOCKEVENTS" 
   DataArray =        TRUE$ 
 
   ObjxArray := @rm : @window : ".EDL_NAME" 
   PropArray := @rm : "DEFPROP" 
   DataArray := @rm : StrName 
    
   ObjxArray := @rm : "SYSTEM" 
   PropArray := @rm : "BLOCKEVENTS" 
   DataArray := @rm : FALSE$ 
 
   Call Set_Property( ObjxArray, PropArray, DataArray ) 
  

 

In this case both BLOCKEVENTS property calls (non-synthetic properties) will be processed before the 
DEFPROP call (a synthetic property), meaning they will have no effect and the CHANGED event will 
fire. 
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Appendix B – Object Notation Syntax 
The OpenInsight event compiler supports an enhanced "shorthand" syntax for working with the 
Presentation Server object model, much like that provided in standard Basic+ for use with OLE 
objects.  Like the OLE notation, this provides a more natural API to working with properties and 
methods, rather than the relatively verbose and flat interface provided by the familiar 
Get/Set_Property and Exec_Method functions. 

In a nutshell, object notation provides the use of a special "->" operator to allow an object to refer to 
its properties and methods, along with the "{}" operators to specify object or property indexes. It 
may be used in place of the following function calls: 

 Get_Property 
 Set_Property_Only 
 Exec_Method 

The main drawback of object notation is that is does not allow for the property concatenation 
technique described in Appendix A above. 

  

Using Properties 
The general format for accessing properties via object notation is illustrated below. In all cases 
objects that support sub-objects (such as controls that support an IMAGE sub-object) may reference 
the sub-object by suffixing them to the main object with a "." character as a delimiter. 

Get_Property syntax 
    
  value = object->property                        ; // Non-Indexed 
  value = object{index}->property                 ; // Object-Indexed 
  value = object->property{index}                 ; // Property-Indexed 
 
  // With sub-object support 
  value = object.subObject->property              ; // Non-Indexed 
  value = object.subObject{index}->property       ; // Object-Indexed 
  value = object.subObject->property{index}       ; // Property-Indexed 
 

 
 

Set_Property_Only syntax 
    
  object->property = value                        ; // Non-Indexed 
  object{index}->property = value                 ; // Object-Indexed 
  object->property{index} = value                 ; // Property-Indexed 
 
  // With sub-object support 
  object.subObject->property = value              ; // Non-Indexed 
  object.subObject{index}->property = value       ; // Object-Indexed 
  object.subObject->property{index} = value       ; // Property-Indexed 
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Where: 

 object is either:  
1. An equated constant (suffixed with a "$" symbol), or 
2. The contents of a variable (prefixed with an "@" symbol), or  
3. An literal name (prefixed with the "$" symbol), or 
4. A path prefix (prefixed with the "." symbol to represent the name of the object's 

parent window (i.e. "@Window") 
 property can be an equated constant, the contents of a variable, or an literal name.  It 

may also be the special token "@@" which means use the DEFPROP property. 
 index is either a one or two dimensional index value, delimited by a "," character and 

surrounded by curly braces. 

 

Get_Property examples 
 
 // Get_Property object notation using variable contents 
  
 CtrlID = @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX" 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( CtrlID, "TEXT" ) 
 PropVal = @CtrlID->Text 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( CtrlID, "LIST", 4 ) 
 PropVal = @CtrlID->List{4} 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( CtrlID, "LIST", ItemIdx ) 
 ItemIdx = Get_Some_Index() 
 PropVal = @CtrlID->List{ItemIdx} 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( CtrlID, "DEFPROP" ) 
 PropVal = @CtrlID->@@ 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( @Window, "TEXT" ) 
 PropVal = @@Window->Text 
  
 EdtID   = @Window : ".MY_EDITTABLE"; Col = 2; Row = 3 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( EdtID : ".CELLS", "TEXT", Col : @fm : Row ) 
 PropVal = @EdtID.Cells{Col,Row}->Text 
  

 
 
 // Get_Property object notation using a path-prefix  
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX", "TEXT" ) 
 PropVal = .My_ListBox->Text 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX", "LIST", 4 ) 
 PropVal = .My_ListBox->List{4} 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( @Window : ".MY_EDITTABLE.CELLS", "TEXT", 2 : @fm : 3 ) 
 PropVal = .My_EditTable.Cells{2,3}->Text 
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 // Get_Property object notation using equated constants 
   
 Equ CTRLID$ To "MYWIN.MY_LISTBOX" 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( CTRLID$, "TEXT" ) 
 PropVal = CTRLID$->Text 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( CTRLID$, "LIST", 4 )  
 PropVal = CTRLID$->List{4} 
  
 Equ EDTID$ To "MYWIN.MY_EDITTABLE" 
  
 // PropVal = Get_Property( EDTID$ : ".CELLS", "TEXT", 2 : @fm : 3 ) 
 PropVal = EDTID$.Cells{2,3}->Text 
  

 
 
 // Get_Property object notation using a literal name 
  
 // FocusID = Get_Property( "SYSTEM", "FOCUS" ) 
 FocusID = $System->Focus  
 
 // PropVal = Get_Property( "MYWIN.MY_CONTROL", "TEXT" ) 
 PropVal = $MyWin.My_Control->Text 
  

 

Set_Property_Only examples 
 
 // Set_Property_Only object notation using variable contents 
  
 CtrlID = @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX" 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlID, "TEXT", PropVal ) 
 @CtrlID->Text = PropVal 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlID, "LIST", PropVal, 4 ) 
 @CtrlID->List{4} = PropVal 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( CtrlID, "DEFPROP", PropVal ) 
 @CtrlID->@@ = PropVal 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( @Window, "TEXT", PropVal ) 
 @@Window->Text = PropVal 
  
 EdtID = @Window : ".MY_EDITTABLE"; Col = 2; Row = 3 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( EdtID : ".CELLS", "TEXT", PropVal, Col : @fm : Row ) 
 @EdtID.Cells{Col,Row}->Text  = PropVal 
  

 
 
 // Set_Property_Only object notation using a literal name 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( "SYSTEM", "FOCUS", focusID ) 
 $System->Focus = FocusID 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( "MYWIN.MY_CONTROL", "TEXT", PropVal ) 
 $MyWin.My_Control->Text = PropVal 
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 // Set_Property_Only object notation using a path-prefix  
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX", "TEXT", PropVal ) 
 .My_ListBox->Text  = PropVal 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX", "LIST", PropVal, 4 ) 
 .My_ListBox->List{4} = PropVal 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( @Window : ".MY_EDITTABLE.CELLS", "TEXT", PropVal, 2 : @fm : 3 ) 
 .My_EditTable.Cells{2,3}->Text = PropVal 
  

 
 
 // Set_Property_Only object notation using equated constants 
   
 Equ CTRLID$ To "MYWIN.MY_LISTBOX" 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( CTRLID$, "TEXT", PropVal ) 
 CTRLID$->Text  = PropVal 
  
 // Call Set_Property_Only( CTRLID$, "LIST", PropVal, 4 )  
 CTRLID$->List{4} = PropVal 
  
 Equ EDTID$ To "MYWIN.MY_EDITTABLE" 
  
 // Set_Property_Only( EDTID$ : ".CELLS", "TEXT", PropVal, 2 : @fm : 3 ) 
 EDTID$.Cells{2,3}->Text = PropVal 
  

 
 

Using Methods 
The general format of the Exec_Method object notation is described below.  It may be used to 
execute the method as a subroutine (i.e. no return value) or as a function. 

Exec_Method syntax 
    
  object->method( arg1, arg2, … argN )            ; // Call as subroutine 
  result = object->method( arg1, arg2, … argN )   ; // Call as function 
 

 

Where: 

 object is either:  
1. An equated constant (suffixed with a "$" symbol), or 
2. The contents of a variable (prefixed with an "@" symbol), or  
3. An literal name (prefixed with the "$" symbol), or 
4. A path prefix (prefixed with the "." symbol to represent the name of the object's 

parent window (i.e. "@Window") 
 method can be an equated constant, the contents of a variable, or a literal name.  
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Exec_Method examples 
 
 // Exec_Method object notation using variable contents 
  
 CtrlID = @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX" 
  
 // Pos = Exec_Method( CtrlID, "INSERT", -1, Item ) 
 Pos = @CtrlID->Insert( -1, Item ) 
  
 // Call Exec_Method( CtrlID, "DELETE", 4 ) 
 @CtrlID->Delete( 4 ) 
  

 
 
 // Exec_Method object notation using a path-prefix  
  
 // Pos = Exec_Method( @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX", "INSERT", -1, Item ) 
 Pos = .My_ListBox->Insert( -1, Item ) 
  
 // Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".MY_LISTBOX", "DELETE", 4 ) 
 .My_ListBox->Delete( 4 ) 

 
 // Call Exec_Method( @Window : ".MY_EDITTABLE", "APPEND", RowData ) 
 .My_EditTable.Rows->Append( RowData ) 
  

 
 
 // Exec_Method object notation using equated constants 
   
 Equ CTRLID$ To "MYWIN.MY_LISTBOX" 
  
 // Pos = Exec_Method( CTRLID$, "INSERT", -1, Item ) 
 Pos = CTRLID$->Insert( -1, Item ) 
  
 // Call Exec_Method( CTRLID$, "DELETE", 4 )  
 CTRLID$->Delete( 4 ) 
  

 
 
 // Exec_Method object notation using an literal name 
  
 // RetVal = ( "SYSTEM", "CREATE", createStruct ) 
 RetVal = $System->Create( createStruct ) 
  
 // Call Exec_Method( "SYSTEM", "DESTROY", ctrlID ) 
 $System->Destroy( ctrlID ) 
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Using Object Notation in Stored Procedures 
Object Notation was originally designed for use with the event compiler, and therefore prior to 
version 10 could only be used with event scripts.  In the current version however, it may be used in 
Stored Procedures by including the event pre-compiler in the compilation chain.  This is done by 
adding the following at the top of the program before the other statements: 

 
   #Pragma PreComp Event_PreComp 
    

 

You should also declare the following functions before you use any object notation – the pre-
compiler does not insert these into the program itself: 

 Get_Property 
 Exec_Method 

E.g. 

 
 Compile Function MyWin_Events( CtrlEntID, Event, Param1, Param2 ) 
  
   #Pragma PreComp Event_PreComp 
    
   Declare Function Get_Property, Exec_Method 
   $Insert Logical 
    
   Locate Event In "CREATE,CLICK,CLOSE" Using "," Setting Pos Then 
      On Pos GoSub OnCreate,OnClick,OnClose 
   End 
    
 Return RetVal  
 
   // ... etc ...  
    

 

Unlike in previous versions this object notation may also be used safely with OLE object notation in 
the same Stored Procedure. 

 

Object Notation limitations 
The current version of Object Notation is currently handled by a pre-compiler, rather than the actual 
Basic+ compiler itself, thus its parsing accuracy is somewhat limited in comparison.  Because of this, 
the following guidelines should be adhered to: 

1. The passing of complex expressions to the object notation Set_Property_Only and 
Exec_Method statements should be avoided; It is better to resolve them to a variable first, 
and then pass that variable as an argument instead. 

2. The curly-brace Calculate operators ("{" and "}") are also used to resolve the value of a 
dictionary column at runtime, and should not be used on the same line as an object notation 
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statement: These operators are interpreted as object or property index tokens instead, and 
will lead to parsing errors if used incorrectly. 

 

Object Notation troubleshooting 
Behind the scenes the pre-compiler converts the object notation syntax to actual Get_Property, 
Set_Property_Only and Exec_Method calls before passing them to the Basic+ compiler.  If you use 
object notation and run into problems that you cannot resolve easily you can see exactly what gets 
passed to the compiler by using the Output compiler directive, which will write the pre-compiler 
output to a specified record.   

To enable this functionality, place the following statement at the top of your program (before or 
after the Event_PreComp statement), and replace <table> and <record> with the table and record 
names of your choice: 

 
   #Pragma Output <table> <record> 
    

 

E.g. Send the output to the PRECMP_OUT record in SYSLISTS 

 
   #Pragma Output SYSLISTS PRECMP_OUT 
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Object Notation BNF 
The following is a simple BNF-style description of object notation: 

    
 <obj-stmt> ::= <get-property-stmt> 
              | <set-property-only-stmt> 
              | <exec-method-stmt> 
                               
 <get-property-stmt> ::= <get-value> "=" <object> "->" <property> { <property-index> } 
                       | <get-value> "=" <object> { <object-index> } "->" <property>   
                     
 <set-property-only-stmt> ::= <object> "->" <property> { <property-index> } "=" <set-value> 
                            | <object> { <object-index> } "->" <property> "=" <set-value>  
                                 
 <exec-method-stmt> ::= <method-val> "=" <object> "->(" <method-args> ")" 
                      | <object> "->(" <method-args> ")" 
 
 <object> ::= <equated-constant> [<path-prefixed-id> ] 
            | <variable-contents> [<path-prefixed-id> ] 
            | <literal-id> [<path-prefixed-id> ] 
            | <path-prefixed-id> 
               
 <property> ::= <equated-constant> 
              | <variable-contents> 
              | <property-id> 
              | "@@" 
                 
 <object-index>   ::= <expression> 
                    | <expression> "," <expression> 
  
 <property-index> ::= <expression> 
                    | <expression> "," <expression> 
     
 <equated-constant>  ::= <var-id> "$" 
    
 <variable-contents> ::= "@" ( <var-id> | <common-var-id> ) 
    
 <literal-id>        ::= "$" <object-id> 
    
 <path-prefixed-id>  ::= "." <object-id> 
    
 <method-val>        ::= <var-id> | <common-var-id> 
    
 <method-args>       ::= <expression> { "," <expression> } 
    
 <get-value>         ::= <var-id> | <common-var-id> 
    
 <set-value>         ::= <expression> 
    
 <common-var-id> ::= <var-id> ["@" | "%" ] 
  
 <var-id>    ::= <letter> { <letter> | <digit> | <var-symbols> }  
    
 <object-id> ::= { <letter> | <digit> | <var-symbols> } 
 
 <property-id> ::= ["@"] { <letter> | <digit> | "_" } 
    
 <letter> ::= "A" | "B" | "C" | "D" | "E" | "F" | "G" 
            | "H" | "I" | "J" | "K" | "L" | "M" | "N" 
            | "O" | "P" | "Q" | "R" | "S" | "T" | "U" 
            | "V" | "W" | "X" | "Y" | "Z" | "a" | "b" 
            | "c" | "d" | "e" | "f" | "g" | "h" | "i" 
            | "j" | "k" | "l" | "m" | "n" | "o" | "p" 
            | "q" | "r" | "s" | "t" | "u" | "v" | "w" 
            | "x" | "y" | "z" 
             
 <digit> ::= "0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" | "5" | "6" | "7" | "8" | "9" 
    
 <var-symbols> ::= "_" | "." 
 

(Please note that the <expression> token used in the BNF above is left undefined, as that would encompass the entire 
Basic+ language and thereby obfuscate what is presented here)  
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Appendix C – Event Handling  
Working with the Windows Desktop GUI means that are working in in "event-driven" environment.   

Event chain 
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Appendix D – Promoted Events 
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Appendix E – Synchronous Events 
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Appendix F –Event Type Information 
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Appendix G –Method Type Information 
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Appendix H –Property Type 
Information 
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Appendix I – UTF8 processing 
The Presentation Server is a Unicode (UTF16-encoded) application, which means that when a user 
enters characters into control like "ü" (code 252, or 0xFC in hex notation), the information is actually 
stored in the PS as the full UTF16 encoding:  In this case the "ü" would be stored using two bytes (as 
0x00FC) instead. 

OpenEngine (OE) is not a Unicode application in the same way because it doesn't use UTF16 to 
encode strings, rather it can run in one of two modes, ANSI or UTF8, which means it interprets 
strings as either single-byte characters or multi-byte characters respectively.  This is done to both 
preserve backwards compatibility with existing data sets, and to gain better memory performance at 
runtime. 

These different encodings therefore require some form of conversion when the PS and the engine 
communicate (which they do when you use Get_Property, Set_Property, and Exec_Method), and 
leads to the following translation processes which are detailed below: 

Using Get_Property: 

 UTF16 -> ANSI (when the engine is in ANSI mode) 
 UTF16 -> UTF8 (when the engine is in UTF8 mode) 

Using Set_Property: 

 ANSI -> UTF16 (when the engine is in ANSI mode) 
 UTF8 -> UTF16 (when the engine is in UTF8 mode) 

Using Exec_Method (for passed parameters – same as Set_Property): 

 ANSI -> UTF16 (when the engine is in ANSI mode) 
 UTF8 -> UTF16 (when the engine is in UTF8 mode) 

Using Exec_Method (for returned values – same as Get_Property): 

 UTF16 -> ANSI (when the engine is in ANSI mode) 
 UTF16 -> UTF8 (when the engine is in UTF8 mode) 

 

Translating UTF16 to ANSI (as per Get_Property) 
This is a very simple translation - when translating a UTF16 character to ANSI the most significant 
byte is always removed.  So, if the "ü" character (0x00FC) is entered in a control it is converted into a 
single byte 0xFC character when passed back to Basic+. 

Of course this would then be interpreted as the @svm delimiter, which can lead to other problems 
such as corrupting the structure of dynamic arrays or records.  Solving this issue was the primary 
reason UTF8 mode was implemented and ANSI mode should not be used where you expect to be 
dealing with user input containing characters that may collide with the System Delimiters. 
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(Another early attempt to deal with this issue resulted in the SYSTEM CHARMAP property, but this 
has since been deprecated in favor of UTF8 mode applications). 

 

Translating ANSI to UTF16 (as per Set_Property) 
This translation is complicated by the need to deal with Revelation System Delimiters, such as @fm,  
@vm and so forth. When used in Basic+ programs and stored in records these delimiters are 
represented by single bytes like so: 

@rm  - 0xFF  (code 255) 
@fm  - 0xFE  (code 254) 
@vm  - 0xFD  (code 253) 
@svm - 0xFC  (code 252) 
@tm  - 0xFB  (code 251) 
@stm - 0xFA  (code 250) 

 

However, when these need to be translated to UTF16 (two bytes) they should become: 

@rm  - 0xF0FF 
@fm  - 0xF0FE 
@vm  - 0xF0FD 
@svm - 0xF0FC 
@tm  - 0xF0FB  
@stm - 0xF0FA 

 

which places them inside the Unicode Private Area. Characters within this range are not valid 
characters in any language, so they may be considered "safe" when passed outside of the engine. 
For example, @svm in UTF16 is represented as 0xF0FC, and therefore it is not the same as an actual 
"ü" character which is 0x00FC).  

However, the complication arises because we need to decide if a character such as "ü" (0xFC), which 
has the same value as @svm, should be converted to the UTF16 version of "ü" (0x00FC), or the 
UTF16 version of @svm (0xF0FC). 

E.g. If we wish to use Set_Property to set the TEXT property of a control, and the text string contains 
a character that could be a system delimiter like code 252, we need to tell the system how to 
translate it: is the code 252 character an @svm or a "ü"? 

I.e. should the translation be this? 

0xFC -> 0x00FC ("ü" character in UTF16) 

Or this? 

0xFC -> 0xF0FC (@svm delimiter in UTF16) 

So that the system knows which translation to use we need to set the "Delimiter Count".  This is a 
simple integer between 0 and 8 that specifies which single byte characters (counting backwards 
from 256) should be treated as system delimiters when performing the ANSI to UTF16 translation. 
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E.g.  If the delimiter count is 6 (which is the default when the application is loaded) any single byte 
characters greater than code 250 inclusive (256-6) are translated to UTF16 System Delimiters like so: 

@rm  (code 255) -> 0xF0FF 
@fm  (code 254) -> 0xF0FE 
@vm  (code 253) -> 0xF0FD 
@svm (code 252) -> 0xF0FC 
@tm  (code 251) -> 0xF0FB  
@stm (code 250) -> 0xF0FA 

 

If the delimiter count is 3 then any single byte characters greater than code 253 inclusive (256-3) are 
translated to UTF16 System Delimiters like so: 

@rm  (code 255) -> 0xF0FF 
@fm  (code 254) -> 0xF0FE 
@vm  (code 253) -> 0xF0FD 

     --------------------------- 
@svm (code 252) -> 0x00FC 
@tm  (code 251) -> 0x00FB  
@stm (code 250) -> 0x00FA 

 

If the delimiter count is 0 then no single byte characters are translated to UTF16 System Delimiters:  

@rm  (char 255) -> 0x00FF 
@fm  (char 254) -> 0x00FE 
@vm  (char 253) -> 0x00FD 
@svm (char 252) -> 0x00FC 
@tm  (char 251) -> 0x00FB  
@stm (char 250) -> 0x00FA 

 

 

Translating UTF16 to UTF8 (as per Get_Property) 
When in UTF8 mode the engine is using multi-byte characters for any data character above code 
127. However, it also uses the familiar single byte characters for System Delimiters, but these are not 
valid UTF8 characters!  This means that it is easy to separate the data from the delimiters: 

E.g. 

If the user enters a "ü" character (0x00FC) in a control then it will be translated as 0xC3BC, 
not 0xFC. 

This means that it is preserved correctly and does not collide with any System Delimiters.  When 
running in UTF8 mode the dynamic arrays and records in Basic+ are essentially made up of 
"fragments" of valid UTF8 strings delimited by invalid UTF8 single chars. 

 

Translating UTF8 to UTF16 (as per Set_Property) 
Again this is an easy translation: valid UTF8 data is translated to UTF16 as per normal and the 
"invalid" UTF8 single-byte system delimiters are always translated to their valid UTF16 equivalents. 
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i.e. 

0xC3BC becomes 0x00FC 

0xFC becomes 0xF0FC 

And so on. 

 

Setting the UTF8 Mode and the Delimiter Count in the IDE  
Both the UTF8 Mode and Delimiter Count for an application can be set at design time in the 
Application Settings dialog (accessed from the Settings menu in the IDE).  These settings are loaded 
when the application is initialized. 

<Application Settings dialog image needed> 

Setting the UTF8 Mode and the Delimiter Count at runtime 
At runtime the application UTF8 Mode and Delimiter Count may be changed by using the UTF8 and 
DELIMCOUNT SYSTEM properties respectively: Setting these properties changes the UTF8 settings 
for the rest of the session, or until they are updated again. 

Note that it is also possible to adjust the UTF8 Mode and Delimiter Count by using the SetUTF8 and 
SetNoOfDelimiters functions as well.  The difference in this case is that the change only applies for 
the duration of the currently executing event.  When the next event fires the UTF8 and Delimiter 
Count are reset to the same values as the SYSTEM properties mentioned above; this is to preserve 
data integrity in the event that the currently executing program is forced to abort.   
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Appendix J – System Icons 
Both the Image API FILENAMES property and the WINDOW ICON property allow access to the 
standard Windows system icons by using a reserved name.  This section illustrates the images 
associated with each name as they would appear in a Windows Vista/7/8/10 system. 

 

Icon Name 
 

 
 

 
 
APPLICATION 
 
 

 

 

 
 
ERROR 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
INFORMATION 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
QUESTION 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
SHIELD 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
WARNING 
 
 

 

Constants for these icons can be found in the PS_SYSICON_EQUATES insert record. 
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Appendix K –High-DPI Programming 
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Appendix L – Drag and Drop 
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Appendix M – The DRAWHTML 
Property  
Several controls support a DRAWHTML property that allows them to use a limited subset of HTML 
markup tags to control their text formatting.  This is not true HTML, rather it is a simple markup 
language that may offer some familiarity to developers and make it easier to use. 

 

The supported tags are: 

Tag Description 
<b> Specifies that the text should be rendered in a bold font. 
<baseline> Specifies the alignment at the baseline of the current line's text. 
<big> Specifies that the text should be displayed in a larger font. 
<bottom> Vertically align text to the bottom edge. 
<br> Insert a line break. 
<center> Centers subsequent text. 
<code> Specifies a code sample. 
<em> Emphasizes text by drawing it with an italic font (see also the "<i>" tag). 
<font> Specifies a new font, size and color for rendering the text. 
<h1> - <h6> Draws the text with a heading style.  
<hr> Draws a horizontal rule. 
<i> Emphasizes text by drawing it with an italic font (see also the "<em>" tag). 
<left> Left-aligns subsequent text. 
<middle> Vertically centers text (see also the <vcenter> tag). 
<pre> Draws the text in a fixed-width font. 
<right> Aligns text to the right edge. 
<s> Draws text in strike-through style (see also the "<strike>" tag). 
<small> Specifies that the text should be displayed in a smaller font. 
<span> Specifies an inline text container. 
<strike> Draws text in strike-through style (see also the "<s>" tag). 
<sub> Specifies that the text should be displayed in subscript, using a smaller font. 
<sup> Specifies that the text should be displayed in superscript, using a smaller font. 
<t> Inserts tabulation. 
<table> Specifies that the contained content is organized into a table with rows and columns. 
<td> Specifies a cell in a table.  
<top> Vertically aligns text to the top edge. 
<tr> Specifies a row in a table. 
<vcenter> Vertically centers text (see also the <middle> tag).  
   

Please note: Any HTML markup supplied should be well-formed.  The control will not check it for 
correctness and passing malformed HTML may crash your application! If you are displaying HTML 
from a web-page then you should consider using a proper browser control instead, as the 
DRAWHTML property is not a substitute for one. 
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